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FOREWORD

This study was prepared by Robert A. Solo, department of eco
nomics, City College of New York, for the Subcommittee on Patents,
Trademarks, and Copyrights as part of its study of the United States
patent system, conducted pursuant to Senate Resolutions 55 and 236
of the 85th Congress. It is one of several being prepared under the
supervision of John C. Stedman, associate counsel of the subcommittee.

Perhaps the most striking and revolutionary of recent events in the
field of technological research and development has boon the increas
ing role played by the Federal Government. What this may ultimately
mean for the future of private research, the patent system and other
time-honored institutions, it is still too early to say. Government sup
port in this area has taken various forms. One of these has been to
turn over to private industry the research and development tasks, with
Government footing the bill. Despite its pervading importance in
terms of subject matter, results, and financial outlay, surprisingly little
attention has been given to examining and evaluating this procedure
from the standpoint of its desirability, performance, and promotion
of the national security and public interest.

The present study examines one of the dramatic wartime episodes
in this area-the creation and development of the synthetic rubber
industry. Professor Solo points up the shortcomings that appeared
and the reasons for the difficulties that were encountered. One may
hope that the lessons learned from this pilot-plant experience will help
forestall similar mistakes in the comparable programs now underway
or contemplated. Professor Solo's study is more than a mere historical
study of an isolated episode of World "Val' II. As the title suggests,
it is an enlightening case study of " considered and extensively used
governmental policy in action.

Professor Solo is well qualified to speak on the subject of synthetic
rubber. The present study is the outgrowth and continuation of a re
search project undertaken by him several years ago, which earned him
a doctor of philosophy degree from Cornell University. He is the
author of a number of articles and treatises in the field of economics,
including several that relate to various aspects of the synthetic-rubber
program.

In publishing this study, it is important to state clearly its relation
to the policies and views of the subcommittee. The views expressed
by the author are entirely his own. The subcommittee welcomes the
report for consideration, but its publication in no way signifies accept
ance by the subcommittee of the statements contained in it. Such
publication does, however, testify to the subcommittee's belief that the
study represents a valuable contribution to patent literature and that
the public interest will be served by its publication.

JOSEPH C. O'MAHONEY,
Ohairmom; Suboommittee on Patents, Trademarks, and Oopy

1"iqhts, 0011111nittee on the J·udtoiary, United States Senate.
DEOEMBER 23, 1958.
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SYNTHETIC RUBBER: A CASE STUDY IN TECHNOLOGICAL
DEVELOPMENT UNDER GOVERNMENT DIRECTION

By Robert A. Solo

CHAPTER I

STANDARD OIL AND SYNTHETIC R(TBBER

Nineteen hundred and thirty-nine. Europe was on the edge of war.
Tremors of apprehension reached the United States, creating-some
agitation for preparedness, some concern for the possible interruption
of the supplies of vital materials imported from abroad. The most
important and most vulnerable of these strategic iIllPorts was rubber.
A small program to stockpile natural rubber had been started that
year, but, in military and political circles, no thought, apparently, had
been given or provisions made for producing in the United States ali
adequate (synthetic) rubber substitute. The notion that synthetic
rubber had a place in American economic strategy was introduced,
inauspiciously, into official consideration by an executive of the Stand
ard Oil Company of New Jersey.

Thus, Mr. Frank Howard, of the Standard Oil Co. (New Jersey),
writes:

With the thought that we might be helpful, early in January 1939, I called
on Mr. Johnson and on Col. Charles Hines, then secretary of the Army and Navy,
Munitions Board, to inquire as to their interest in rubber, and also talked to Col.
H. K. Rutherford,' the secretary's aide responsible for these studies. I was told
that rubber was on their list of strategic materials and that they would be glad
to have any information we could supply on producing it synthetically. I prom
ised to have Dr. Fralich, director of Standard's chemical-research laboratories
at BaywaY,call on the.Board. Dr. Frolich made his first visit a few days later,
on January 12, 1939, and reviewed for the Munitions Board the three types of
rubber on which Standard had special knowledge, Buna N', Buna S, and our
butyl, which we were identifyingat that time by the code name of Buna X.1

Mr. Howard could find-
no indication that either, the economic, or military policy of the, N,"ationas yet
included any plan actually-to prepare fOJ; the possibility that we m'ig1J.t'be cut off
from our supply of natural rubber."

But why was it that the Standard Oil Company of New Jersey,
which neither produced rubber nor used it, but whose interests were
in oil and oil products, first ,manifested concern for this aSl?ect of
strategic war planning,~ndfirst took the initiative in forwardmg the
possibilities of synthetic rubber! This is to be explained only by
reference to patent-sharing arrangements between Standard and the
German cartel, I. G. Farben Industries. Standard had been long

1 Frank Ho'ward,Buna Rubber p.73 (1947). Mr. Howard was, from the end of World
War I until his retirement in 1945, the principal executive of the Standard Oil Company
of New Jersey concerned with the direction of its research and development activities aud
with ite international patent-exchange agreements.

2 ld.,p. 73.
1



2 SYNTHETIC RUBBER

interested in acquiring the rights to patents developed by German
research, especially in the field of catalytic engineering, i. e., relating
to the power to accelerate or control the 'reactions and to minimize
those wastes and costs of conversion involved in the rearrangement of
mol~cular structures--;wherethe German had attained preeminence,
Thus, by 1925, the parentcornpany of ",,:hat laterbecametheTG.
Farben cartel was ready to produce synthetic gasoline (and other
products, including alcohol and rubber) commercially from German
deposits of low-grade coal.: The Germari processes might enable
Standard to convert crude oil into gasoline more economically, and,
moreover, would provide that company with an alternative sonrce of
gasoline s,hPlIld the iljscovery, of new oil reserves l'lg, behind the de-
mands of the expanding-fuel market. '

.A. series of agreements was concluded between the two corporate
giallts, the most importantbeing signed in1927 alldl929, wherein
Standard undertook to, invest in, research on, dehydrogenation ",nd
to share the r~slIlts,of that research with L G. , It transferred to, L G.
546,011 shares ($65 million worth) of St!1lldard stock, and made avail
able its full facilities for the distribution of I. G.,'s'synthetic fuel in
Germany. , LG., in return gave Standard controlover itsdehydro
genati0tl,process outside of dermany. ,Standard, presumably to induce
the Germans to continue to make available thenewr~searchdevelop
ments, extended a royalty share to the German company on all dehy
drogenation licenses granted by Standard and gave T. G. al~o asub
stantial (20 percent) share in the control,o.ve,r the op~r"tiol)s, of '"
Standard subsidiary set np for patent hcetlsmg •(the Standard-L G.
Co.). A joint development company (Jasco) was also formed lInder
Standards, aegis as a vehicle for "commercial testing and licensing
of new processes developed by either party for making chemical prod
ucts fromoil raw materials," the originating party to receive a five
eighths share and the, other party a three-eighths share on each new
,process. I. G., however, received.fullGerman.rightson alldehydro
genation developments made by Standard and. on all processes devel
oped by Jasco.Further,in the so-called division of fields agreement,
the two companies agreed not to compete with each other, i, e., defined
the chemicals and oil businesses as their respective lines of endeavor
and agreed each to remain' within' its respective bailiwicks, except in
Germany, where I. G. was now to produce oil products from.coal,

It wa~throughthis agreement to share in all petrochemicalprocesses
that. Stallciard came eventually 'topossessa minority share inthesyn
thstic-rubber processes developed by 1. G.. ""'i'i'.

.Synthetic rubber is a.European development. .In the middle of .the
19t1Lcentury, an Englishman,Grenville, discovered. the-molecular
nature, of natural rubber. NaturalmbberisconstitlIted out of. the
moleculesofasubstance called isoprene; .These isoprenes are linked
together in. enormously longchains,which formcoiled and tangled
lll'lsses and,thereby, give to rubberiits elastic or stretchy quality.
The processoflinking together single molecules into chains or globules
is called polymerization, and, in the case of natural rubber, this process
ofpolymerization is carried on by nature within the bark of the tree
Heveabrflsilia;""u,s. .'The rubber latexistapped from the, bllSkoLtM
tree; the water is then dried out of this latex, and there .isIeft the
long, intertwined chains of isoprene molecules in the form Of soft
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plastic mass. For commercial use this rubber must be strengthened
internally so that it will not lose shape under heat or pressure, and
this internal strengthening is done through the process of vulcaniza
tion which, so to speak, cross-stitches the chains of isoprene with sul
fur. Later in the 19th century, after Grenville's discovery, the
Frenchman, Bouchard, succeeded in producing a laboratory synthetic
rubber by polymerizing pure isoprene. Before World War I, in Rus
sia, the Czar's Government, fearing the effects of a war blockade,
offered a prize for the development of a commercially feasible sub
stitute for natural rubber. To win this prize, a Russian named Lebedev
developed a method for the low-cost production of butadiene, another
molecule which, like isoprene, could be polymerized into elastic, rub
bery masses. Both the Russians and the Germans, under the pressure
of necessity, put Lebedev's discovery to use, each adapting its method
to the available raw materials-s-grain in the case of Russia, and coal
in Germany.

Prior to 1930, the German butadiene process, based on the use of
coal and limestone, was considered to be outside the agreement with
Standard. But with its new plans for the production of synthetic
oil and oil gas, 1. G. developed methods for the production of buta
diene from these materials. This was within the scope of J asco, and
Standard undertook to share in the research. The goal was to break
into the enormous United States market for natural rubber for use to
fabricate tires. Standard attempted to develop a more economic
method for the production of butadiene from natural gas or oil, but
without much success.' However, that part of the joint research pro
gram, carried on by the Germans, that sought to reduce the costs of
polymerization and develop a better rubber end product was more
successful. It resulted in the development of Buna S (butadiene and
styrene copolymerized), usable as a substitute for naturalrubbor.vin
the production of tires, Buna N (butadiene and acrylonitrile), 'an
oil-resistant rubber adopted for specialty uses, and new catalytic
agents increasingly effective in accelerating reaction time. In Ger.
many, with the advent of the Nazis and their increasing control over
industrial planning, a plan wasset in motion in 1934 to recreate the
German economy in' order to achieve a maximum degree of self-suffi
ciency. Synthetic rubber was to be "one of the pillars of this autarchy
program * * * with the Government paying the cost and directing
the procedure." 4

In 1932, I. G. introduced to Standard a polymerized isobutyleno
useful in controlling the viscosity of motor fuels, and later marketed
for that purpose under the names of Paratone and Vistanei. Stand
:<rd then sought to develop the means of recovering and purifying
isobutylene as a low-cost, large-scale byproduct of refinery operations.
Isobutylene thus produced could be used to make Vistanox, 01' could
be converted into di-isobutylenewhich was the primary ingredient in
the production of high-octane fuel for military aviation, or possibly
could be used to produce a new type of synthetic rubber (butyl) which

(I Howard describes thusly the efforf to develop a commercter metnodbr the Baton Rouge
group for the production of butadiene rrom-naturet gas or oil: ",

"Still working on the electric 'arc process an(l:its related.jlevelopments, the Joint Stud;i.·
Co. had found a workable but much too expensive process for obtaining butadiene from
oil or natural gas. All along the line, we had attained a fair degree of technical success
but commercially our efl'orts seemed to have ended in complete failure." Id., p. 39.

'" ra., p. 40.
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Standard was trying to develop. The technique for the commercial
production of isobutylene and for its conversion into di-isobutylene
and iso-oetane was developed in 1935. .

It is important to note for much of what will follow later that iso
octane was essential for the 100-octane fuel that was being made
standard for American military aviation even in 1935. The produc
tion of iso-octanefor aviation fuel, and of isobutylene for Vistanex
(and later for butyl rubber) were alternative outputs, and in the par
ticular process, increase in the output of one must necessarily .reduce
the possibleoutput oftheother.

In 1937,two Standard chemists, R.'M. Thomas and W. J. Sparks,
found that by introducing small portions of butadiene (later iso
prene) into the isobutylene chain, a stable rubbery substance which
Standard named butyl, could be produced. Standard. sought vigor,
ously to develop buty1's commercial potentialities•. Research in the
catalytic cracking field generally was accelerated in both. Germany
and the 'United States.

By 1938 .the Germans had gone a considerable distance in the de
velopment and use of Buna S for tires. With the increasingthreat
of war and Government intervention, Standard and 1. G.were anxious
to establish a foothold for their synthetic product in. the American
mass market for general purpose rubber, i. e., forrubberused.topro
duce tires. Foreseeable developments mightafter all; quitesuddenly
dissipate the fruits of a considerable investment and the .dominating
patent positionwhich Standard had now acquired. Therefore;.a cam
paign was organized to sell tire companies on the commercial use .of
the synthetic product. On a price-per-pound basis the synthetic Tub
bel' was more expensive.ibut it was the contention of Standard that
the synthetic rubberwlls tougher, and that, .even at a premiurn.. it
would 'pay for the tire companies to use the synthetic product-in the
fabrication of tire treads. Further, natural rubber prices. were sub"
jec~ to erratic change, and pro.ducti.on was in the hands of an.inter
national cartel WhICh could victimize the rubber consumer. From
1938 through 1939 experts came from. GermallY with data on tire tests,
with knowledge of compounding techniques, .and with the synthetic
rubber tires too, so that tests could be arranged by the Jeading tire
producers themselves. . '. . •<..

That pressure to acquire market advantage through patent pooling
and exchange and through joint research, which brought together 1. G.
and Standard, was. not confined to these companies alone. Howard
tells that in the summer of 1939, he was involved in negotiating a vast"
world-embracing patent combineknown as Catalytic Research Asso
ciates.

This 'group' included 3 foreign compantes-c-L'G; Farben Industries, theBr~tisb
Anglo-Iranian OnCo., and the, British-Dutch Royal .Dutch Shell Co.; SAlleri
can ollicompantes-c-I'he 'I'exaeDo., 'Standard DflDo. (In,.dia~a)" andour own
company.; and 2 American process, development organtzattons operatLng in the, oil
industrY~rrhel\~L W~Kellogg CO,, and the Universal Oil Products Co; 'Al~ were
Intereetedfn thecatalytic treatment of' oils. 'Each 'had ..technicalcontributions
to make. The group was trying to arrive at some workable arrangementunder
Which, they COUld: exchange .their knowledge andeupplement one another's re
search efforts tn catalytic. t:efiniJ:lg,'and.each'.could.secure the right to use or to
license the.proces!;es r~sulting from th~combi?e:d·.ef:f0rt~;Q

e Id., iJP~ 77':"::'78.



This agreement .was concluded in August 1939. A week later the
Germans invaded Poland, and World War II began. .The old rela
tionship between T. G. and Standard could now no longer be main
tained. In its dealings with France and England, and eventually with
the American Government, Standard would be embarrassed by its
German connection and by the dominant power possessed by the Ger
mans in the licensing of patents and in the control over the develop
ment programs in vital industrial areas. It appears that the officials
of I. G., who by now had virtually become agents of the Nazi govern
ment, were also embarrassed by some of the commitments they had
previously entered into with Standard.' Therefore, an agreement
was negotiated in September 1939, between Standard and I. G. dis
solving the former relationship. Full rights to the jointly held pat
ents were assigned to Standard for the United States and the French
and British Empires, and to T.G. for the rest of the world.

Back in the United States, Standard officials reviewed their syn
thetic-rubber policy in the light of the following circumstances :
Standard's patent supremacy; their interest in establishing a syn
thetic-rubber industry in the United States while they retained that
supremacy; the possible importance of synthetic rubber to the security
needs of the United States; the lack of any mechanism within the
United States Government capable of comprehending the prerequi
sites. or. initiating the organization of a synthetic-rubber industry in
response to this strategic need; and the pOSSibi.h.·ty of securing public
support or subsidy for the establishment of suchan industry. Stand
ard's officialdom formulated a plan for a cooperative synthetic-rubber
company to be owned, operated, and, if necessary, financed by the in
dustrial companies most interested in the production and consumption
of synthetic rubber. Standard would hold 51 percent of the common
stock, and the remainder would be offered to such tire companies as
wished to participate. Standard might sell a share of. its majority
bloc.to other oil or chemical companies, but on no account would con
trol be allowed to pass into the hands of the rubber-product manufac
turers, inasmuch as their interest in synthetic rubber as a bargaining
weapon useful in holding down the price of.natural rubber might pre
clude a concern with the long-run development of the new industry
itself. au the other hand, the financial involvement of the tire com
panies would to some degree commit them to develop outlets for the
new rubbers. Thus, a unified research and development company,
controlling basic patents in the field, would be organized, and from
that company there could eventually be developed a vast integrated
industrial concern. Moreover, should this company be formed and
should the Government decide that a great synthetic-rubber industry
must be created quickly and at all costs, not only would this company
then be ready to do the Government's bidding, but also it would be
ready to receive the full benefits of Government support and subsidy.

On October 9, 1939, high officials of the Standard Oil Co. renewed
their contacts with the Army and Navy Munitions Board. They came,
not as supplicants or as mere well-wishers, but as men convinced that
their organization held the key to the development of a general-

6 cr. conversations with Tel' Meer and Ringel', Id. pp. 62, 88. •
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pllrl?osesynthetic-rubber industry intheUnited States, and that such
anindustry (",hetheror not publicoffleials were yet ready to recognize
the fact) .was vital to the national defense. On November 19, they
broached the elements of their plan for a cooperative development of
sYIlthetic ..rubber, Standard's purpose was. twofold. First, she
wanted to explore the possibilities of getting for the cooperative pro
gr"rnsome sortofGovernment financial support, either a subsidy or
a gnaranteed outlet for products made with synthetic rubber. In this
regard, the Munitions Board offered neither funds nor the hope of
funds. Second, Standard wanted a suggestioIl,a request or directive
from this the highest war mobilization authority which would,in
effect, sanction, lend prestige to, and I?ossibly protect against legal
attack Standard's scheme of inducing, with the offer of Buna N licenses
and by the other means, a jointly owned company for the development
of general-purpose synthetic rubber. In this regard; the Munitions
Board was pleased to oblige, and Standard was sent a suggested sanc
tioning letter which Standard was able to regard as its directive.

The full'cool?erative company plan was drawn up and put forward
by Standard 011 (New Jersey) in Jalluary 1940. Three months later,
the whole plan was discarded, ostensibly because of the fear that it
could not survive an antitrust attack. Nor, indeed, is it difficult to
imagine the reactionof Mr. Thurman Arnold to a plan which would
seem to create a monopoly in the field of synthetic rubber dominated by
Standard Oil.

Aft¢r it had abandoned its cooperative company scheme, Standard
tried to initiate a cross-licensing system in which royalties would have
been shared by all patent holders, but with the major portion going
to Standard. This approach was also put aside in favor of a Govern-
ment-run program. '. . , .:

Standard's cooperative company plan, though it came to nothing,
is worth attention bec"use of its ingenuity; because it offered the
only prospect 'Which was ever to appear of a privately developed, gen
eral-purpose synthetic-rubber industry in the United States; and be
cause the synthetic-rubber industry did, in fact, develop as a sort of
producer's cooperative, financed and sponsored by the Government,



CHAPTER II

FIRST LESSONS

The experience of synthetic rubber was symptomatic of a general
failure to fit the complex variables of science. and technology into
that conceptual framework in terms of which social policy was
formed. There was a general lack of technical focus in government.
The world of technological and scientific potentiality was evolving
with great rapidity, but no instrument of government was attuned to
these changes; characteristically, no awareness existed in government
of the implications of sueh change for social and strategic policy.
Thus, even at the very outset of the war, synthetic rubber was outside
the orbit of political consideration. This lack, reflecting a lag in our
culture where science and technology have become too suddenly of
transcendent importance, went beyond the American Government to
the American habit of thought, and beyond the American habit of
thought to the approach that characterized many other societies, as
well. .

The experience with synthetic rubber illustrates another kind of
lag, and lack. Our society has moved into a troubled era where it is
no longer sufficient to rely on spontaneous individualism automati
cally coordinated through institutions designed to facilitate .a com
petitive interaction. The public welfare required an unending
sequence of deliberate and difficult decisions wherein society, as a
collectivity, through its instruments of government, must engineer,
restructure, and lead, rather than merely maintain the ramparts of
safety and the parameters of individual choice. For this task, we
have been, generally, ill prepared. We had neither the habit, the
values, nor the competence for collecti"e choice and action. Our
ethic and philosophy of traditional liberalism had made us sensitive
to. the dangers of concentrated political power and had surrounded
the prerogatives of individualism with an aura of sanctity. But
social problems precede social philosophy, and the problems of the
20th ·century required a new level of deliberated social choice and
action in politics,' in economics, and now, inevitably, in science and
technology.. To resolve the problems of economic organization, we
depended almost solely on the twin institutions of property and the
free market, and on these we continue to depend. But these alone
are not enough. Many basic problems are beyond the market function
and must be resolved at the level of public action. Further, the mar
ket structure and the prerogatives of property must be kept under
continuing surveillance and sometimes must be reshaped if their
social purpose is to be served. Like property and the free market,
the patent system is intended to harness free, self-interested choice to
the social weal. This patent system was the sole and unique instru
ment of traditional liberalism, representing the totality of social in
tervention supposedly required to insure an optimum rate of tech-

7



8 SYNTHETIC RUBBER

noloe-ical advance and scientific development. But, like property and
the tree market, it does not suffice; the patent system cannot reach
currently basic problems related to science and technology which
must, hence, be resolved at the level of social choice and public
action, such as the development of the. synthetic-rubber technology.
Further, the patent system must itself be kept under constant sur
veillance and be made subject to continuing alteration, as occasion
demands, if it is best to assist in accelerating the pace of technological
advance. . '"

In the rest of this chapter, certain of the problems which inhere in
the patent system will be examined in the light of the synthetic-rubber
experience. The history of syntheticrubber gives evidence of some of
the positive values of the patent system. Because invention could thus
be commercialized, investment in synthetic-rubber research was prob
ably stimulated. Because the patent system makes it consistent with
the self-interest of those who possess an invention to use it without
secrecy, and to package and sell the invention, as wellas the product
produced with the invented process, the spread of new knowledge may
thereby be facilitated. In this instance, under the patent system, 1. G.
invested in research, produced inventions, and, through the purchase
of the patents, Standard introduced a range of valuable products into
the American market and important new processes into its refinery
operations, thus raising the general level of productivity in the Amer
ican economy.

Such arrangements, however, also pose social dangers. The patent
(and related) arrangements between Standard and I. G. were attacked
by the Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice under Thurman
Arnold, not only in the courts (in an antitrust suit that ended in the
consent decree of March 25, 1942), but, also, in the press and before
various congressional committees and executive agencies.

Without attempting to choose between the arguments of those who
would defend the oil companies and those who would condemn them,
it suffices for our purpose to deduce from the arguments and from the
facts the possible consequences, inimical to the national welfare, that
might arise through such patent agreements.

The Standard-1. G. relationship, later enlarged to include other com
panies through the CRA (Catalytic Research Associates) was decried
by the Department of Justice as an attempt, through the formation of
a giant patent pool, to crush competition and dominate the world
markets for petrolemn.7"Such control" it was a-lleged"is a. partofa
settled and continuing policy of this group to monopolize the industry,
control future production, and eliminate independent competition." s

Whatever the validity of such charges, it is clear that patent ex'
change arrangements can provide the basis for the monopoly control
of an industrial market. Patents, being a limited grant of monopoly,
are justifiedas providing incentive to invention. If,however, patents
permit the achievement of an extensive industrial monopoly, then
their use may frustrate the very incentive to invent which the patent
is intended to insure, since monopoly eliminates a vital competitive

1 Ct. Department of Justice, Memorandum on Synthetic Rubber Situation, July 18, 1942.
U. S, Archives,Rubber Survey Committee files. . ,'.,' ",:, "

,8 Department of Justice, Memorandum for the Attorney General" July 21, 1'942. Rubber
Survey Committee:fl.les.
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pressure to discover, to develop, to innovate in order to keep ahead or
to stay in business. It might be contended that CRA's patent hold
incs provided the basis for an industry-wide monopoly, enabling
this group to force competitors into the combine, and to foreclose
incipient competitive lines of technological development, thus re
ducing the cou:petitive pressure to invest iu research. Through c~m
trol of the basic technology, moreover, the market for new invention
and new research might be restricted or "monopsonized." The market
for new inventions relating to a wide range of technological advance
would be limited to the few or possibly to the one corporate buyer
who possessed the basic patents prerequisite to putting the new in
vention to use. That single bL;yer, or those few buyers, could fix the
terms on which any invention could be sold and could narrow at their
whim the avenues of research and technological advance which might
arise outside the orbit of company operations. Thereby the range of
subsequent exploration and development would be restricted. For
these reasons it has been suggested that the law should deal differ
ently with the patent pool or the massive patent portfolio than with
the isolated patent, recognizing that when patents are grouped to
gether beyond a certain magnitude the quality of that which is being
dealt with undergoes a radical change. It might be questioned whether
exclusive licensing should be allowed when the magnitude of patent
holdings or the importance of a single patent enables a significant
control over a broadseetor of industrial technology. Thus, when
dealing with other companies in the attempt to develop an expanding
market for synthetic rubber as an outlet for her petroleum products,
Standard refused to consider granting an exclusive license to any
user, knowing that competition must be relied on to accelerate the
most rapid extension and development of the new material in use.
Mr. Howard stated it thus:

Much as I was impressed by the force and sincerity of 1\:11'. Ldtchtleld (ptesi-.
dent of Goodyear), I felt that it would be a fatal mistake to grant an. exclusive
license to anyone of the great rubber companies. The effect would certainly
be to alienate all the others * * * My own associates and the I. G. agreed when
I reported this talk to them."

But what is sauce for the Goodyear goose is sauce for the Standard
gander. If an exclusive license was a danger in the hands of Good'
year, was this power of no danger in Standard's hands!

CRA exemplifies, also, a general problem in international social
control. The United States Government could control the licensing
policy of Standard,. but could not effectively control the licensing
policy of 1. G., although that policy might vitally affect American
economic development. Similarly, Germany could control 1. G.,
though Standard's decisions escaped her net. Other countries.France,
England, Canada, though deeply affected by international patent
deals could not reach in to protect their interests either directly or .
indirectly. As a consequence of the international nature of the intra
corporate relationships, some aspects of the resultant transactions
must escape scrutiny as wen as control by governments whose inter
ests were atstake. The essential problem is this: although the effects
of these agreements and relationship are important to several national
communities, they arise out of activities which transcend the bounda-

a Frank Howard, op. cit. supra, note 1, p. 64.
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ries 'ofany national sovereignty, and hence escape any effective po
litical control. The dilemma is of international activity beyond .the
realm-of national- governments, of a business universe not coextensive
with the mechanism of government to which it is supposedly sub
ordinate.

In the Justice Department memorandum referred to above, evi
dence is offered of "the domination of L G. and the German Govern
ment over theCRA agreement," and of the intent to retain this rela-
tionship in spite ofthe war. '

In order to concede the possibility that the Nazis used I. G. con
nections with Standard (or other foreign companies) to further
German war aims at the strategic disadvantage of the United States,
it need not be assumed that there was any sympathy for theNazis,
or any consciousness of German strategic objectives on the part of
the officials of the American company. It is probably reasonable to
assume for the most part that these businessmen and engineers were
wholly engrossed in the problems of business and techmque. Thus,
we would interpret Mr. Frank Howard's remark, that "technology has
to carry on-s-war or not war-so we must find some solution" to the
probleni of keeping American and Dutch, British, and German inter
ests lying "in the same bed." 10

Aside from.the intent of individuals, the circumstances of the patent
arrangements may have been such as to jeopardize the strategic in
terests of .the United States, inasmuch as there arose an imbalance
in .the manner of evaluating the strategic implications of patent and
technolo!£cal exchanges between, the American and the German com
panies. Fromthe beginning, the German company appears intimately
linked .to the German Government, with every critical decision,
referred.to its demands. Even in 1926, at the initial meetings between
the two companies when the idea of joint areas of enterprise 'was
broached, the officials of the German company are reported to have
become at Once apprehensive that they might forfeit Government
support if .they dealt with the Americans." Inthe September 1927
agreements, a series of letters was exchanged "at the request of the
Germans" insisting again on the flexibility of company policy in its
constant subordination to "governmental authority." 12 Wben the
Nazis came to power, the Government became an -active partner of
big business in' the 'direction of German enterprises. Thus:

Under thls program adopted iri1933 by the new National Socialist government,
theGerman economy was to be rebuilt * * * under the leadership of Herman
Goering *' * * The synthetic oil-from-coal program; already' well started, •was
to be greatly; expanded: and «real efforts made to" develop other synthetic
industries.
Bec~use _of its importance from a military' an-d economic standpoint, synthetic

rubber' wastobe oneor.the ptllarsof this autarchy program. -* *".. So the
production-of synthetic rubber became apart of the German autarchy program

,,,,iththegovernment,paying the cost and directingthe procedure."

From then on, I. G. made it clear that "before 1. G. could make any
plans for a buna manufacturing industry in the United States, they
would have to consult their government." H

10 Department of Justice, quoted from: B. note dated November 14, 1939, op. cit. supra,
note, 7, PP.~ 5. .

11 Frank tloward,OP; cit. supra.mote 1;p. 19.
12 Id., p.25.
18 re., p. 40.
14 Id., p. 61.



It ,thus.appeilirs that Standard, itself. a commercial free agent, dealt
freely 'and on 'a,commeroial basis with a oompany that had already
become .an instrument .and 'B;genoy for the policies of its Nazi govern
ment. l,t is nob-unseasonable to. suppose thilit. under such circum
stances-the Nazis would trade off commercial benefits for stmJtegic ad
vantage. In any case it does not appear that prior to Munich, for
"'''am!?le, I .. G.was, .stubbornly 'reluctant .to permit the American
licensing. of its. bumapatents or even to permit the vigorous search for
possible Iicenseeain accordance with :its agreements with Standard.
In the 1939 patent exchange, the !attempt was made to withhold or to
delay the bunaassignments." While Standard was disclosing all the
details of its independent research in butyl rubber, I. G. refused in
1940 to disclose to Standard ,any informacion on its buna rubber poly
merization units," In this light, it is significant that 1. G. arranged
its patent exchanges and joint research relationships in suoh 'a way
that the American had no rights whatsoever over processes within Ger
many and that Americans were excluded from sharing in (or viewing
exce!?t by specific permission) the research and development activities
within Germany, whereas Germany shared in research,development,
andcontrol over licensing within theUnited States. This arrange
ment would seem to have had strategic implications for which there
was no commercial equivalence.

It does not follow thilit Standard is to be condemned f01" the role it
played. Under the special circumstance ofinternllitionB;1 dealings,
where strategic advantages 'are ·ilitstake 'and commercial criteria are
not the primary guide to vhe public interest, it rests wilth the Govern.
ment and not with private companiesto make the public policy deci-:
sions. This brings us back to 'the dilemma noted previously. In order
to formulate policy criteria suitable to the complexities of science 'and
industrial technology, government must have the requisite <lompe
tence, The competence it requires is not only such mastery of science
and technology as might be provided by experts borrowed from in
dustry or a university. It must, indeed, encompass this mastery; but
it 'also must embody arrunderstanding of ~he values of rraeion 'and
community and of the processes of social evaluation, compromise and
choice which are the very essence of governing. The United States
Government had not this competence which would have been required
toguide the relilitionships !between 'Standard and I. G.
, ,The· teohnicalrelilitionshipsbetween nations which are today of

stDategic importance. 'are not specifically those which may bJave been
of, national concernin the thirties. But the underlying problem of
teohnicalevaluacionas a part of the process of governing remains.

15Id., p.88: "Ringer may; or maz not, have known at the time, however, something I
did not learn until the following year-the Nazi government.had already made a synthetic
rubber agreement of some kind with the Italian Government. Since Ringer had, during
our first day together, mentioned that he expected soon to go to Moscow for technical
discussions with the nussteus, whoniwe both knew to be interested in Buna rubber, it is
possible also that he foresaw the prospect of being required' by his Government to make
some arrangements with Russia concerning Bunar.nRfngar recognized that Standard's
minority tntereetJn the synthetic rubber process outside Germany- was creating difficult
problems for the I. G. with their own Government. Apparently because of this embarrass
ment, the I. G. had not yet asked' its Government for permission to include these buna
assignments in the batch he was delivering, although he freely acknowledged his obligation
to do so '" '" e."

The quotation serves also to illustrate the manner in which I. G.officials acted as direct
agents of the Nazi government in its dealings both with foreign governments,and with
great foreign companies.

1\1 re., pp. -105, 108.
31939~59-"-'''-2;
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Indeed, 'i1sthe teclmi<liJJissues proliferate, as <theybeoomeincreasingly
complex,and 'as <they 'assume greater srtrategicJmpOO'tance~hanever
berore,it becomes increasingly urgent <that our Government develop
the special competence required for, sound evaluation and effective
control in this sphere. Recently, for example, there has been active
intervention by tho American Govommentjn the control of trading
re1ationshipsand toohnicalexchanges between the West and the
Soviet bloc.' But while 'Our Governmentchose to remain aloof in ~he

twentiesandtlrirties and intervenes wi<thahe~vyhandin theful1ties,
the question remains ,'rus to whether tit has y\Jt 'acquired thespecial
technical oom,P8Itence necessary to perform this task with understand-
ingand effectiveness, ,', '

It was also charged by the Department of ,Tustice and by the 'I'rumar,
committee that Standard and itsCRA associates blocked the competi
tive development of the synthetic rubber technology (and other
technologies) by means of therange of patent control acquired through
the 1. G. relationship and otherwise. This typeofaction,designed to
check the devel()pment of competitive technologies, is part and parcel
of the drive for monopoly power. The use of patents to block com
petitivet"chnological developments, though related to the evil of
monopoly, transcends that evil for there is Implied not only a control
over markets to the disadvantage of the cOl1s~mer, butalso a slowing
down in the rate of productivity increase to the detriment of the en
tire community and to the disadvantage of the nation's military power.

That patents may be bought and sold by great companies' for no
other l?UI:pose than to block competition and prevent innovation and
invention; is illustrated by an interesting event in the dealings between
Standard and 1. G, 'While this incident is not of great intrinsic im
portailce,it'is especially significant because it is not offered as a
partisan argument by those intent on establishing the culpability of
big business, but rather is describedby Frank Howard himself, who
carried on Standard's negotiations with 1. G. Thus Mr. Howard
describes a phase of these negotiations:

Dr. Herman Schmitz, financialle3:der of the LG.,toldmethatone of their
directors had conceived the idea that the most money with the least risk could
be imide out of the Buna developmentbyselIing it to the Dutch-British interests
who dominated' the rubber trade through the International Rubber Regulation
Agreement. It was argued that these interests w0tlld-be willing to buy the syn
thetic rubber development in order to hol<iup the price of their natural rubber.
I opposed this suggestion at once as a shortsighted plan; probably impractical,
and in-,a~yevent'out of line with th,epoliciesof my company- '!' ,* *.1T;·

In this dnstance, Standard is.to be credited for not. doing what L, G,
would have liked to have done, that is, to have sold the synthetic-rub
bel' rights to th~ international, natural rubber cartel, whose onlypnr
pose in buyingth()serights would have been to see that synthetic

11 Id.,pp. 6g....;69~ ,CLal,sothe Extract From Executive Committee Memorandum, October
31, 1938,'of Standard Oil (New,Jersey):" , ",'

"Bynthetia rubber.;.....,;".Negotiationsindicatethat the German Government will now permit
discussions of details with; and revelation of technical processes to non-German parties in
interest,so that-within 1 or 2 months _considerable progress ought to be made in these
negotiations: although the German interests-hope to sell the proces8 to the international
rubber' cartel that course would probably mean the process m.ight beburiea in the interest
Of maintaining a m·arket tor natttrul rubber. From our approach, the, possibility oj
interesting80me 'rubber interests in .the -Unitea States ,in;a mutualked- company' tor the
commercialization Of the process would seem the more 'normalcottrse.' * * *." Id., p. 264.
[Italics are Mr. Howard's.]

The omnipresent influence of the German Government suggests that, I. G.'a plan' for
barring the use of the bunu process outside of the Reich, had stratrgicas well as com
mercial implications.
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rubber was never produced outside of Germany. In this instance,
Mr. Howard tells us, the sale of the patents to prevent their use would
have been "shorlJsig.hted, probably impractical," and"o.ut of line" with
Standard'e synthetic rubber policy. But the fact that this step was
urged 'at the highest level of negotiation between two of the greatest
industrial concerns in the world, indicates ,thatwhat was proposed
was not something outsidethe realm of regular business practice.

Our reading of the record indicates that Standard's general interest
in purchasing the fruits of 1. G. research was for the purpose of rais
ing the level of its own refinery techniques and in order to add to the
range of profitable byproducts of refinery operations; and that Stand
ard's own investment in synthetic rubber research was motivated by
the intention to establish an industry, based on the use ofa petroleum
derivative, th",t would mass produce a low-cost synthetic rubber for
use in the manufacture of automobile tires. Yet, circumstances put
into Standard's hands control over patents which that company was
not interested in using or in developing, but which gave to Standard
the power to block lines of development competitive with her own.
Can it be doubted that Standard (or any company) would be tempted
to use such a power to its own advantage, should a competitive line of
development threaten t And may it not be supposed that the very
existence of th",t power was a deterrent to any enterprise or researcher
who mil1ht have been disposed to start 'a line of development competi
tive to Standard's]

Through the !leneral strength of its patent position, it 'appears that
Standard was able to determine the technological line of synthetic
rubber development in the United States. Can it beassumedt.llat
Standard's "best choice" would necessarily also be the "best choice"
from the standpoint of the economy of the Nation! There is, in fact,
no necessary identity between the choice appropriate to this private
company and thatappropriate to the general interest. Standard was
an 'oil company vlewmg synthetic rubber as a possiblsoutler, for Its
oil products or, better still, its refinery wastes. It was not a synthetic
rubber company researching toward the best synthetic rubber, or the
most economical way of making a given rubber. It was interested,
not in the best synthetic rubber or the most economical process, but in
the synthetic rubber which would provide the most profitable outlet
for its products. It was interested, not ,in the process best suited to
war mobilization, but in that process Which would provide the most
convenient and profitable adjunct to its regular refinery operations.
In business terms, this was quite appropriate 'and proper for an oil
company. But these were not the crrtetra by which economic welfare
or national power would best bemaximized.

Specifically, Standard had acquired, in its huge deal with 1. G., not
only control over processes directly related to its own interests, but
also control 'Over processes only indirectly related to its research and
business objectives. For example, ,it acquired the method inactual
use by 1. G. Farben for producing butadcine from coal, a method
closely related to that used in producing butadeine from alcohol and
related substances. But Standard had no interest in the use, evalu
ation, development, or promotion of th,S method. On the contrary, it
might well have had an interest in ,its suppression, since tills would
have created a line of development competitive with Standard's own
petroleum-based techniques. Standard, no more than other compa-
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nies, would be inclined to encourage competition against itself. There
is evidence .of this in the very field under diecussionvi.:e., synthetic
rubber. Here, Standard did not hesitate to protect her property
rights, 'and thereby crush the incipient competition of possibly com
petitive lines of synthetic rubber development by Goodyear and Good
rich Tire Cos., by serving formal notice of patent infringement even
dnring the emergency period of 1941.

Even assuming that Standard never used its control over the I. G.
butadiene process deliberately. to halt a line of competitive develope
ment, and that licensesunderthis patent were never requested, let alone
withheld, it is a matter of social concern that a company should control
a process, possibly of great importance to commercial development and
national security, which it did not itself develop, in whose develop
ment it was itself disinterested, but which might be used to block
technical developments competitive with its own. The very fact that
Standard held these patents may well have deterred others from con
sidering the use of techniques related to the patented processes, thus
foreclosing 'other possible lines of technical development.

In1942, under thesevere public pressnre of the alcohol-petroleum
butadiene crisisStandard Oildid offer to the Secretary of Agriculture
the I.G. process for possible use in the production of butadiene from
grain alcohol.

Thus:
Bon. CLAUDE WICKARD, MAYS, '1942;

Secretary of Agrioulture,
:WashingtonjD. O.

My DEAR MR. ,SECRETARY: In view' of your statement today,'I' am writing, to
inquire whether this company can be-of assistance to' you in your consideration of
the use: of agricultural, alcohol as a-raw matenat ror.tce manufacture of buta
dlene for rubber production. I, am advtsed by our technical organization that we
have processes for the productton or butadiene from alcohol through the aldehyde
aldol-butylene glycol' route. Although' we' hava. no .connnerctal experience with
thls •process ourvcommerctal.ipeople.ure confident. that it is a sound operation.
Our own estimate of about 2.2 pounds of butadiene per gallon of alcoholseem to
be about the same as those which have: been published in relation to the Carbon
& Carbide Co.'s process and the process of the. Publteker Oo.: but more detailed
examlnatton and comparison would be necessary to determine the relative merits
of the three processes. The other two processes are certainly more modern and
perhaps cheaper, than Our.own but under present' conditions the most Important
point is not the exact cost but the time required to obtain the production andthe
amount of critical materials required f()r the plants". ,This is a complicated
question which only the Government authorities could pass on intelligently after
a full review of all the facts. If it should appear that' our process above referred
to, or any 'other process, WOUld. be of value in the program of Irnmediate.produc
tton of synthetic rubber .. from. agricultural alcohol they win be available, :royalty
free, for the duration of the war, and we will render all possible technical
assistance in connection with the program.

Very· truly yours,
(Signed)W. S.· F.ARISH;1~

From the words of this letter it would-appear that the process
developed by (possibly) the .,:orld's leading technical organization
in the field of synthetics and primarily relied upon for the world's
production of syntheticpibber, hadnotoven been thoroughly tested
and commercially eval~ated a~ that time, let alone adapted and de
;veloped in the light of American needs, by the Government, by the

.18.Id., p;: 296,· appendix.,



company ownmg the patent, or by any other American firm or
organization.

In short, it becomes clear that under the structure of existing
law,a private company controlling a wide range of patents may
shelve them, neither developing nor putting them to use, and by' so
doing block lines of development important to national security
and the general economic welfare, even though the company may
be operating within the contexts of accepted business ethics, law,
and commercial goals'. This becomes all the more likely when con
trol over patents is not the result of the company's pursuit of par
ticular scientifio or technical objectives but represents rather a grab
bag acquisition as the result of a wide-ranging patent deal.

Nor should it be supposed it will necessarily sufficeto prevent the
deliberate blocking of potential lines of technological development.
Because knowledge and invention is not kept out of use, does not
mean that it will be put to use. The traditional assumption that
save only for the pernicious meddling of monopoly, the clockwork of
competition will serve all social ends, is an assumption that does
not conform to experience. Indeed, even inthat stronghold of pure
competition, the agricultural sector, technology would stagnate except
for the socialization of research and development. But if competition
cannot be relied on to fully exploit the potentialities of discovery and
invention, neither can oligopoly. It may be the social task, not merely
to prevent barriers to the use of discovery and invention, but in a
more positive sense to see that the values of such discovery and inven
tion are most fully exploited.

In sum, research and technological development has been, and for
the most part remains in the hands of private business, and especially
of large corporations. This vital function, which includes the allo
cation of funds between alternative research outlets, the sale or use
of inventions, and the introduction of new products and techniques,
is carried on through the instrumentality of the patent system. On
its proper operation every aspect of our future depends. But it is
not a function which can fully and properly be performed by private
business operating in the context of the patent system. First, because
there are tasks of technological development, important for society,
to which private business, operating in the quest for profits through
patents, will not address itself. Second, because, as has been shown
in this chapter, conflicts in this sphere may arise between private
and social interest in matters of concern to consumer welfare, stra
tegic power, and economic growth. It is possible to suggest modifi
cations of the law which would mitigate against these conflicts, but
the divergencies of interest are so manifold and so variegated in
form that it is most unlikely that any formula of law will ever be
devised which will itself create a sufficient harmony in the sphere
of technological development, between social values and private goals.
Hence, Government must (and eventually will) assume a new role.
No longer limited to its role of mere financial angel, occasional trust
buster, and guarantor of the legal parameters of private choice, Gov
ernment will be obliged (and is being obliged) to participate over
the whole range of technological choice, to undertake independent
research and development, to juxtapose social values to private goals
and to impose the general and public interest when in contravention
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to the particular or conimercial interest. The change is already upon
us; Each day new, ever more urgent, demands relating to the proc
esses of creative scientific and technological development are added
to the responsibilities of Government. ,But if the task is with us,
the consciousness of the nature of the task and its prerequisites is not.
For the new task we continue to rely on competencies, attitudes, and
organizations that are inappropriate or obsolete. The consequence
of a failure to develop the prerequisite competence in government to
deaI with this task will be illustrated in the chapters which follow.



CHAPTER III

THE SEARCH FOR A POLICY

It was May 1940., With incredible rapidity the Germans had con
quered Western Europe and destroyed the expeditionary force of
Great Britain. Under the impact of this catastrophe, on May 28,
1940, an agency was created, the National Defense Advisory Commit
tee (NDAC)A to give some kind of focus to American mobilization.
Under NDAu, the so-caned Francis committee was formed to formu-
late a policy for synthetic rubber. '
, Looking into the past the statisticians found that there had been
great variations in the United States consumption of rubber. In the
previous 4-year period, for example, 437,000 long tons had been used
m,1938, 592,000 tons in1939, 648,500 tons in 1940, and 775,000 tons in
1941. , Should annual consumption be averaged or should the trend be
projected! Or should a vastly accelerated, increase in demands be
predicted as a function of the expanded activities of the economy un
der the needs of ",ar!: Or, should a sizable proportion of current de
mand be discounted as "panic buying" or (more important) as non
essential! Clearly the facts offered a wide range ofj)ossible and rea
sonable estimates .as to future need. The statistician could, and did,
"reasonably" estimate rubber demand in the United States, underthe
impact of mobilization, at between 500,000 and 1 million tons per an
num. But this was for civilian needs alone.

Further; there were the needs of the Military Establishment. These
were necessarily most uncertain. '1'0 this must be added the military
and civilian requirements of foreign nations that the United States
might wish or need to support. A characteristic estimate of combined
military and civilian needs during the projected period of mobilization
was for 900,000 annual tons. Should things remain as they were, that
quantity of rubber would continue to be sUPj)lied through ordinary
commercial channels: But things might not remain as they were.
Rubber was brought from the East Indies, and there might be inter
ruptions in the passage of ships' by submarine warfare, by a sheer
shortage of available ship bottoms and/or by the conquest of those
areas where rubber was grown. But how to m~asure and quantify such
risks! Reclaimed rubber might to some degre~ be used instead' of
natural. But it was not then known to what degre~ reclaimed rubber
could be substituted for natural rubber or the level to which the rate
of rubber reclaIllation could be pushed.

Thus, faced with need for a million annual tons of rubber and the
possi~ility of a, sudden , (or gradual) and complete (or 'partial)
cessation of supplies-s-and assummg that an adequate synthetic sub
statute for natural rUbbe;r could be put into production,ofticials might
either sugges~ that an industry be built sufficient fully to meet all
possible requirements or, 'alternatively, suggest a smaller investment

17
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intended to provide (1) a "nucleus" of plant and operating orgaui
zation as a basis for the rapid expansion of the industry and (2)
a margin of safety in the form of a natural rubber stockpile and/or
operating synthetic-rubber capacity, sufficient to satisfy essential
needs while the requisite buildingprogram (should such a program
prove necessary) was brought to completion. Nor could responsible

. public officials lightly. approve the. building of a new synthetic-
rubber industry. Such a program would require a large expendi
ture of public funds. The basicprocesses were uj\tried and uneval
uated. The degree of substitutabilityo£t.he ~ynthetic forthe natural
product was notknown, Someforesaw intheestablishmentof such
.anindustry the continuing .prospec~ .ofne.", tariffs and subsidies,
resulting-in both a .higher cost and .perhaps .inferior articles.being
forced upon the' Am~rlCan cOj\sumer, and a grave blow to the post
war economies of our British and Duteh£riej\ds to .whom the sale
of natural rubberwasamajor source of dollarearnings.vXo» could
.the fact be ignored t.hat those;who pushed for a new synthetic-rubber
industry, had a commercial self-interest in its establishment,' so that
skeptics mightdiscern a scheme to foist off qn the Government •the
whole vast risk of establishing a synthetic-rubber industry, the profits
and control of which would eventually revert, to ,a few great eom-
panies., ... '".' ,' .. ,.,'.,'.>,<"

On June 5, 1940, the president of the~ubber¥anufacturers1}-sso'
elation forward~dtoNDACa memorandum based.on a.poll onn;
dlIstry .opinion.. recommending an annual .synthetic-rubber-m"king
ca~acityof2~;OOotons; "..•.' ,'0 '" . '" ,'., " ." "" < •.
• OnJuneH, 1940, Mr. C?llyer o£GQodrich Tire Co.,test~fylng
beforetheSenate Military Affairs. Committee, suggested an immedi
ate production o£lOO tons o£s:mt.heti~,p~r~ay.." .••. ..

In an earlyJlIne meeting pNheF,aj\cis committee, the representa
tive of Standard Oil took vigorolls exception to limiting the synthetic
rubber program: to thesuggeeted 25,000 tons of annual capacity,
,arcgu.il1g. It.hact. a. '..Gove.r..r:men.t.progra.,.m of this magnitudewouldbe
worse than nothing for it.would-c- '.'
tend to. -saturate the'. market-for. erntnencrubber. -ae ,·R; specialty 'product-and
thus drive out: or _commercial. production all, the compantes on whose .Inttlattve
.and{jevelopment worktbe progreaa of general purpose synthetic rubber would
depF-d.~, __ ':; _.,' ", __::;_<

l3Y July 17, 1940, the Fran~iscommitteehad settled on a plan for
the. immediate construction of an annual. feedstock and synthetic
rupbel-111aking capacity of 100,000tons. ....,... .
.,Itapp~".rs that thecommittee arrived. at this figure by a rather

simple and directrout~: The committee, convinced that a.substantial
production wascalled for,requested the'companies. which had been
brought into the discussion to indicate the capacity which they would
like toengineer. ,'I'.h~figu,res,whichwere then voluntarily submitted
t.otaled .1.. 0.~,oo.o tOI!.s.. TJ:usJat.er.l.. when Fi.r.es.tone .a.nd. United States
Rubbercame forward WIth anotter toengmeer a 20,000 and a 25,000
Buna S plant ,respectively, the committee obligingly increased the
planned capacity to 150,000 tons. When Standard Oil asked the com
mittee tohold)I! abeyance the 30,000 tons of butyl capacity which
Standard had previously offered to build (on account of difficulties

19 ld., p. 120.
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that Standard was eviden~ly running into in developing an adequate
technology), the committee.Iowered Its sights accordingly. In other
worqs, it appears that the Francis committee formalized the views of
the private firms commercially interested in synthetic rubber; and
forwarded these views to theNDAC, which gave them the stamp of
high national policy. W1~ile 'this accomplishment may not be quite
in accord ",ith the highest conceptions of government, ~ this instance
America had reason to be grateful. At least, the committee was there
tochannelize the proposals of interested companies. No group other
t,han these private firms displayed any initiative in getting under way
a program which was to provevitalto national survival.

The NDAC had no meansof implementing its recommendations.
The program must befillanced, and for this it was needful to go to
those who held the strings' of the Government purse. To this, end,
in late September 1940, Mr. Stettinius and Mr. Batt contacted the
Federal Loan Administrator, Mr. Jesse Jones. Jones made two
points clear: first, he was himself skepticalof the need for therecom
mended level of synthetic,rubber-making capacity and he had en
listed the support of the President to his views; second, if the RFC
were to lend financial support to the program, then the whole problem
and the whole responsibility would have to be turned over to Mr.
Jones and his associates.

Subsequently, 'in November 1940, Jones threw outthe NADC plan
to build synthetic rubber capacity 'to a level of something more than
100,000tons, , As he relates in his book," he was willing to concede that
"inasmuch as we in this, country had not perfected the making of
synthetic rubber we should at IeastIearn the know-how." Letthe boys
have a little cash to play with; to have their little experiment. When
Jesse Jones met Howard of Standard Oil, Wiess of Humble Oil, and
Harvey Firestone, he wasted no time reviewing the recommendations
of theNDAC committees. .,- .

Mr. Jones opened the 'discussion with characteristic directness: "What do you
think can, be done for about '$30 million?" This figure of $?O -million was in
subsequent discussions reduced to $25 million, and Mr. Jones had stated that this
was the onethathe recommended to the Preeldent at the trme."

Thus, the Government banker, abruptly and without explanation, cut
the laboriously evolved program from a 100,000 to only 40,000 tons of
integrated capacity.

In retrospect, this delay andthis reconsideration by a new set of
officials and then the drastic scaling down of the NDAC'splan to less
than half of its original dimensions may be counted as tragic: With
the advantage of hindsight, the 100,000-tonplan was clearly a better
plan than the 40,000-ton plan (for that matter, a planned 200,000tons
would have been better than the planned 100,000 tons, and a plan for
500,000 tons would have beenbetter still). But in the context of the
time it is difficult to prove one a wiser, or more reasoned judgment
than the other. :F~r Mr. Francis, "a capacity of 100,000 tons per
year is as good a figure as can be named." For Mr. Jones, an invest
ment' of $25,million. was as good a figure as could be named. On such
judgments, the fate of nations hang. ' '

,", ' - , . J' ,

",'<I,Jesse Jones. Fifty Billion Dollars; My-Thirteen Years 'With'tbe RFC, p. 404 (1951).
If,Fr~nk,Ho~ard.:op-,fl~,s;uprn".not~;l~ p.131.·· .
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In these earlyNovember meetings the program took much of its
essential future shape. Polymerization plants were to be built and
operated separately by each, of the.Big Four tire manufacturers
(Goodyear, Goodrich, United States Rubber, and Firestone). Each
company would make whatever sort of tire rubber it chose to make,
and would produce that rubber for its own use. .Each company
would arrange for its own feedstock supplies. The scheme called for
75 percent Government and 25 percent private financing of direct
cost. ,

This arrangement, which in effect left the shaping of the program
to the major tire companies,appeals to one's commonsense,especially
since the Government possessed no organization capable of making
an independent evaluation of products and processes or of formu
latinga technological plan; nor was the RFC interested in recruiting
such an organization. ' ,.,

It would be expected that this arrangement would lead to the pro:
duction of a synthetic rubber suitable for fabrication into tires since
the companies responsible for its p,rod!,-ctI,·.on would be obliged to use
that rubber m the manufacture of their tires. Moreover, these com"
panies, in line with their own self-interests, would presumably select
satisfactory processes and suppliers, would coordinate the production
of feedstocks with the production of rubber and ,would adapt the
copolymerization to the needs of tiremaking. But the arrangement
also had its drawbacks. Even theoretically (as was noted above)
there was no assurance that the technicians of a private company
would refer, in evaluations of this sort, to the criteria proper to the
strategic or national interest (nor indeed, with Government financing,
with the guaranty against any operating losswas there any need for
the company technicians even to refer to proper commercial criteria).
Further, while the research staffs of the tire companies had already
devoted some time and effort to the problems of synthetic rubber,.they
were not likely to have access to the wide range of ideas, invention,
and development in Europe as well as in Anierica which might have
been made available to a national scientific agency. In point of .fact,
moreover, the choice of synthetic prodnct and process was largely pre
determined. Firestone and United States Rnbber were already li
censed by Standard to produce Buna S and were committed to Stand
ard (and its process) as their source of butadiene: Hoodrichand
Goodyear were initially committed to the production of their own
rubbers Ameripoland .Chemigum which, according toStandard.were
modifications of its own Buna N. By a flanking movement of patent
infringement suits 'and the offer of Buna S licenses, Standard could
pressure these companies into the USe of Buna S. Eventually all
companies accepted Bnna S. For a part of their supplies of buta
dieu:~ the companies were apparently steered into ne~otiationswith
the Carbon & Carbide Corp., a chemical company affiliated with Mel
lon interests. Goodrich was, tied to Phillips Petroleum Co. in their
joint ownership of the Hycar Chemical Co., and Phillips had chosen
as its process one that would be appropriate to the butane, availabl,e
in its abundant supplies of natural gas.. , , ,

This working plan matured in the early November meetings.. 011
December 9, 1940, the RFC .formallyrequested proposals forthe spe
cific projects, these to be submitted by January 15, 1941. By January
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15, 1941, proposals and building plans were in the hands of the Rubber
Reserve Company, a subsidiary set up under the RFC.

From J anuary 1939 until J uno 1940, the problem of a synthetic-rub
ber industry had been under consideration by the Army-Navy Muni
tions Board; from June 1940 until October 1940, it had been under
consideration of the NDAC. At last a plan had been evolved only
promptly to be discarded. From October 1940 until January 1941, the
problem was under consideration by the RFC. Now, finally, a general
plan was settled. The construction proposals were in. The agency
in charge had the power to act. At last a synthetic program was to
come into being-so it seemed.

But there was 110 action. No authorization. The Government
bankerhad chosen to reconsider.

On February 21, 1941, Mr. Frank Howard wrote to the executive
committee of the Standard Oil Co. :

.!\fl'. SchraD1 admitted last Tuesday that the, rubber program of the RFO is in
n state of suspended animation .and that it is impossible to say when any action
might be taken."

'What has happened? The pros and the cons of the case seemed
just as before. All the disadvantages of the move were just as great,
the advantages were no less. Then why? Mr. Jones and his colleagues
never explained. Something may perhaps be understood, however,
from a glance at the course of world events.

When, in May 1940, the "mighty" army of France, and the armies
of England, Belgium, and Holland collapsed and disintegrated in
a fortnight, then the Nation was fear stricken. Against this back
ground of dread urgency, the NDAC's considerations of the synthetic
rubber problem began and its recommendations emerged. But our
world did not turn topsy-turvy.. Britain repulsed the air onslaught
of the Luftwaffe. The German invasion threat did not materialize.
Churchill continued his defiant speeches. In the United States things
moved on an even keel. Business was good. In Washington day fol
lowed day, just as before. The Wehrmacht was quiescent. There was
room for invincible complacency to return and srread itself. Mr.
Jones, who did not believe that any investment in 'expensive plants"
was warranted in view of the technological uncertainty, "except in
an extraordinary emergency" might, under these circumstances.Tiavr,
reconsidered and concluded that there was no "extraordinary emer
gency" sufficient to warrant throwing away the taxpayers' good money.

Mr. Howard was handed a memorandum by Mr. Clayton on Feb
ruary 26, 1941. The essence of this memorandum was expressed in
this conclnsion :

It-may be safely assumed, therefore, that we have in sight now even if cut off
at once from any further supply, a sufficient supply of rubber to carry us for
3y;eaxs.Z8

Having thus reasoned America out of all danger, there remained
no justification for. an emergency synthetic rubber program. Among
the interested companies it was now assumed that the 40,000-ton
program-was definitely abandoned, and that there was little likelihood
that the RFC would do anything about synthetic rubber at all. These
companies, and other perhaps, did, however, continue to exert such

2lI Id., p. 139.
23 re., p. 143.
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pressures as they were' able to muster to. resist the complete abandon
ment of the synthetic-rubber ,program. On March 28,1941, the. RFC
proposed what appears to have been a sop to.appease those exerting
pressure. This was the so-called "shadow_plant plan,"a planwhich,
it has been remarked, certainly reduced the program until only. its
shadow remained, . ' ,i· . .

The shadow plan proposed no construction offeedstockplants,
though the development 'of workable .processesand.the provision of
a suitable supply of .butadiene was, as was then foreseen, the crux
of the technological problem. It proposed the construction for Gov
ernment account of four copolymerization plants of 2,500tons annual
capacity each.ifor a total annual capacity of10,000 tons. Eachplant
would be required to produce a mere 625 tons of synthetic rubber. a
year for a national grand totalof2,500 tons, of. w.hichonly.half.need
be tire rubber. .

The interested comJ?anieswere not appeased by .the gesture....• TJ;1eJ
reappealed to the officials of RFC. Moreparticularly, they took theIr
case to the new Office of Production Management (OPM),which'had
recently emerged from the NDAC.They attacked, as illusory-the
supposition that a synthetic-rubber industry could be brought quickly
and easily into being after a rubber shortagehad actually developed,
contending that from 2 years to 30 months would be required in order
to achieve a substantial production, and that no amount of.preliminary
engineering would appreciably shorten this. period of gestation. As
mobilization. cumulatively increased the competing demands for re
sources, .the difficulties of creating the industry would become more
severe.. Thus,in a letter from Mr. Howard to Mr. Deupree of OPM,
dated April 10,.1941: .

* * * If we 'are to meet-an emergency the 'four -Iarge companies 'must know
in advance how to provide synthetic rubber: .successfully and contlnuouely.on a
large scale, and how to produce tires from this r:llbber*, :**"Atleastthree,proc~
esses of butadiene manufacture should bedeveloped> * * At least two processes
of styrene manufacture * * * ,,'" ,:,.. ", '

No' amount of' preliminary "preparation" by way .ofpaper. destgna or erection
of empty shadow plants can completely meetthese.problenis, If we spend the
next 6 months working out a preliminary engineering:aIld;~xperimentationpro

gram at least 3 months out of the 6 months will be,net,lo'~t.time,arid the ultimate
delay may be even worse than 6 months because of the possibility of cumulative
difficulties of all kinds which may.come upon us in increasing numbers when we
are trying to carry out' an emergency rubberproductioll,program, under condi
tions which will upset the normal production in this country in countless ways.

* * * we have incurred the danger of a real shortage of 'rubber * * * and
have also handicapped ourselves by pushing the rubber programalonguntlj ~t

conflicts even more seriously than it would have with the ship 'programjthe
plane program, and the general preparedness program,"

But more important than the pleas of individuals was the pressure
of events. From March 1941 onward, the Nazi armies resumed-the
offensive with uninterrupted success in North Africa, Yugoslavia, .and
Greece. Submarine sinkings reached a new peak. On May eo" the
German air and seaborne attack on Crete began~aperfect model of an
island invasion. It was against this background of defeat 'and dis'
aster with all the implicit threat to the security of America, that OPM

:H_ld., pp. 150-151.
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reacted in favor of the plea for a renewed synthetic rubber program.
On May 9, 1941, Mr. Knudsen wrote to Mr. Jones:
'" * * we should immediately make the decision to erect plants capable of

productng 40,000 tons of synthetic rubber and holding our minds open for a few
months until we have a better knowledge of engineering plans, with the idea
that we may. want to multiply this production to 100,000 or 200,000 tons of syn
thetic rubber.

The RFC accepted this decisive recommendation. On May 21, 1941,
the interested companies" were called together to settle technical de
tails. At this meeting the suggestion was made of bringing in a top
engineer as technical consultant or to supervise, coordrnate, or run
the program. The suggestion was seed thrown on barren ground.
The program was to remain in the hands of the Government bankers.
It also emerged at this meeting that a main objective of the immediate
program would be merely to test and choose between available prod
ucts and processes asa basis for a major expansion (time, however, was
notto indulge us with this further opportunity for experimental eval
uation). All plants were to be wholly financed and owned by the Gov
ernment through the; Defense Plants Corporation. All plants were to
be built by privatecompanies and operated by those private companies
on a cost-plus-fee basis.

On June 22,1941, Germany invaded Russia. Through the summer
months the Germans destroyed Russian armies and advanced through
the Russian lands. And in their islands the Japanese were preparing
a surprise of their own.

211 Standard Oil (New Jersey), Firestone, United States Rubber, Goodyear, Goodrich,
Du Pont, and trnton.Oarbou s, Carbide.



CHAPTER IV

CRISIS

Thus by the summer of 1941, the synthetic-rubber policy had taken
" definite shape, and had become a program in action. It was a policy
and a program now that derived from certain settled technological
conceptions; with operative responsibilities divided between particular
industries and even particular companies ; a program, which relied for
its drive, incentive, technical judgments, and .energies on a group of
private concerns; a program that was to be financed ina settled fashion
and to be supervised and held in check by the views ofa particular
Government agency. Subsequently this program was to be expanded,
blown indeed into vast proportions. It was to be battered and itwas
to be modified, but it was not to be replaced. This basic pattern, as
sumed as a reflex to the pressures of a set of particular industrial com
parries, was to remain the core of all that followed.

Through the SUmmer andfall of 1941 the Russians were pushed to
the verge of defeat. The German offensive in North Africa moved
forward. The Japanese threatened war. On December 7 the ;rap a
nese struck at Pearl Harbor, crippling and immobilizing the American
fleet. Rapidly, Japanese sea and air power seized control of the ·West
ern Pacific. Now at war with Japan, Germany, and Italy, it was the
task of the United States to create a military force and to supply the
people and the armies of Great Britain and Russia so as to sustain their
fighting power. Insofar as rubber was concerned, the worst had hap
pened. The whole Far Eastern supply was about to be cut off. In
that crucial December. construction had started on not a single one
of the essential butadiene plants.

On January 3, 1942, the 'Val' Production Board was established with
Donald Nelson as top industrial mobilizer. In the flurry of adjust
ments then taking place, one small item appeared 'which was to be of
consequence to the synthetic-rubber operation. On January 7 the
whisky-distilling industry was ordered to divert 60 percent of its
capacity to the production of industrial alcohol. On J anua.ry 12 a
planned 400,000 tons of synthetic-rubber output capacity was an
nounced. In this expanded building progralTI, authorizations to
those already in the group were increased, and other "reputable" firms
were brought in. As before, these firms were allowed to choose their
own processes. Thus Koppers Co., with an assigned capacity of
40,000 tons of butadiene, chose a benzol-based process. Benzol was in
very short supply. Because of this shortage, 5 months later Koppers'
authorization was canceled entirely. ,

Alcohol-based butadiene capacity was increased to only 40,000 tons
of a projected 288,000 tons of butadiene, the entire 40,000 tons to be
built; by the Carbon & Carbide Co. At that time George Johnson, "
public power engineer and leader of a Nehraska group, was making

24
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the rounds of the Washington agencies trying to interest someone in
his group's p.lan for converting the. ·.great grain surpluses then held
by the Government into industrial alcohol and high-protein cattle
feed. He could find no one in the war agencies to examine his plan or
evaluate his claims; His Senator; George Norris, however, was in
terested in hearing him out.

For the great bulk of the required butadiene capacity, Rubber Re
serve turned to the petroleum industry.

The whole petroleum industry was, at the time, tightly organized
through a war agency known as OPC or Office of the Petroleum Co
ordinator. Harold Ickes was the Petroleum Coordinator. Altllough
Rubber Reserve made requests and contacts through OPC, it con
tinued to negotiate with individual companies and delegated to OPC
none of its power to select, or to control and shape, the petroleum
based synthetic rubber program.

Planned styrene capacity required-for the output goal of 400,000
tons of synthetic rubber, was initially raised by bringing Koppers
Co. into that program. Contracted-out copolymer capacity was
raised to the projected level by increasing theassignments of the Big
Four tire companies."

On January 12, 1942, in a meeting of OPC, there was aired an intra
industry controversy on the technical approach to the production of
butadiene which was Iater to be fought out in the press and before
congressional committees and in a Presidential committee, and which
was never quite to be resolved, Certain companies maintained that
there was an insufficient supply of butylene for the projectedproduc
tion of high-octane gasoline for aircraft and that, therefore, rather
than adding to this demand, butadiene. should be made by the dehy
drogenation of butane which was admittedly in plentiful supply.
To this argument, Standard and its associates replied that while the
butyIene supply was certainly .short at that time, it would be pre
ferable to invest in new refinery techniques; such as Standard's new
"fluid catalyst .process" cracking units; which would increase the
butylene supply, rather than invest in the equipment required for
butane dehydrogenation. Thus the whole war. program would be
given a greater flexibility, forthe aviation fuel programcould be in
creased, if this became necessary, at the expense of the synthetic
rubber programand viceversa..There were no disinterested parties
in this dispute.' Both sides had large patent royalties, industry in'
fluence, and byproduct markets at stake. There was no Government
agency competent to review and to evaluate the: dispute from the
criterion of effective mobilization policy. The later dispute over
the Houdry process, is related to this original controversy over the
preferabilityof a butylene-to-.butadiene as against a butane-to-buta
diene route.. What Houdry did was to propose an easier and cheaper
process for the production of: butadeine from butane. Insofar as
rubber was concerned,Standardcarried the day. The Jersey meth
od became the process: basic to the production ofbutadiene from
petroleum.

In February 1942, the Russian Government, its armies locked in
death struggle withtheNazis, sllggested to the American Government
a full interchange of information on synthetic rubber pr,oduction.
The Russians had been engaged in the large-scale production of
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synthetic rubber for ,10 years.. They o:tJ;ered1;o send e>;perts,.blue
prints and production data, for, use, in '. our ,initial, planning.. ,The
Russian offer was forwarded .to the Rubber Reserve,!VlillOturned

, it over to their technical adviser, Dr.WeidleiIl, who slwlved, it." )!'or
awhile, the offer was forgotten, ".The 'Russia)),s did ship .seeds of ,their
Kok-saghiz, as a possible source of natural rubber; '.', ' . !, !

In early February, ope officials.claimedto.foresee a critical short:
age in butadiene supply for the year 1943, andto meet this shortage
they formulated what was to be known as the quickie butadienepro
gram. The quickie program was intended.to produce at a .high cost,
but in a short ·timeand with a minimal.addition of "WVIi equipment,
::" large quantity of butadiene and simultaIleO)lsly:,othe"i.~ritical.~heW
ical substances such as benzol, toluol.ixylol.rand.isobutylena. Itcon.
templated use of a "thermalcracking'.'.'.p'..r.9...c.....ess.<w.,hich was uneco.n.o.wic.,
in terms of money cost, but which was the method by which butadiene
had hitherto been produced inAmerica., " '., .<. .

The quickie plan contemplated anoperation which would no longer
assign tasks to firms as though each firm were~ segregated and in

divisible entity. Instead, it :wouldtreat the industry a~ a whole com,
plex of specialized and. stand.ardized equ..ip.Im..en.t.,an.d speei.a..liz..e~.,,,nd
standardized manpower-c-one which could be.reassorted and rational-
ized underOPC,direction to the!end ofmeeting thespecific and special
demands ofthe war effort, Equipment.would :berentedor purchased
fromcertain refineries, dismantled, moved and, reintegrate,d into the
production ,scheme elsewhere. The whole.workflow wouldbe broken
down withspecific.tasks allotted to the operatingunitshaving,the
ability or specific equipment to handle those tasks. !.Ra:wandsewi_
processed material would movefrom .plant.to' plairt under a central
plan. Thus it would be possible to bring. the small.and medium-sized
mdependents intothe synthetic rubberprogrum as, ~t,'Y.as,?aiq., theY
had alreadybeenbroughtmtotheavlatlOn ..fuel program., It VIi!':s

. ~ontemplate~,that, as t?e regular.synthetic rubber plants.were brought
into production.the quickie plants would resume theIr regular refinery
operations and the program would be.liquidated.. .oPe claiin,edthat
the program coul.d p.rOduc.e about 2.0...O,p..,o.•..o.to.p.s; o.f. b.J1ta.tlie.n.e, 100,9°.0
tons of butylena.and 40,000 tons of isobutyleneperannum." ,...,,,

About this program a number of points should..be made, Firljt, .it
demande~)ahigh degree of ce)ltrahzed,~ontrol and pla)),)),ing,1:>:l'.a
technologically competent body: the. kiridof. .control and. I'lan)),mg
thatRubber Reserve was in nosensecompetenttoexercise.. It Vlia,?a
program that. could not .be carried.out by 'individual negotiatio)),s
with particular firms alone, no matter ho;WsharI' were the Govern,
ment bankers and no matter how .statesmanlikethey were "in their
dealings. Since Rubber ReserveVlias; not .itselfablo, tojllan,for.pr
control the petroleum {or any) industry, if aj.Gb which requiredsuch
planning and control were to be done; then the [oband the prerequisite
powers would have to be turned over to .atechnologicallycompetenf
agency, presumably theO'Pf), But RubberReserve was not inclined
to relinquish any of its powers. . ,;,"!'

Secondly, the plan proposed that theGovernmentoffer to p'ur~hase
the whole output of. the individu"lfjrw,in,cludingmatiy .joint prod
ucts, rather than' negotiate piecemealfor, sewents of thatoutput.e, g.,
for butadiene, alone. (the butadiene ·yielilruJJ,lJ,in,g from 2 to 5 percent
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of the total) .It was argued that, the small refinery could not be
induced to embark on the, direct thermal crackingpf light petroleum
distillatesunlessan outlet were provided for all the joint products of
that process. With small quantities of numerous items involved
(though each was in.short, supply) it would be too costly and risky
for; the small firm' toundertake the separate marketing of, these in
dividual items separately. The 'RFC, however, did not look with
favor on such package buying and it was another 6 months before it
would allow such purchases."

Thirdly, the OPC plan demanded quick action and quick accept
ance, riot only because the program was .intended for a delimited
period whose dimensions grew narrower with the passing of each
day, but also because the acceptability of the program.to the individual
'companies and the enthusiasm with which it was likely to be pushed
depended ~pon the existence of excess refinery capacity.< Once the
production slack, which transportation bottlenecks and tire, rationing
had caused, began to be taken up and technical staffs became otherwise
occupied, then the moment appropriate for launching the quickie
scheme would, have .passed.

The quickieprogram was never accepted and never quite rejected.
In the months thaLfollowedit continued to .be one of the points at
issue between' OPCand Rubber Reserve.

On February 20,1942, Senator Guy Gillette of Iowa, asamember
ofthe Committee on Forestry and Agriculture, addressed, a report to
the Senate in .which he accused the United States Industrial Alcohol
Corp. ofblocking the expansion of needed alcohol-producingfacilities
through its power in the WPB and elsewhere, To this blocking scheme
Senator Gillettelinkedthe Standard Oil Co. which, he claimed, ,co~
trolled the industrial alcohol industry in the United States besides
controlling patents for the conversion of a,lc,ohol to rubber. A comm,it
tee of the.Senate was set up to investigate these charges. , ,

In March the planned synthetic rubber program was raised toward
the700,OOO-ton level. For this, eight new oil companies were brought
into the program. Dow Chemical became the third company in the
styrene program. Copolymerization capacity, still in the hands of the
'four large tire companies.iwas correspondingly increased. Not until
the summer of 1942 were other tire companies to be brought into the
copolymerization program.

, Then General Tire & Rubber Co., large but not in ,the same giant
.class as,the so-called Big Four, Copolymer Corp., and NationalSyn
thetic Rubber Corp, two cooperative companies consisting of a number
ofsmalland mediumsized rubber firms, were each authorized to con
struct and to operate a 30,000-toncopolymerization plant.

Hitherto copolymerization plants had, been builtin the vicinityof
tire-manufacturing facilities. This had the advantage of facilitating
supervision by the central management of the tire companies, , It also
all,ow"ed aneasY"liaison bet,ween techni,cian,sconcerned w,ith the m,alri~"g,
and the blending and fabricating of synthetic rubber. For the second
arid third round of increases in copolymerization capacity, the value
of building in prox"iu,l,ity to tire-f,abricat,in,g, center,s wa,s no 10,nger so
great, for the construction plans had now been completed, the organ
izational plans had been worked through, the operational know-how
could be further developed in liaison with the originelneaebycopcly-
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merization plants. On the other hand as the program assumed its
gigantic proportions, the economics of transportation costs became an
increasingly decisive element in the location of new capacity. .And.it
was cheaper to ship the finished synthetic rubber than to ship the raw
materials required in producing it. Therefore, from the February
March authorizations onward, copolymerization capacity was sched
uled to be built in the vicinity ofthe butadeine-producing centers."

And now the investigatory committees of Congress bestirred them
selves. In March 1942, testifying before the Truman committee, Thur
man Arnold for the Justice Department blasted Standard Oil and its
subsidiaries. He blamed the rubber shortage on the IG Farben
Standard Oil cartel. He charged that Standard Oil having developed
a superior and lower cost synthetic rubber, namely, butyl-rubber, had
withheld information on that rubber from the military authorities and
had, by various evasive tactics, sought to keep the butyl Tubber out of
the Government's program so as to reserve this rubber for its own
control and profit. Mr. Farish and Mr. Howard for Standard denied
all. On top of thecharge of blocking the rubber program,Mr. Arnold
heaped the charge of blocking the high octane gasoline program, and
the charge ofdealingswith Japan, Italy,and occupied France.

The investigations of the Gillette committeehad also started and
continued from March thro~h July 1942; Their stated intention was
to uncover a "plot," a "conspIracy of the monopolists," to p~even~ the
,?-eeded expansionof alcohol-producingfacilities and the "dispersion'
of such facilities into the surplus-grain areas of the United .States,
The committee's first witness-was Mr. George Johnson of Nebraska
who described at length the frustration of his efforts to have the war
age)lciesconsider his plan for a synthetic-rubber prog~ambasedupon
gram alcohol., ... . .. '.. . ,.

The Gillette hearings provide insights into the processes of public
policy formulation and decision making by the officials of war agen
Sles-. Thus, Mr. Jesse Jones,'w,ho retreated..under pressure to the posi
tlOn that the "RFGonlycarrles out policies and does not formulate
them," was asked by Senator Gillette how and by. whom the. then
planned level of synthetic-rubber capacity had been set. Mr. Jones
replied "1 don't kIlow that I can tell you, Senator." Butwhenpressed
by the Committee, Mr. Jones described the process of formulating
this high and vital policyasfollows: . . .... ..•. ... . .

We worked 'out the original 400,OOO·ton program and lrept working, arid. "When
we,saw theneed for more, I think I suggested that we increase it to 600;000 tons.
That was adopted, approved by the WPB.Then I suggested that, we-go to
700,000 tons and ,theWPB approved that. Then I suggested ,SOQ,OOl} tons and
they approved that, if I remembered correctly ; and nowI have suggested for con
sideration another 200,000. That has not been acted upon ** *. 'I will take
the responsibiilty., I probably had some people with me, but I will takethe respon-

:sibility. ",' '"

111 the course of the hearings it emergedthat u number of new
processes and technological suggestions had beenofl'ered to the Gov
ernment, but that there was no effective instrumentality or technique
.for the objective consideration or impartial evaluation of these proc-

i!o'Comparative transportation '~osts unde.".r ' the 'vartouslo'catiollcombina:t:tons:-"are. 'given
as a part of the .model ecat. study "made on the synthetic rubber industry byE. R.
Gilliland and H. H. Lavender and published August 31, 1944, in the Special Report of the

-Office:of the Rubber Director. .
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esses or suggestions.. The important processes which were brought
to the attention of the committee were chiefly for the production of
butadiene. Among these was the butylene-glycol method based on the
processing of wains which had been developed by Department of .A.gn
culture scientists at Peoria, Ill. Considerable economies were claimed
for this method but it was clear that the high officials of the Depart
ment of Agriculture had not and were not urging it or pushing for
ward its development with any vigor.

* * * "* * * *
The role of the Department of Agriculture in this crisis is a good

example of the difference between teclmical competence in Govern
ment, and technically competent Government. There was a high de
gree of technical competence in this agency, and this technical com
petence was employed in the provision of certain useful services. But
it was not a technical competence which, wedded to the special value
'structure of public choice and to the know-how of politics, could pro
vide a basis for decisive policy formulation, for public choice, public
planning, public action. Department of Agriculture scientists knew
a great deal about the problems and processes of butadiene production.
No mechanism existed for turning their knowledge to account in the
formulation of public policy; their work and knowledge and com
petence were not incorporated into the function of government. In
their long experiments at Peoria they had developed new processes, but
they were not called upon to develop these processes in the context of
the special needs and scarcities of war planning, nor were these proc
esses tested and evaluated by any agency in the light of these needs
and scarcities. Very late in the day, the then Secretary of Agriculture,
Mr. Claude Wickard, submitted a report on the research of the Depart
ment covering the production of synethetic rubber from plant products
including (1) the butylene glycol process, (2) an ethyl alcohol process,
(3) a butyl alcohol (butanol) process, (4) an isoprene from grain via,
acetone process, (5) a methyl-pentadienefrom grain via acetone pro'
cess, (6) a norepol from soybean and other domestic vegetable oils via
Iinoleic and lineolenic acid process, (7) a methyl acrylate from milk
whey or grain via lactic-acid process, (8) and isoprene from turpen
tine process, and (9) a myrcene from turpentine VIa b-pinene process.
But there is no evidence that the value of these was weighed at anv
stage in the formulation of policy in the context of the special needs of
Government. A summary of the processes was transmitted to the
Baruch committee on August 31, 1942. In a letter to Mr. Crossland, a
copy of which was forwarded to Mr. Baruch, Secretary Wiclmrd sug
gested that certain of these processes ought "not be overlooked." Mr.
WIckard's efforts were not welcomed. Mr. Baruch wrote in reply:

SEPTEMBER 3, 1942.
DE.A~ MR. SECRETARY: Thank you very much for your letter of September 2,

enclosing a copy of. the report on butylene glycol and your letter to Mr.
Crossland.

You, _of course, will remember that in your testimony before the committee,
you said, "The Department of Agriculture is not in a position to make recom
menda~ions as to what kind of methods should be used," and "Now, I want to
make It very clear, however, that I am not recommending that you use grain
exclusively or in any part for production of synthetic rubber."

Since I am sure you would net"use the method of a letter to Mr. Crossland
merely to make a record, we assume you want the committee to. consider it as
a definite recommendation. .
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'May I add, also, illy dear Mr~_- Secretary, that this constant-shifting, in posi
tion among all the agencies _dealing even remotely with rubber may result in
a better process-but only after the war has been lost.

Sincerely yours,
BERNARD'M. BARucH,Ohairman.(Signed)

CLAUDlri R .. WICKARD, Sem-etary.

And so was ended the meager and abortive attempt to use Govern
ment science as it should be used.

Returning to our consideration of the hearings before the Gillett.
committee .the Senators were informed of the so-called Polish process
for the production of butadiene from alcohol; a process which, it was
claimed, had been operated on a commercial scale for a number of
years in Pol..nd. The inventor, one Szukiwicz, had escaped to Amer
ica and his process was now being sponsored by the Publicker Co., a
large independent producer of alcohol in Philadelphia. Another was
a one-step process for the production of butadiene from butane, de
veloped by the renowned catalytic engineer, Eugene Houdry, and
sponsored by the Sun Oil Co. Publicker and Houdrymade striking
claims for their processes and both told a tale of frustration and
"brushoff" by key officialdom. Similar were the complaints of others
who had come forward with technological suggestions (e. g., Fred
Willkie of Seagrams Distilleries with an early plan for the conversion
of industrial alcohol plants using molasses to the use of grains), and
of those who had come to the war agencies in an attempt to gain a
share in the alcohol or synthetic-rubber programs.

The reaction of the committee is typified by a passing remark of one
of the Senators who said in exasperation and puzzlement, "They come
with their organizations. They come in with their engineering plans
completed. They come in with the financing. They come in with the
most part of the material, but they are blocked right here."

Mr. Wickard replied.
DEAR MR. BARUCH: This is in reply to your letter of September 4, in which

you express the feeling that remarks watcn-r made when testifying before
your committee were inconsistent with statements which my letter of Septem
ber 2 to Mr. Crossland contained. You -refer to my statements regarding the
production of butadiene from 2, 3, butylene glycol. -I want to state categorically
that we have not shifted our position.vas you indicate we nave in your letter,
nor do I think that my statements before your committee are inconsistent with
my letter to Mr. Crossland. I am sorry if they seem that way to you.

The Department of Agriculture is riot in aposition to make recommendations
as to the kind of methods which should be used in the .productlon of synthetic
rubber, and I have' not recommended the use of grain exclusively, or in any
part, _for the production of synthetic rubber unless _grain offers definite ad
vantages over other processes and ravv materials from the standpoint of the
speed of production and the use of critical materlalsc v'I'hose responsible 'for
the eynthettc-rubber program can alone make a decision -on those'matters and
we have not knowingly ever attempted to influence their decisions;

To me it does not seem that expressing "the opinion that the 2, 3, butylene
glycol should definitely not be overlooked in any consideration of the develop
ment of increased or alternative supplies of butadiene" is inconsistent with the
above principles as stated in our hearing before your committee.

You realize, I am sure, that our letter to Mr. Crossland transmitting a re
port on the.butylene glycol process was in response to a request rrom htmor
July 20. Since the establishment of your committee it has 'beenour policy to
provide you with copies of all information on synthetic rubber which we have
supplied to any other agency of the Government. If this policy is not in accord
with your wishes, we shall be glad to hear from you.

Sincerely yours,
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The Senators were inclined to explain this "blocking" as due to
(a) the favoritism of Government officials with private company con
nections, (b) vested interests intent on keeping out potential com
petition, and (c) big industry's fear of excess peacetime capacity
which might bring the threat of "cutthroat competition;"

It is also possible, however, to explain what appeared as "blocking
and brushoff" as the result of technical incompetence--the incompe
tence of governing agencies which did not evaluate proffered processes
or technological suggestions because they had not developed the capac
ity for so doing. Thus, when Houdry offered his process to Rubber
Reserve, Mr. .Crossland for Rubber Reserve was able only to suggest
to the Phillips Petroleum Co., which he knew to be interested in mak
ing butadiene out of butane, that it might like to look into Houdry's
process, impervious to the fact that the standards of company choice
are not the same as/the criteria appropriate to war mobilization.

This imperviousness even to the need to consider, test, and evaluate
proffered processes and suggestions of a complex technological nature
is epitomized in the incident in which the Gillette committee members
asked Jesse Jones what he would do if or when the Publicker Co. came
to him with its process and its claims for this process of quick con
struction time, minimum use of critical materials, and low-cost opera
tion. To their questions; Mr. Jones replied simply, "I would not
believe it." , .

The unquestionable contribution of the Gillette investig-ation had to
do with theproduction of industrial alcohol. There were threeim
portant sources of industrial alcohol. As of 1940, most of it was
made from molasses (88 million gallons), a substantial proportion
was derived synthetically from petroleum (33 million gallons), and a
relatively small quantity was converted from grain (17 million gal
Ions). As for the first, sugar and molasses. are imports and, hence,
the supply was limited by the shortage of available shipping tonnage,
The second type synthetic alcohol, is made from ethylene, a byproduct
of refinery operations; To expand the production of the synthetic
alcohol required complex engineering and the, use 'If many critical
materials. Nevertheless, the WPB authorized new plants to raise out.
put from this source to 60 million gallons, which approached the prac
tical limit of an expansion based on byproduct ethylene.

The third recognized source of alcohol was via the distillation of
grains. There was an enormous grain surplus, a quantity approach
mg a billion and a quarter tons of wheat in Government granaries and
on the farms. It was claimed, moreover, that new distilling capacity
required to convert this grain into ethyl alcohol could be made quickly
available with only a minimal expenditure of critical materials or
high-priority equipment; that the plant used to distill alcohol from
molasses' could, with minor modifications, be used to distill alcohol
from grain; and that the alcoholic-beverage industry had an enormous
unutilized capacity for the production of grain alcohol. Thus, that
industry had produced 276 million tax gallons of distilled spirits in
1936; yet, in spite of the influx of new firms and the building of new
distilling capacity, it was producing only at the rate of 164 million
tax gallons in 1940. It was contended that the capacity of the beverage
industry available for the production of ethyl alcohol could be greatly
expanded (a) by introducing into thisindustry, which was recognized
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as being in large part technologically backward, more efficient operat
ing procedures and the widespread use or new production techniques,
e. g., flash distillation; .(b) by slight changes in the Internal Revenue
Code such as would, for example, permit continuous distillation 01'

would allow the shipment or low-proof alcohol from distilleries with
out rectifying equipment to distilleries with the equipment required
to furtherrectify that alcohol; and (0) by the installation or small
increments or equipment. . ...•

Even recognizing that grain was the obvious source, for a large
increase in the output or industrial alcohol, there remained the ques
tion how much this ethyl-alcohol output should be .increased. The
answer to this question depended on the degree to which the new
synthetic-rubber industry was to be based on butadiene made from
alcohol rather than petroleum. . •.. •.

At the time or the Gillette committee, those who argued for a greater
(01' a total) reliance on alcohol rather than petroleum as the SOurce
or butadiene contended that the processes for the production or buta
diene from alcohol were tested and proven, having been practiced on
a commercial scale in Russia, Poland, and Germany for many years.
In contrast, they charged that the methods planned for processing
butane or butenewere unproven, and represented a gamble which a
nation in grave peril had not theright to take.

That the ;petroleum-based processes were untried and full or risk
anduncertainty is undoubtedly true, although the agencies or Govern
ment may have taken small cognizance or this fact, Thus, MI'. How
ard relates:

In eynthetlc.rrubber, these first months' of the -war vhad-brought all of the
processes for which Standard was responsible to a crisis' at once. The Buna S
itself had to be turned out in the largest possible quantity as soon as possible in
our small Baton Rouge plant to provide enoughmaterials for the fabricating
tests needed to' help, the "tire plants prepare for synthetic -rUbber., The new
butadiene process, which was to form :the principal' basis for the-oil industry's
butadiene program; was being, engineered .on the.jsnmmest possible basis of
laboratory tests, and, we were, trying hard to get, better checks' on these data.
The butyl pilot plant, on which all Standard's, hopes for, the development of an
immediately successful manufacturing processfof this 'new rubber depended, was
not behaving consistently. Sundays' usually found, a,tiredgroup of chemists,
engineers, and executives from New York. assembled-In the Bayway refinery. for
a post mortem study. of the records of pilot-plant runs that.had come to a pre
mature end dur-ing the preceding week."

It was-further argued that, since the alcohol-based process was less
complex and required more easily available materials, the plants could
probably be built more quickly, more cheaply, and with a lesser di
version of critica.lequipment and resources, This claim was to. be
verified by events.

Against the use or alcohol as the basic source or butadiene, it
could be maintained that the money costs or the raw material in the
case or petroleum-based butadiene would be less and, therefore, that
the synthetic rubber could be produced at a substantially lower dol
lar price. If the objective had been to build a new industry for
normal peacetime production in competition with natural rubber, this
argument might have been decisive. As it was, it provided a full and
sufficient reason for-the concentration or research by Standard Oil

2'1 Frank Howard. op, cit. supra. note 1'PP.191.'192.
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on this process and for the interest of the tire .compani~s in. a petro
leum-based butadiene. But.in.the circumstances ofa.war.em~rgency,
these normal economic criteria .no longer held, And, partlCularly
in this instance, relative money costs were WIthout significance, Re
gardless of its market price, the surplus grain stocks in Government
hands represented "sunk" costs, and any use that could. be gotten
from them must be counted as a net gain. Moreover, the greater
utilization of whisky-making capacity for the. pro~uction of Jndus
trial alcohol was hardly to be counted as a diversion ofeqmpment
skill or manpower likely to be critical, .whereas, alternatively, it was
probable that new demands upon the petroleum industry wold repre-
sent just such a diversion. '.

Clearly, in this time of great crisis, where speed of construction,
assurance of output with the least technological risk, andrninimum
competition with other.wardemands were all of the essence, theargu
ment for basing the new synthetic-rubber program on grain alcohol
was a very strong one,' and one, moreover, which would naturally
coincide with the bias of farm-State Senators.

Nevertheless, in April 1942, nearly the entire '(00,000 ton (GR-S)
synthetic-rubber program was based on butadiene made from petro
leum or natural-gas derivatives, with only 40,000 tons to be made from
alcohol, and that to be produced synthetically from petroleum... But
now the pressures of the GiUette investigation began .to take effect.
WPB performed a sort of miracle. In early May 1942, the Chemicals
Branch found that; instead of the severe shortage of alcohol which
it had previously put forward to explain its policy, there was, instead,
a huge surplus. Rather thana 280-million-gallon-per-year capacity,
it appeared, overnight as it were, that there was actuallyan annual
capacity of 540 million gallons,

How this vast capacity happened to be so suddenly discovered, or,
even more intriguing, how it managed to be kept out of sight so long,
is a puzzle which we must leave for others to solve. In any case, on
May 24, 1942, a new alcohol aUocation was made to Rubber Reserve,
and the share of the synthetic-rubber program based on alcohol
butadiene was increased to 220,000 tons per annum. The new alcohol
capacity wasin large part a substitution for the butane-to-butadiene
capacity whichwas planned or in construction.

That month, a world-famous industrial chemist especially known
for his contributions. to the allied victory in World War I, DrvChaim
Weizmann, later President of Israel, was put in touch with thesyn
thetic-rubber authorities. Dr. Weizmann, who had been associated
with research into synthetic rubber since 1910, had been sent from
England by Prime :M!nister Churchill with the idea. that he might help
m planning a synthetic-rubber program-here.

.Welzmann.had developed an.ew processfor making gram into buta
diene, In this process, the gram was converted first into acetone and
butyl alcohol, and the butylalcohol was then converted into a hio-hly
pure form of butadiene. With his byproduct acetone he proposed. to
make the chemical substance Isoprene, which is the basic bnildinz block
of natural rubber. His process condensed acetone and acetyle:e
producing thereby isoprene. which is polymerized into isoprene rubber and gives
a soft, malleable product which blends well with the butadiene rubber so one
could use the pure butadienefor the hard-tube and .a combtuenon crtbc two
rubbers tor the aorrtnner tube. -
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On MaY 15 Wejzmann met with a teehnicalcommittee including
Mes~rs.WeidleirrandReid, who dealt with his suggeStions and claims
rather cavalierly. He was toldthenthat there was no particular prob
lem in butadiene purification, though in fact purification was to bea
lllajor problem throughout thewar. .Hewastold that there was no
need for his byproduct acetone. He was told that there wasno capacity
available to pr~duce butyl alcohol. Later,he insisted thatexisting
c",V",citycould easily be used for thispurpose.v In his autobiography
he,;ritesbitt~rlYOfhis ~xperienc~: • . .•.. ... ... -r.'. • ....:

"l\1:y,:Gist lead:'Ya,s ,3. letterf~o~ :ivrr. Roosevelt to' Mr.'Vannevar Bush, the~'the
head of WarResearch. lam afraid that it did not-do me much good, ror-f-scon
'discovered that if I was going to do effective work I would-have to play: thej)olitk
ctanmore than the' scientist,R-prospect)which.,I.'found Tepugnullt..' ,TJ;le.·main
question .was not going to be one of .proeessea fwd production, but of ove,rcoming
the vested intereS~f;orfthegreat flrms-c-pai-tlcularly ,the ~i1firms'* 0/< '.* to initiate
~ process which had not the approval of-the otlcompantee was almost too much
of a-task for .any .human being *, ,** the struggle .wae.Iong 'and. tiring '*"~ *, the
vested interests were too powerfulto permit a quick, breakthrough.2Il

Wh~ther one accepts orrejects Dr:WeizIIlann's explanation 'as to
the reasons why his recommendations were not .fairly considered, there
is indeed no indication tlmt his 'proposals were ever subjected. toa
competent technical evaluation.>' ' • . "..

The time now seemed close at hand when American armies must
cometo grips withthose of the Axis Powers. . .In May 1942,American
military demands were for a minimum of 400,000 tons of rubber in
1943. Civilians began to feel the pinch. Sugar.and gasoline ration'
ing·began. On May 26, Senator Harry S. Truman estimated ,that'
there would be no automobjle tires for civilian use during the next
3 years. 'Nationwidegasoline rationing as:"a means ()f'c<~ns~rviIlg,tire
rubber was scheduled for July.. Yet syntheticrubber was not forth"
coming. The program had bogged down,or had failed to start.
These were ·days of fear arid tension, of frustration and suspicion,
of feverish 'and too long delayed preparation.. All this was reflected
and focusedin the national attitude toward rubber. Here therehad
been a failure of anticipation, of preparation, of organization.' Who
was.' responsible; who should be .blamed? There was evidence of
stupidity,. of ,incompetence, of brushoff 'and hloeking,'offavoriti~m,
and of injustice, Private firms, e. g., Seagramsand.Houdry,whIch
felt tlrattheirprop~salsor.processes .had .beeir'slight.ed by Rubber
Reserve, now~dvertIsed theiroompluintain' the public press. The
Rubber Reserve was. attacked by' the Truman committee, the
Gillette committee, and other spokesmen for Congress. Congress
rosein full revolt. Undertheurwng of its key committees, it de
cided to take the rubber program mtoits own hands. .On July 22,
by a decisive vote, both Houses passed the Rubber S?-pply Act of
1942,setting up an'agency independentof all other executive branches,
and directed to increase the production of. synthetic-rubber fro,!,
alcohol "produced from rugrIculturalorforest products." ThIS
agency was given the power to exercise an-absolute priority in obtain-

2S The dUriculty'se~ms'to have been not 'so much Iuthe' use of bastcequtpment but rather
In-the fact that the enzymes corresponding to the' yeast used in the production, of ethyl
alcohol are,unlike yeast, very delicate organisms which must be, treated with special- care.
Thus what was called for -waa . the' introduction, of special fermentation: techniques and
purtncanon equipment. .

:l9 ChaimWe1zmann,Trial and Error; 'pp.' 428-430 (1949)~
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ing the plants, equipment, machinery, materials, and supplies re
quired to produce the rubber to satisfy the military and civilian needs
of the United States.

This would have created, in a word, a separate executive supreme
within its own sphere and answerable only to the Congress". The
President vetoed the bill. In his. longveto message, he pointed out
that the bill would subvert the whole concept of materials allocation
according to their relative essentiality in the prosecutionofthe war.
But the President did. not defend the then-existing program. He
took cognizance of the "many conflicting statements of fact" and
conceded that there: may have been-s- .
serious, mistakes * .*. ,* 'made In the' past, .based .elthec-on misinformation, mls
conception, or'ev.enpartfaUty* *,*;:, It ;croay be that the, present program of
the WarProduction.Bo,ard is not, the best .solutfon. ' If so, t;tlefacts should
be ascertained.3:nd made pUb~iC::,. .':; . _': -
To this end and in answer. to the congressional revolt, he Set up 'a
three-man committee to review the whole program andtorecommend
an overall rubber policy as ahasis ..£or future action.. The Cqm.
mittee consisted of the Honorable Bernard M. Baruch, Chairman;
Dr. JamesB. Conant, president ofHarvard University; and Dr. Karl
T,Comptqn, president-of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Themess!J,gewas dated August 6, 1942.



CHAPTER·V

PATENT CLAIMS AND THE INTERCHANGE OF
TECHNICAL INFORMATION

After Pearl Harbor, the Government and the private participants
in ,the synthetic-rubber,program turned to the task of settling patent
c1aims,andproviding for the exchange of technical informatioll be
tween companies. Both were prerequisite to the creation of the Ilew
industry. A vast industrial complex must be organized, using un
tried techniques to produce anew product; The plant would belong
to the Government. The product would be paid for by the Govern
ment.Butit would be private companies that would devise the
processes.vbuild the factories, and, carryon theoperatione. Those
processes, built into Government facilities, were patented, and those
whoowned the rights to thosepatents would have a continuing claim
on a share of the value of the synthetic-rubber output of Governlllent
plants. The extent of that claim must be settled. Moreover, it could
not be assumed that those called upon to build and operate Govern
ment plants would themselves possess the patents or the knowledge
necessary or useful in carrying out their assigned task. Consequently,
it was necessary that the knowledge held by many companies should
be made available to those selected to participate in the Government's
program. It was not possible, however, to determine beforehand
what knowledge and invention would be necessary or useful for this
purpose. Some of the required knowledge and technique was not
patentable but was secret, e. g., rubber-compounding formula. And
the patented invention and the secret knowledge (if it was to be paid
for) was not only of an indeterminate value to the yet unshaped
synthetic-rubber program, but had an unknown value also outside of
that program. The question was: How was the Government to ac
quire and make available to the participants of the program the patent
rights and information that would aid them in their tasks, and how
mi~ht it protect the taxpayer from excessive liability in so doing!
.Conceivably, the Government could have seized the pertinent

patents, leaving the companies to make claims for recompense later
<before the courts. This would have boon strongly resisted." Alter
natively, the Government might have dealt with its patent problem
by requiring the participants to pool their patents, with royalties to be
fixed by arbitration later after subsequent developments in the in-

30 True, the Alien Property Custodian did seize German patents, including I. G. buna
rights, which Standard continued -to claim as her own.. An examination of this seizure of
enemy patent rights might, incidentally, provide useful insights into the operation of tbe
patent system. To what extent were German patents actually available, to what extent
were they used, and what impact did this have on the level of American technology?
Answers to these questions might provide us with a clue as to the part played by "pro-mo
tion," salesmanship, and development in the incorporation of the patented invention into
the system of technological operations. It might suggest some measure of the value of
patented information itself, without the know-how and abstracted from: the concreteness of
working operations, as a basis for spontaneous industrial development.

36
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dustry clarified the value of the various contributions." This ap
proach was opposed on account of the extreme insecurity which would
exist as to the value ofparticular patents on the one hand, and as to
the extent of the Government's obligations on the other.

The Government chose a simpler expedient. Agreements were
negotiated with participating companies and with certain others
thought to control important patents. These agreements had the fol
lowing 'primary objectives :

(a) minimizing and limiting the Government's liability, and
ostensibly of .

(b) preserving the sales value of the Government-owned plant,
e. g., by securing an agreement to the effect that the patents and
know-how necessary to operate these plants would be passed on
to postwar purchasers, and

(c) of insuring that the Government would have the ultimate
rights to the resultsof the private research which was financed by
the Government.

The Government arranged with these companies to pay a flat roy
alty for all past and future inventions that might be incorporated into
the processes used in Government plants. It left it to the companies
to divide up that royalty payment amongst themselves. Similarly,
it left it up to the participants to arrange for the interchange of tech
nical information between themselves. It assumed the role only of an
occasional mediator.

While these patent agreements were lengthy and became highly
complex, their general form was as follows: The private companies
in a specified field who had patents to offer and/or who would partici
pate in the operation of the Government-financed plants, either (1)
made their patents available to the Rubber Reserve Company until
some specified "cutoff" point, with the Rubber Reserve Company en
titled to license these patents to its agents.L e., to those companies who
participated, in the Government-financed program, or (2) the agree
ment simply sanctioned. a series of private interchange agreements
between participants with some provision that newcomers must also
be made party to licensing agreements without specific discrimination
against them.

It was ordinarily provided that some fixed royalty be paid by. the
Rubber Reserve which, when there were several patent owners, would
be divided between them according to some formula. This limited
the Government's liability.

A method was generally provided for the exchange of technical in
forma~lOn,.by setting up technical committees with the companies ex
changing information between themselves, or through a technical
adviser to whom information w~s to be made available on request and
who, In turn, was able, at hIS discretion, to re-channel that informa
tion to other interested parties.

,There were also vague provisions for licensing private operators who
might purchase Government-owned plants, when these plants were
offered for sale after the war. This was intended to preserve the sales
value of the facilities.

31 Prank Howard, op. cit. supra" note 1, p. 232.
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Also, to cover inventions made under Government-financed research, .
itwas required that~
each' operating company'requesting 'approval and' reimbursement. for' research 'to
execute as a condition precedent to reimbursement, a "patent agreement relating
to research work," which * >/I >/I contains a grant to RUbber Reserve Company of
an extendible patent immunity under all inventions made in the course of research
or development work financed by the Rubber Reserve Company within the "sm
thetlc-rubber field." aa

This was intended to insure that the Government would have ultimate
rights to the results of private research financed by the Government.

The specific agreements may briefly be summarized.
(1) With regard to the "manufacture, use, and sale of 'synthetic

rubber,' " i. e., the polymerization and compounding phase, Standard
had held the key Buna S patents. These patents were seized by the
Alien Property Custodian as 1. G. property. Standard,however,
never relinquished its claim.. In 1943, however, the impasse was re
solved when Standard granted to Rubber Reserve a free license for the
life of its Buna S patents, with the right to "issue perpetnal free li
censes to everyone who cooperates with the Government in its war
program and reciprocates with similar licenses under its own
patents." 83 • _ _. ; _ _.' " '"

. (2) Subsequently Rubber Reserve entered. into a large number of
direct agreements with participating companies "undertaking to ren
der technical assistance to the Government" wherein each company
extended, a general grant under its patents relating to the manufac
ture of general purpose buna rubber, and received in return a royalty"
free license under thebuna patents held or subject to licensing by Rub
ber Reserve. It was also required that each company entering into
this agreement "give its technical information * * * under a jmi
form system for the collection and exchange of such information." "
An agreement made previously for the general royalty-free grant of
Buna S licenses had provided for the formation of a committee for the
exchange of technical information on synthetic rubber among the par"
ties thereto, which consisted of the Big Four tire companies and Stand
ard. Rubber. Reserve held the right to "transmit such information to
other parties conducting operations for Rubber Reserve Company on
a. reciprocal basis." 35

Special agreements were concluded->
(3) between Rubber Reserve and the du Pont Co. for the man-

ufacture of neoprene; • .
(4) between Rubber Reserve Company and ThiokolCorp. for

the manufacture ofthiokol; and ...
(5) between Rubber Reserve Company and Standard Oil for

the manufacture ofbutyl.. ..
In view of subsequent developments in the synthetic-rubber program
only the butyl agreement need concern us. The Rubber Reserve and
its agents were licensed under all of Standard's patented inventions
made prior to 6 months after the termination of hostilities. All
licenses were royalty-free for the duration.

Royalties payable thereafter *.* * are on a sliding scale, dependent upon the
cumulative total of butyl rubber theretofore manufactured by Standard Oil is *. '"

:12 Rubber Reserve Company, Report on the Rubber Program, 1940-45, p. 33.
ss Frank Howard, op. cit. supra, note 1, p. 235.
:H Rubber Reserve Company, ep. cit. supra, note 22, p. 73.
~M.• P.71. _
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arid 'licensees, such royalties being 5-percent .of net sales until such total exceeds
100,000 long tons;·4 percent thereafter until such total exceeds 200,000 long tOD13.
and 3 percent, thereafter. * *: *.36

Provision is made for extending to Iicensees-s-
technical Intormatten Ii< >:< :I< upon payment of reasonable compensation.

, (6). On September 5, 1942, a general agreement was completed
between the Rubber Reserve Company and a number of oil and chemi
cal companies, pertaining to the manufacture of butadiene. Here,
neither direct licensing to Rubber Reserve nor any systern of general
licensing was. provided for. The parties each agreed to accept a cell
in!;\" royalty out of which their claims would be settled, and agreed to
oller to each other and to newcomers information or patents .on
nondiscriminatory terms. Technical information 'vas to be obtained
through the medium of ,a technical adviser who could transfer or
withhold such information as was "in his' opinion * * * necessary _or
desirable." As Rubber Reservedescribed the agreement:

No direct licenses to Rubber Reserve are provided, the purpose of the agree
ment being to effect interchange of technical information and to provide for a
system of interparty claims for use of technical information and patents under a
ceiling royalty >I< '" *. The agreement provides for licensing new operators of
Government-built plants on reasonable terms and conditions not less favorable
than those-being offered to others * '" '" the agreement makes general provision
for separate licensing to cover incidental products at reasonable royalties.

'" ,* -.Rubber Reserve ,agrees to pay each butadiene supplier, one-eighth of
lcent per pound of butadiene supplied under any agreement providing for pay
ments specifically based on cost of production, the purpose of such payment being
to provide a limited fund available for settlement of interparty claims >I< * *.
These provisions remain in effect until the end of the national emergency * '" *.

The parties are required to submit their technical information to a technical
adviser, * * * having the ri?,htto transfer any portion of such technicalinforma
tion to.anotherparty as In h~s opinion is necessary or desirable."

(7) This general butadiene agreement was supplemented by a.,
substitute agreement regarding exchanges and use of technical information and

, patent rights, under', oil .tnduatry processes for production of butadiene-

the panties to this agreement being Standard, Shell Oil (and M. W.
Kellogg Co.), Phillips Petroleum (and the Lummus Co.), Universal
Oil Products, and Rubber Reserve. The 'agreement covered catalytic
dehydrogcnization and other processes. It provided for no direct
licenses to the Rubber Reserve Company, Exchange of licenses be
tween OIl-company parties under this 'agreement were to be royalty
free. New suppliers and new operators of Govermnent plants "'ould
be licensed 'at the request of Rubber Reserve. New licenses would
pay-
one-eighth of 1 cent per pound of butadiene manufactured for, Rubber Reserve
during the term of the general butadiene agreement j three-sixteenths of 1 cent
per; pound of butadiene;manufactured,for Rubber,Reserve Company thereafter;
three-eighths of 1 cent per pound of butadiene manufactured by licensee for its
own :use or sold or delivered Jo others thanthe Rubber Reserve Company or its
nominees." ,

The agreement provided for the direct interchange of information
between licensors 'and licensees. ,

86 ra., p.77.
3'f Id.• pp.' 78, 79.
(18 re., p. 80~:
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(8) An agreement pertaining to the exchange and use of technical
information relacing co the manufacture of styrene was concluded on
March 4, 1942, between a number of oil and chemical companies and
the Rubber Reserve. As under the general butadiene agreement, no
direct license to the Rubber Reserve was providedfor, but a ceiling
royalty was 'agreed upon to be divided 'among private company par
tioipants according to ,a system for the settlement of interparty
claims.

The system for settling interparty claims in both styrene and buta
diene production followed the same general pattern. A set payment
was made by the Rubber Reserve to each producer of styrene or buta
diene, per pound of material Jlroduced, to cover all royalty on inven
tionspertaining to the production of those materials. Companies
might then institute claims 'against each other for the sharing of this
quantum of royalty payments. Settlement of these claims was to be
facilitated through the mediations of the technical adviser and, if that
did not work, through formal arbitration under an arbitratoral;(reed
upon by both parties or selected by the senior judge of the District of
ColumbiaOourtof Appeals. The pattern of settlement thus arrived
at was not to carry beyond the period of the azreernent,

As for styrene for the account of Rubher "Reserve, the ceiling roy
alty was 'set 'rut one-eighth of 1 cent, 'and when produced for others 'rut
5 percent of the actual sale price of the styrene so produced. The
agreement was not to' exteIl.d beyond the .period of national emer
gency. New operators of Government-built plants were to be licensed
at one-eighth of 1 cent per pound of styrene produced for ,the account
of Rubber Reserve durino- the term of the 'agreement and 2% percent
of the cost or sale price of such styrene manufactured thereafter, and
5 percent of the sale price of styrene produced for other purposes aJt
any time. Technical information was interchanged via the medium
of 'a technical adviser.

(9) On July 3, 1942, 'all agreement was reached between Rubber
Reserve 'and the four largest tire producers, pertainingoto the ex
change of technical information and patent rights relating to the
compounding of synthetic rubber. Patents were licensed to Rubber
Reserve which in turn licensed each of the other parties. Licenses
and immunities were to be royalty-free. A technical committee was
set up to exchange ,technical information and "to 'advise the Rubber
Reserve Company in respect thereto:'. .

(10) Other special agreements covering specific patents or mate
rials, and providing for royalty payments, were developed with Good
year Rubber & Tire, United States Rubber Co., and du Pont Co.
, .(11) A..series of agreements was also devel,o.pedcovering inventions

in synthetic rubber made in thecourse-of subsidized research con
ducted by companies and.universities.iThepurpose was to secure free
patent rights, in return for such research subsidies.· , . .'
. So much for the terms of the patent agreements. They did afford
a basis for some technical interchange. They defined the Govern
ment's obligations to -private -parties,and minimized ~Hear_ea _of
subsequent patent conflicts and possible litigation during the term of
Government ownership of the synthetic-rubber industry. Theydid
provide a quick means for new operators to take over complex oper
ations for Rubber Reserve without protracted negotiations with pri
vate patent holders.
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On the other hand the nature of the agreements reflect the, essential
technical incompetence of the Government agency, and.its.indifference
to the problems of economic organization'\lnd technical choice.'. That
agency was primarilyconGerned with, the ,Government's royalty obli
gations durmg the period" of emergency operations, and .left it,to
the (generally) small clique of large firms composing the inner circle,
of th,e controll,ing ~oup to deal ,w,ith,, other aspects of, the prqb,Jem.,

Whether Rubber rceserve succeeded in minimizing the royalty obli
gations of the .Govemment is, not easily determinable, since neither,
It, the companies involved, nor anyone else has explained the criteria
used, in determining the adequacy and reasonableness of royalty
payments. ' " ' '. .

The provisions made for turning over techniques and patents to
private operatorsupon, sale of the plants were, va~ue to the extreme.
The ,guaranties, to assure the vaunted :"reasonableness,~' in ternis
offered to those who might purchase Govemmentplants.twere.vlr
tually nonexistent, This indifference to future disposal problems
may be understandable, and sxcusable iu the light of the extreme
emergency conditions.under which the agreements were formulated,
!~eSS,'understandable, was the failure subsequently to clear .the .deeks
of patent claims so as to facilitate the ultimate ,sale qf the Gqvernment
plants. On the contrary, each fabricator was able to change his tech
niques, operations, and the organization of the plant which he oper
atedcincorporating into operations the patented modifications which
would enable him to retain a favored position with regard toth~

purchase of that plant. , ,
Similar indifference on the part .oftheGovernment. agency wasevi

denced in the.arrangements made for the interchange of technical
information. This also, was virtually left to the private operators.
Where there were a few big companies, they set up atechnical com
mittee to .interchange information between themselves, As long as
only they themselves were concerned, this worked well enough; But
when larger numbers were.Involved, and especiallywhere outsiders
moved into the circle of the synthetic-rubber operation, the system
for the interchange of'information through the medium of the tech.
nical adviser proved utterly inadequate. Data in possession of a given
company, and which might be used to raise the level of the operating
efficiencyof others participating in the program, could not besearched
through. One company had to knowof the existence of, particular
data in the possession of another, before that information could be
requested. Each request mustbe specifically justified. The newcomer
into the orbit of the Government operation was especially disad
vantaged. But more, the ideaof pooling knowledge as a part of a
conscious and positive effort to ,facilitate efficient,operations in a period
of crisis was set to naught. The inherently inoperative nature of the
system is further attested by the fact that ul] requests must be proc
essed, all demands on companies. made, all the mountains of technical
information that might conceivably be .interchanged must be chan
neled through; and at the discretion of a single technical adviser, the
sameone for each of theagreements-c-a man who must also act as
arbitrator in all patent disputes .and who simultaneously, was also
part-time director-of the Mellon Institute in Pittsburgh and part-time
technical consultant (and one-man technical staff) of the Rubber Be-
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serve:Ob+-iollSIy, little time could' be spent wearing the hat of
technical'adviser,": , '

r>llringthe months of crisis, thissystemforinterchanging informa
tionwas to be subjected tosevete attack by critics ofthe program,
andby firms that considered themselves shut out from the inner circles
ofcontrol; ", ,,',. " ' '.' •.

The butadiene and styrene agreements not only did not encourage
the intei'~hange of information for the mutnal improvement ofproc
esses; they actuallycreateda positivefinancialdisincentive to suchan
intei~hange,andto the consequent development of the most efficient
unified process; These agreements provided for the payment by the
Gov~rllment of themanufactnring costs plus a flat royalty fedor
each pound of ruboorproduced.Theroyaltypaidbythe Govern
m~ntwas to be divided up between the companies by an-agreed-upon
formula. This division was intended to reflect ·therelative use made
by the'participants in the programofthe patented processes owned
by the vari(jus companies at the tiineof the agreement. It was, for
example, the intent of the agreement that if Company A used processes
owned and patented by Company B'exclusively; then theroyalty re:
ceived fromR1~bber:Reserve by A, for each poulld of rubber produced;
winIldbeitllrned over t(j B. 'H~nce the more that a company used the
patenteq processes of others, the larger theproportionof the royalty
fee. received by .ltfrom the Government WhICh It must share with
otfers. The more that it relied on its Own processes, the less was it
liable to share its royalty income from the Government.. If, subse
quent to the agreement, one~omp~ny swit~hed to the use of processes
patented byallother, thelatter could then claim an increased sfare of
the for,m~r's royalty fee from Rubber Reserve. Therefore any adop
tionbya gi'venoper~torfOr his Own use, of the processes ofothe,r
(jperators involvillg patented'techri~queswouldjeopardizehis' sh~re
ofthe roy~lty .fee. The operator, In other wordsrhad no financial
incentive to adopt betterprocesses patented by others, even though
this might lower hi" costs. (since Government payments covered-his
costs), I'mt h~d a' financial incentive to avoid their adoption since to
adopt them would threaten his settled royalty share.

¥oreserio]ls Vhall themweqll"'y of ~he syst'emfor theinterchang-e
OfirrforIn",ti(jn '\Vas Vhe failure to provide stinIIl!us and direction tJothefIlture prdg",ssive· development of thesynthetic'rnbber tecluiol
(jgy: , 'rhi~'\Vas .adoub1e~he~edfailure.· First, the Government
il;gency.in chl':rgefailed to recognize the need to choose betw~nalter
native directions of research and to evahratte~heresults of reseacohon
grounds ol1her ~han those di?iJatted' by' pl,'ivaltf' c:ompany self-interest.
'I'herefore the Government did-not ev()lve~he cnterr~ nor develop the
special competence required for this sorsofcognition and ohoiceae
the leve1 <>f natiooal planning. Without tlliscompetence (~d indeed
'1"'ithollt even rec(jgnizing ~he need for it) ,the agency in.<Jhargecould
not or~~izeresearchonits own accountnor could it direct-and svaln
ateprIvateoompanyreseardl by rere~tm""to thecriteri'1'appropriate
to strategic planning.. '11he GO""l'Illnent relied on .priv",te-company
research, plus smaller proje(lffi carried.onip. universities and SOInere"
search institutions: The Government paid, huititwaS not equipped ito
jmlge l!he ,value of that for., which it paid.. Second, relying on un;
directed priV'a,te research, th<i GOverriment railed to impose a system
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of incentives, with a sting or with a promise, !bhalt might spur the pro
gressive development of the synthetic-rubber technology. Research
contracts were madeand the payments may be presumed 'tohave been
adequate. But payments were tied into efforts measured by costs and
not to results. There was no financial premium on accomplishment,
no financial loss through failure. Aside, from the specific research
contracts, tihe general royalty payments were tantamount to a research
subsidy since !bhey were eonceivedof, not only asa payment for the
right 'to existing patented 'invenmons, but also as ,a payment for the
right to future development? patented .'and incorporated into ,the
P;'®llSS""of the companies operalting forthQ Government, Thus, vhe
companies received 'aHaltpayment covering ro;J"ltlties on pastand sub
sidies on ,future research; that payment remaining the same whether
theindi"idual compa,!ysubseqllently developed new rubbers, .im,
proved existing rubbers, developed cost-reducing teclmiques? or did
nothing.ac all. After the patent, agreements weresigned, no Wi1>Y ex
isted for the private company to benefit from 'its contributions to cost
saving or new-product development, whether such p",!tdbutions were
developed under research contracts with the Government or by its
oWllresei1>rch.under its own initi",tive.

'·.There.was evidently.a fundamentalmisconcepbion "'hi0h underlay
from the heginning the organization of sYlJJthelJic,rrubber research by
the Govermnent, and which persists today in !bhe relationships of
Government to the orO'a1lizaltion of research, under private agencies.
Incentive was confused wivh payoff. It wasOOplicii/:Jy assumed thalt
if private agencies.or individuals were sufficiently 'Subsidized,creative
development would be forthcoming. The objective W!JJS taken '!JJS thalt
of satIsfying '~hedMUandsqf,private parties. Whi1>t ougbrt to have
been rut issue was, not wheDber private companies were satisfied by la
system of payments, but whether thrutsystem would drive them to a.
grcaJter technologici1>lendei1>"or, Creatdve aohievementand significant
technolcgica] advanee, the processesthac go by the, names of inven
tion, discovery.nndinnovasion, are never a simple function of labora
tory tOOe or the number of doctors of philosophy assembled in the
same building, 'and certaiuly not a mere function of Government
subsidy..

319311-59--4



CHAPTER VI

THE RUBBER SURVEY COMMITTEE

The tliree-mimRubber Survey Committee (sometimes called the
Baruch committee) set up by the President on August 6, 1942, in re
sponse to high national crisis, started work at once. A staff was
brought together; a field survey was organized; hearings were held,
sometimes. several simultaneously before subcommittees separately
chaired by Mr. Baruch, Dr. Compton, or Dr. Conant. Reports were
submitted from all sides.

The Attol"ne:YGeIleral'sbl.'ief included a memorandum from Mr.
Thurman Arnold dated July 1942, which summarized its findings and
c~ncl~sionsas follmvs:. ... ....

1. There is danger that under the present program rubber production in 19,43.
will fall short of 400,()()() tons. _ If so, it will be,due to tbe shortoee ot butadiene;
For example, because ot this etiortooe; -ttie co'tntpletedplants ajGoodyear and
GOodrich today are able to operate 'at only 10 'percent capaoity.-

2.. Bunarubber now being produced is of infertor ,qualitY"and has been rejected
fOl~militarypurposes._",__ , ','_: .;' _ .': _"'::',',_ "',,'

S.The methods adopted for .production of the. principal supply, of butadiene
are entirely untested.

4. 'Alternative methods proposed; by corporations outside the'Standard Oil group
are being rejected even though" they require less critical materials.

5., 'I'hese.decialona are influenced by individuals In .keypositions in the GOY
emment Who were connected with theCRA patent pool, which; in turn, was a part
of the I. G. Farben cartel. This cartel bad a settled policy of preventing outsiders
from producing rubber. -'Today they have every "Interest-to acquire domination
of, rubber .producttonf'or theGRA: .group for the following reasons: (1) Such
control would enablethem to cover up their past sabotage of rubber' production
and their misrepresentation, to the Government ;(2) such control is part of a
settled and continuing policy of this group to monopolize the industry, control
future production, and eliminate independent competition. The names vand
eonnectlona of-these Individuals are given .tn the memorandum.

6. All decisions of this group where experts differed have been' in favor of
the dominating position of Standard Oil Co. (New Jersey).

7. No contracts have been made not in the interest of this group except after
public pressure-c-as for example the alcohol program.

8. No independent check by experts in a disinterested position has ever been
made for the guidance of the nonexpert Government, officials who make the
decisions.

CONCLUSION

At the very least there is the G.p'Pearance that former eRA officials influence
the decisions relating to the rubber program in spite of unimpeachable evidence
that they misled the Government in the past. Charges made by responsible
persons go much further than that. They claim eRA has established air-tight
control and that pressure is being exercised to keep outsiders from taking part
in the rubber program. These charges are supported by a substantial amount
of circumstantial evidence. ;rt would be inappropriate to investigate this evidence
by the usual grand jury procedure. Nevertheless, it is not safe to ignore- it.

Many responsible complainants who have come to the Antitrust Division have
urged the need for a check on the rubber program by experts without any en
tangling connections with the Standard Oll group. Such a suggestion has the
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following reasons to support it, even though the conclusions stated in this
memorandum prove to be wrong:

(1) It would remove the present basis for the charges that the rubber program
is dominated by an interested group.

(2) It would relieve the 'present bitterness of responsible business men-who
now sincerely believe that their claims are being rejected, by: a, thoroughly
partisan set of experts;

(3) It would be a defense against attacks by congressional committees who
justly feel a lack of corifldence jn the ORA group after the disclosure of docu
mentaryevidence showing that they had been working against our national
interest.

Whatever the cause, the facts were that styrene contracts had been
let to only a few great firms; that copolymerization capacity was con
centrated in the hands of the Big Four tire companies; that the so
called CRA group held a perhaps dominating/osition on the petro
leum side of synthetic-rubber production; an that officials of this
group held positions of power in the War agencies.

The record, as we read itbdoes not indicate that theweat companies
took over the synthetic-ru bel' program III a conspIracy to' further
their self-interests. They dominated the program because they had
created it. No agency in Government had taken the initiative or had
been capable of so doing-or was now capable of truly evaluating that
program or of truly reshaping it. To the companies should go credit,
not blame; yet, there were great dangers inherent in this surrender
of the essential war function of centralized social planning to the
interplay of corporate pressures.

Technical competence is not abstract but is always rooted in a
complexity of values, objectives, and points of views. The technical
competence of the company engineer is deeply rooted in the objectives
of his company and the universe of value relationships which is charac
teristic of his industry, and that competence cannot be relied upon
for evaluation that stands on criteria of social weal and strategic
strength. Nor can that coml?etencebe easily and quickly transformed
into the competence appropriate to the processes of government.

The constant conflict, even at the simplest level, between the values
of private and public evaluation is evidenced in the following portion
of a memorandum, dated August 17, 1942, written by Mr. Lubell for
the Rubber Survey Committee:

Mr.l\fadigan, who is apparently in charge of constructing, the butadiene and
polymerization plants, raised the question whether the plants are to be con
structed with postwar industrial use in mind or are to be built, with the idea
that they may have to be replaced in 7 or 8 years. He said that the decision
of this question was of great importance in determining the amounts of materials
which would be needed. * :I< *

Madigan's questton Ted to a general discussion as to the designing of the
plants. .Newhall suggested that the degree of elaborateness of the designs
frequently was directly related to the capital structure of the company which
was to operate the plant~The, engineering is being done by large engineering
firms which have for years worked for the oil industry, and Mr. Gary pointed
out that those firms do not wish to displease their clients." They expect future
employment from the oil companies while they anticipate doing only cue-fob
for the Government. Gary said that the engineers for the oil companies' had
been.educated over a long period of years to build for the, future with ample
safety allowances, and that it was very difficult to.reeducate them to build
quickly and .cut Corners .on required materials,' Eberstadt remarked that the
Army and Navy Munitions Board would revoke priorities for ally excessive nse
of materials when such excessive use were pointed out, but that unless a
project were constantly followed, the engineering would progress so far along a
particular line that any change designed to accomplish a reduction in material
requirements would involve prohibitive delay.
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The fact that private technological competence is not abstract, not
objective, but shaped by the special point of view of the company and
the industry is evidenced by the conflicts already witnessed between
companies, within the synthetic-rubber program. The engineers of
Publicker, Seagram, Standard Oil of New J ersey, St~ndard Oil of
California, Sun Oil Co., and Phillips Petroleum Co. were all com"
petent engineers, but they did not agree on complex "scientific" tech
nical questions. They disagreed, not as individuals, but as company
representatives. Their disagreement was not random but arose
strictly on company lines. We have seen no instance, for example,
where the competent Standard Oil (New Jersey) engineers, after a
judicious weighing of the pros and cons, came out favoring the Houdry
process for the synthetic-rubber program, or where one of the compe
tent engineers from Sun Oil opined that the Standard Oil processes
were to be preferred for the Government plants. ' " ,

Moreover, where procedure or settled standards for technical evalu
ation do not exist, it is difficult to suppose that industrialists drawn
into the Government would not, to some degree, favor those with
whom they had been or hoped to be affiliated, if only because tAey
felt they could deal more expeditiously and safely with old associates
and organizations in which they had personal confidence. " "

To admit that such dangers existed is not a reflection on .anyone,
They are dangers inherent in the participation of private interest
groups in a Government program-and the participation of such
groups in the synthetic-rubber program was-essential. Thequestion
was not whether pressures that could distort the program were there.
They certainly were. The question was, rather, by what means and
in .terms of what standards or objectives ought such pressures be
checked, channelized, and controlled. But these questions can hardly
be meaningfully asked about the rubber program .since the adminis
tering agency did not even possess .the technological competence to
evaluate alternatives. .

Where it was a matter of prices, fees,royalties, or ownership rights,
~o one, .least of.all the Recons~rudion Finance Corporation, thought
It sufficient to rely on the patriotism of theparticipating companies.
In such matters the RFC acted rigorously to protect the Govern
ment's interest. To judge from the absence ofcriticism on this score
the RFC ,and Rubber Reserve must have done the job well. ,Nor
should we deny, that the economical use of public funds' is a worth
while objective, though never a sufficient criterion for public action."

But in the matter of technical evaluation and choice, We policy of
the Government bankers was, simply, to leave it.to "the boys.'; ,'Thus,
Mr. Jones summed up his views before the Rubber Survey Committee:

We have been leaning' heavily on the rubber in.dustryand "tlleyare, 'ofcourse,
the people 'Who have to do the work. When:we starte.d.ourrubb~rprogram,
when we were asked' to create a stockpile, we immediately called in~he,In-

'f! rr was :this very, emphaefs on "Ino.~ey .costs, this: willingness to. save -money.. at -the
expense, of ,'the program, rather, than emphasis upon getting the best. progral:p .and the
biggest research yield with- the available funds, which accounts in part for our pre-Pearl
Harbor failure to initiate a substantial construction or research program. ThUS, the
strange boast made by Dr. Weidlein when testifying before the Baruch committee: , ':

"We felt rather safe with: that interesting (pre-Pearl Harbor-] program. At that particu
lar time I was trying to save money for the Government. There had been an appropriation
made of i$50 million for thatprogram.

"After we got .througa.eetttng up that program; the .totateost or the program was only
$19 million. ~?;:~_&~~ed $,31 :mi~lion '" '" *."

;o','!!,
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dustry .and went partners with the industry and. they have worked with us,
hadlofflces In-our bulldlngrcver-fhere, and been right with us ever. since July
1940. Viles has been .there all the time and-we have seen the 'principals in
the-Industry very, very often; 'we foundthis.Jthat any of. them will do anything
that you tell them to do, but they are all Interested.In.thetr business, interested
in how they are going tocome out when it is over; and if you find that you
have got a .contract that isn't clear, there is nothingdangerous about it because
you ask them to correct it and they will correct tt. Anybody will, 'because
nobody is' going to buck the Government r nobody. with any Intelllgence."

It was precisely in the field from which the administering agency
held itself aloof and gave full rein to the discretion of private como'
panies, namely, the field of technological evaluation and choice, that
personal honesty and patriotism could least be relied on to get the
desired results, The businessman knows when he is or is not giving
the Government a square deal financially. But the businessman by
himself does not know, for he has no way of knowing, the overall real
cost of his operation in terms proper to a war economy, the relative
reliability of his innovative process or the probable time required
to bring, it into full production as compared to other processes, the
prospective conflicts with other projects or programs for equipment
or raw material or the relative, importance of timing, reliability, real
cost, program conflicts, and so forth, in the general objective of eco
nomic mobilization.

The incident of the sidetracked Russian offer to exchange technical
information, which had leaked to the press, now came to the attention
of the Survey Committee. Further, it was charged that the Houdry
process had been withheld from the Russians who wanted to buy it.
Thus, from the brief of the Justice Department: ,

6. At the request of the, War Production Board, the officials of Lease-Lelld
requested the Russian Government for information on their butadiene-rubber
processes. When the Russians. stated they would agree to an exchange of
information, this. was taken up with Mr.Weidlein. of Rubber Reserve, who
refused to allow any exchange for.Lhe reason that the rubber program at that
time was formulatediand-flxed; no deviations were possible, and the Russian
information therefore would be of no, value to us•.. Mr. Weidlein, thereupon,
refused to 'allow any information to be transmitted to the Russians.

Mr. Jesse Jones summarily' dismissed the whole question of an
interchange of technical information with the Russians. On August
19, 1942, he testified before the Committee as follows:

Dr. CONANT. I am wondering if I could ask you about this whole question of
the Russian process. I take it that when you decided to expand your program,
you decided,.Ddt to go into the Russian rubber because it was different from
the Buna S. Is that correct?

Mr.-JONEs. I never heard a 'great deal about the Russian problem. There was
a suggestion that we ,- exchange processes or technical. advice. I think that, it
was flnally .decided to, exchange tires, 50 tires each, and then if either one
wanted toget any teehnteal information, it would follow that, after experience
with the tires. I think the tires that have been sent have been sunk and I don't
think we have gotten any. I don't think they have had any from us.

, Dr. CONANT.· As one looks at it now, one would think that possibly "you would
have turned to the Russians 'after Pearl Harbor or Singapore since they had
been. making. synthetic, and imported. and. developed the 'industry.. Do you
know whether that was considered?

M'l';JONES. I never heard of it.
Dr. CONANT. It wasn't in your plans?

4.1) Verbatim transcript of proceedings, August 19, 1942, p, 38~ This transcript is here
inafter cited as, "Proceedings," with the ... chairman as of. that time Indicated where
appropriate.
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Mr. ,JONES; ,Not discussed.
Dr.-CONANT. If it .had 'been dtscussed.cdo 'you suppose it would have been

N ewban-or weidlein, .or Crossland?
Mr. JONES.! suppose probablyWeldleinand Newhall orWeidlein and oroes

land; AU I know about it is justwhat I have seen.
When Dr. Weidlein was questioned on the incident, he gave no

clear-cut answer to the question why he refused or neglected the Rus
sian offer to exchange experts and information. He offered the
opinion that we were far ahead of the Russians in the blending of
rubber and made better natural-rubber tires than the Russians did,
and that the people in industry-c-
were a little dubious '" * * might have 'made It harder to get industry to
cooperate.

Rubber being of crucial importance, we could ill afford to refuse
an offer of cooperative assistance. Moreover it was reasonable to
assume that the Russians, with their long experience in the field,
would have had something to teach us in our initial and basic plan
ning-i-if at the Government level there had been any initial and basic
planning, or if at the Government level there had been any instru
ment for. evaluating the technological suggestions, plans, and proc
esses which might have been offered by the Russians or of incorporat
ing such plans, processes, and suggestions into the program.

The Baruch report made a major point of the fact that "Russian
helpriot asked." It found the "failure to obtain detailed technical
information concernin~ the' experience of Soviet Russia in making
synthetic rubber" ·an 'example of inexplicable administration," and
suggested that "every effort ought to be made to obtain this infor
mation." 41

Under this directive a mission was sent to Russia in December 1942
to gather information on Russian experience. By that date, whatever
chance there may initially have been, the opportunity for a fruitful
interchange had gone by. We are told that by now there was deep
bitterness, tension, and suspicion between the allies on the issue of a
delayed second front. Dealings were at arms length and negotia
tions were carried on with difficulty. The matter, now at the tertiary
level, was left to the obtuse and regulation-bound handling of the
lower bureaucracy." In any case the mission could hardly have been

4.1 Report of the Rubber Survey Committee, September 10, 1942, pp. 13" 15{}-O51 (herein-
after cited as "Rubber Report"). ... .

<IllThis is illustrated by an incident on our side related by Mr. Frank Howard in his book,
Buna Rubber, op. elt. supra, note 1: . . -

"** * the first Russian inspection. party headed by Mr. P. S. Makeev, Vice Peoples
Commissar and Chief, Rubber Mission U. S. S. R., arrived in Baton Rouge on October 27,
1943. Colonel Dewey, who had now succeeded Mr. Jeffers as Rubber Director, had pro
posed that, while in Baton Rouge, the Russian mission be given the opportunity of seeing
something of the rubber. plants there. This courtesy was intended by the Rubber Director
to be in the nature of a return for the limited privileg-es extended to the American mission
and to aid in his neaonatton for a more complete exchange of reports on synthetic rubber.
It required an authorization from the U. S. Army Intelligence, which he was to obtain and
which Mr. Makeev, before leaving Washington, understood would be waiting his arrival at
Baton Rouge. Due to some new general regulation by the Army on 'courtesy visits' to war
plants by allie-d missions, the Rubber Director was unable, however, to obtain clearance
from the Army for the visit to any other plant than the alcohol plant, which was covered
in the detailed agreement. The result was that Mr. Makeev and the members of his mis
sion were already in Baton Rouge expecting to see the rubber plants and Standard's local
management WILS not authorized to permit the visit" (pp. 228-229).

By long-distance telephone to Mr. Stetttntua, the Under Secretary of State, and through
him exerting pressure at the highest military level, Mr, Howardwns able to get the
Russian mission permission to make that "courtesy" tour.

"The incident suggested," Mr, Howard concludes, "that perhaps a part of the difficulty
which the American mission had exoertenced in Russia might have been the result Of tangles
within the Russian bureaucracy * -. *', (p. 2BO),
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much more than a token gesture.. For by this time, a full year after
the offer, our technology had advanced far on its own route, our pro
~ram,was fixed and ourprocssseswerafrozen. The mission -returned
in.March 194;l••. RubberReserve reports that thl7-'- .
information obtained as a result of the trip has made no material contrfbution
to the synthetic-rubber program in the United States."

The Officeof the Petroleum Coordinator airedits grievancesbe.fore
the Survey Committee and asked again for a greater share in the
control overthe general organization of the.p.etr01.c.um proces.sing Sid.e
of the new mdustry. Judgmg from the testimony of OPC members,
Messrs. Gary, Brown, Davies, and Wilson, the crux of the conflict was
the alleged technical incompetence of the RFCas the agency govern
ing the synthetic-rubber program:

Dr. CONANT, If-L may ask this questlon-e-I may ask questlons..by the, way,
Which you, don't want to answer .or vou might want it Off the record; so feel
free. to-e-do. you feel that on the whole the,ol'ganizationbetween the OPOo:n.
the one hand. and Rubber Reserve: Oll. the other has beel1,as~ satisfact91'Y as .tt
could be'? _ ,",_ _ , ',

Mr. GARY. Candidly" no::-:-primal'ily for the reason that our activity has been
one' of a technical nature while theirs has been one more of a: banklng-nature..

Dr. CONANT. There .hasn'ubeen uny overlapping of technical staff but.rt nas
rather bsen, then,'a deficiency of technical staff en the part of.Rubber Resenve?

Mr. BRO'\·VN. Overlapping. We haven't been in the banking businessbut-they
have gone.ln the technical business. "" ' , "
Dr.COl'JA~T;~hey haven't gota big technical st~ff, have they?" ,': ',.
Mr., BnoWN. They, have 'done an awful lot of work in dealing directly with

refiners.
Dr. CONANT. Who are the technlcalmen there?
Mr. BROWN. Until March there weren'tany that lever saw.
Mr. GARY.' With the exception of.Dr. wetutem tnmsetr..
Mr. BROWN.,Ofcourse,he was there in a,generalcapacity. IR.-M~J::cttMr.

Dearborn of Texaco came,there.",Shol'~lY,after.,th,at'he,l:JroughtB'red.Pyzel .and
.R1.1fu,sSavl:l.ge,<',rheyb,avesom,es:upernum:e~·ar:ies over therein.the office. I think
as.ra» asthe ,technical stl:l.ff is concerned, those .are the onl3: three.

* * * * * * .'Mr. DAVIES/Tw?uld'like to add to that, this: that whether Rubber Reserve
did or did not have a technicalforce,it has been my-observation-that they pass
technical judgment. They pass judgment on technical questions and to the extent
that that has been-so 'there has 'been confiict. To the extent that it continues to
be so, there will be confllctrdelay, -and generally unsatisfactorY,operating.arrange
menta from the standpoint of the-agency that is attempting-to direct the, opera
tions of the refineries and the other-units of the industry. I think, you mention
theresomething that we should frankly say is definitely serious in terms of the
rubber program," ,:', '" ", ", ':'" ' ,,',"~:

But if Rubber Reserve was without technical competence, the tech
nical competence of OPG also had serious shortcomings. Theirs was
the. competence of the oil producers, not a competence based on the
values of Government and integrated into the processes of Govern
ment. Thus, when Dr. Conant asked the vitalquestion in terms of
which the choice between alcohol and petroleum must ultimately be
made, concerning the danger of "conflict between the present Rubb~r
Reserve program and the high .. octane gasoline program.vhe .. received
areply in-technical double-talk thatcontained no answer, butrevealed

Rubber Reserve Company; op. cit." supra.mete S3"p. 86. '.;',
groceedI~gs ;(I)r. :c.onant,,9hairlllan) ,,~~gUSt29,:1942,pp.
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the stubborndrive ,. of the oilman to. keep. activities within. his own
bailiwickand to protect his Markets.: .. . . . . .

Dr. CONANT; * *: *N,ow if,I::mliy:,jumPJoa:-probleD1Wh~c;hhascom,eto -our
attention-alleged conflict between the preseJIt,Rl1bber Re,s~rve p~()gram_and,the

high-octane aviation gasoline program. Do you feel there is atiydanger of 'a
conflict there? n!

Mr. BROWN. I would like .to start-to anawer-that.but-would.Ilke to -call on my
associateshere toaugll1en,twhat~may say. -. __": ''.'

As the program- is now'Iaid-out in Rubber Reeerve.cskipplng What' might have
been if they had-done something else, talking about it as it is now, they.are only
going to use butylenes as a.raw.materlalat Port Neches"Sinclair,:Houston,;-Citief3
Service, Lake .Oharles.; .and on the. coast, ',Sh,ell,Los Angeles. At Port Neches
thereare 5 rertneries involved; at the otliet;IJoints only 1.

Mr. 'VILSON. At Sinclair, H,ouston, there'areS.
Dr..'CONANT; -How about- Standard-Oll of Louisiana?
Mr. BROWN. That is Standard Oil of Louisiana at.Baytown.. ,:;;.o,aIl.y,~o:p.fiict

that would ,eXist eould only exist with respect 'to those certaln rettnertes.
Now we can' 'cut down some more,' because 'two rubber people whoare going

to supply Port Neches with -butylenes :are going to put in, equipment spectally' to
,make butylenes.v Ldon't know whether you can cag that a, conflict or,'not;-~e
have a shortage 'Of-hundred octane. If we 'had' the equipment to alkYI:at~-thOse

butylenes.and had the butylenes, then we.w()uld have some mor~ hundred'oct!lne~°11'the' 'dire~t~approach' basis,' 'those 'people ,are :puttingin .equlpmentspeclally ,to
makebutylenes ; ,they are not', reducing, their' 'hul:ldr~doctane nor'changing ,h~n

dredoctane;. 80 it gets down toa very small 'invasion; if, allY" on. butanol-a-not
talking,' about' 'Buna rubber; I' think our pMple' eeumated,' a total-possible '-2,000
barrels a day. . ,,'., .',

Mr. WILSON. Ex~lusive ()f Standar~. of LouisiarillatBaton R,ouge'and.exeluslve
of Humble Oil, ofwhich we did not hav~ Jnformation.t'but incillding thy 8 com
pantes-z-S, 'Sinclair, Houston ; and.rt, Port: -Neehesc-waestlmated '2,000'to-'3;OOO
barrels per day.

Mr. BROWN. That would be about Lpercent confitct.
Mr. WILSON. It seems-to us quite small.
Dr, CO~ANT. We, have·hell~d :that' the ,Army,' niig~t'great1Y#lct.ease' b.oth''the

quanuttes Of, the high~ocUlnea,vi'at~~n:ga~ari,d'their specifications,yvhich bring it
into a new' area.•"'Woul~·:that, op~n'llJ):inf Possibilities' of.con,flict?

Mr. BROWN~ I don't think ,it co~ld;,',b;ec~lls.~'whatever t1ie'rub~er'p~~griUn"h'ad
stolen, as it were,is all that wouldhave'tobe'replaced. ,:The factthat'-you'needed:,

.say a-hundred thousand barrels more a day-which we believe we do-that IS just
a.factor that would have to be provided through the refinery conversion program
or, .new. equipment. , It doesn't .have much, to do.wlth -the Itttle.jstealtng. taking
place on the gulf coast..", ':' ',' ,',', ",: ,', ,';> ..': ',:

Dr. COIyANT. -Interms of the whofe fugh-octane avtatton ,gasoline program, It.Is
your feeling that.thebutadlene Is.so small that it. couldn't conflict?

],{r. BROWN., As" the.program.Is today, we are satisfied." Dne of' the. reasons 'We
are satisfied is nota technical. reason ;,that ili;,' that .wc.have .to build hundred
octane plants where we-have got.reflnertes and 'oiL;" 'I'rue.. But we .want.to ,bui~<l

hundred-octane plants where the Army and the Navy want the product.. Irr.the
first blush of this, thing la:st fall. we felt, rather desperate about being able to .get
the .requtrementa in a, hurry.' :In 'heading' up our 'program, as, best we 'could) we
headed: .It up wtth .about.thalf. ue much production con "the-east-coast- as the
Army and Nayy want ontne east coast ; about half as much on the 'West .coast
as they want; 2 or, 3 times as much in the, Middle, West as they are, going to use
tbere. that is on a winning-the~war,basis" assuming they, shipped the product awaz
from the country ; 'and quite a little .lllore on the-gulf 'coast than we' are going to
use-there. . ,

This is.big-:volume stuff,; several hundred thouaand'baerels a:day .tobe moving
around-c-qutte. a transportation problem. "SQ,,froDl"the standpoint. of,th~,ulti~
'mate p}."{)gtam,if thel."e is tope-.a big jncrease-an~ I thiIlk it ,has to Q~...-the
atte setected-would-probably not be 'the gutrcoeatexcept to the'eatent fhat'tne
rennerv-eonverston program would enable- people- to get very cheap.constr.uction
materials to make it, wo}."th\yhile:to:move .It. ,'If"wewant,t()build..anY':ip.(jre,
build in the West where we are 'fighting the war: That iEH;he'merits' of the 'use
of butyle-ne-s on the gulf coast to make rubber."

411 re., pp. 5. 6, 7.
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The Survey Committee did not examinethe..structure of patent
~greelllents. Ther.oyalty bill wasbeingpaid by the Govermnent).and
there were no complaints frOJ:llprivate parties. Fnrther, theCom
mittee's interest was in theimmediate production of synthetic. rubber
wherea.s the patent str?cture.was .significant:chi~f!yfor its long-range
effects in terms of the incentive gIven participating companies within
tlleprogralllto.deVelop,inl'oyate,al'd discover new products or proc
esses~andfor' itsrelevance to the problem of a.final.disposition of the
plal'ts~o as to. form a con;petitive new American synthetic-rubber
industry..., .ii ., •

Britwhile therew:ts notioccasion then fOr complaints about the
patent structure, there. were. serious complaints about the functioning
Of the: s:ystemfor the exchange of technical information. As usual,
the. information soughtby outsiders was to be obtained through Dr.
WeidleiJi, in his role. as.technical adviser, It. tended to. be obtainable
only with-great difficulty; Dr. Rogers, of the WPBR,ubber Branch,
described the situation as follows; "
-pi.:bbiMno1'i.M~y"i~Sk aquestion * * .'*? The only. group that we have run

acrossJn our study that is,oflicially concerning itself with the developrilentof
compounding .. procedures by ... the. 'industry, .Ia .the Technical Compounding .Oom
mitteeset up und~17:th~ :Etllbbe!,:R~ser:veComl)any.. 'I'hts commtttee was setup
under a contract between the four major rubber companies and the .Rubber
Reserve Company. in such manner as to make possible free exchange. 0:( infor
mation between, tncse compantea.on, the .subject of compoundlng iof SJ7Ilthetic
rubbers;' making that available to Rubber R,esel've,but bindillgthe companies
not to disclose information which they received under that contractto.anv.out-
side source; ". ,:. ' .. .... . .' .". . '. :

The .' release or. that: Inrormatton .was, :.under. .the. contract, .. lert within. the
jurisdiction .of .the, Rubber .Reserve.• Company, which could release •it: at its dis
cretion, to any, rubber manufacturer to the' extent which he, may need it for the
manufacture. of, goods, containing. synthetic; rubbera cnanufactured., in .Govem
merit-owned plants, and providing .that in. exchange .. rorthatrelease or uirorma
tion secured under. the contract.fhe manuracturerto .whom.the information was
released should throw into ,the;pool allor :h.is. information .on, that. same arttcle..

Dr. "ROGERS. *, ** As I ,briefly,:e;tated: this afternoon, .we, in, the Rubber
Brancho.thought a program, of: this ,kind would have to becerrted out; although
it has only been within the past few days that we appreciated the very vital
irilportanceof it, and: how :it .Is.eelated.tc the.carryover or rubber.and the com
pounding 'duzlng. next .year.

- S6, orr' June: 12,' in collaboration with ¥r.,Cl:!-rman,_ of. tb~ Chemical. Branch,
then in, charge of' synthetic rubber, and mveetrand-Mr. Newhall, wecalled a
group: ofl.thecompounders together for-the purpose ofdtscusslng an educational
program.':·We.had·,representatives -fromDu .Pont and Goodrich.. United, States'
War Production Board, Goodyear" Standard.Ott.. and Fire.stone;We· had. Bim
monethera-Prestdent. Simmons of Akron University; as en.obeervcr..e * "'.

we-were: unable to start: our program then-becausewe couldn't. get the people
that we needed, and it was some time before synthetics were "coming into. the
Rubber Branch, but shortly. thereafter we got Dr. Simmons andwe got.,Mr.
J. M~Bell"from the Vanderbilt Oo., a dollar-a-year man, a very excellent chem
ist" and we 'began' to prepare a preliminary release on :compoundingandthe
use of butadiene, styrene, and copolymer rubber. We were -flnding out In-the
meantime about this secrecy order. * *_*. ,

So we got ahold of, Mr.: Newhall,and he has been helpful in this..·:His think
ing has gone along with ours, and, we' have not naked anything of .him -that he
hasn't given us; We went overtc sce.wr. ·Klossner,President~ofRubberRe
serve.rand we ·got ntmto wetre a letter, while we-were there; to the presidents
of Goodrich;' Goodyear,. the Firestone,-and the vtce.preetuont of: the United
States Rubber Oo., in which he, said that Rubber Reserve, Company has been:
informed that the War Production Board intends to conduct a general survey:
or the technteal survey: -In the. use .or compoundlng rof synthetic rubber manu
facturedin Government-owned plants [reading] :

4lI Proeeedtags (Mr. Baruch, Chairman), August 27. 1942, pp. 30-43.
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"'IIT'thi's' connection 'Rubber Reserve Company wishes -to call attention -to the
fact .that although the agreement on exchange of technical information and patent
rights relating to compounding of synthetic .runuer entered into by and between
Rubber Reserve Company aug .the four rubber' manufacturing companies named
therein uuder date of July 3,1942, contained in paragraph 6, article III thereof,
a requirement for maintatning the secrecy or techmcal tntormation from the com
mlttee.. such agreement ccntalnauo .restrtction orJnhibttion against the release
or disclosure of-such technical information as eachs}lch party may independently
own or control relat~ng to the compounding and use of synthetic rubber..Accord
ingly Rubber Reserve Company hereby approves the disclosure by· each; of said
parties of; technical .Informarton which it maydndependently own or COntrol
relating to the foregoing subject for the purpose of such release or disclosure as
may b~ required by the representatives of the War Production Board ,frointime
totime."., ..". '.',. " , , .. ,.

A~ter that letter had gone 'out" JohnBall wentInto the fleld .again and Visited
tlireecompantes,' and on August 4 he ran into obstacles-with United States and
wired, ;gtmmons'i.. "'.l'emple.· and Outhbertaon't-e-theyiare "United .Statee-men-c
"advise they sawWeidlein and Palmer .today JnAkron, that those men .know
nothing whatever .of our plans-. United States, Rubber cannot release Informa
tionuntil 'the situation is 'cleared. Leaving ror.vwashingtcn-fontght, arrive
Tuesday afternoon. See you for dinner." ".'. '., '.'"

It was the feeling of these ll1en~Mr. Klossner'sJetter of August 4, 19~2, did
:riotgh~e them the right to consent to re~ease,hflcause (a) no one could-separate
out of his matertal thatwhtchjsole ownerslrlpcouldbe claimed,' and (11-) there
was no .Jilethod suggested. for material ~om'ing back from 'those who requested.
It "Wasagreed that we discuss the report and hold it until authority for its release
might be obtained. , ' ., '.,

So, we went back to Rubber'!teserveiuid: we asked fo:f an' 'assignment 'of' that
contract to the 'Yar ProduetlonBoard, ' Mr. Newhall.i'Dr. Simmons, and Lwent
ov~r to see Kloss;nel."' and Klossner agreed to assign the contract to the war Pro-.
duction Board. *.:*. *

We went over there-c-Dr. Simmons and Mr., Lynch and myself__for the purpose
of discu~sing it ,-vi~htherupoerpeople, andwe found: -that they had sent over
four pate:n~,;lawyers, Btatford ..of, United States,onefrom Goodrich,O'Brien,
and Fraser"","VVe,~liscu,s:seditfrom lOitithe mornin~ until 6 at night. We carried
alongwrth ,usacon£,~llct;~hich,iti,the:place.of tl1efour companies, 'listed aU of
the tire:manui-adurel's aspartfclpants of-the co-ntl'aet. '*. * *
T~e two points of'di~eus~ionthroughouttheday"were'the'inclusi'Onof all tire

people in it, and their (l~largement,of the Committee; 'Since-that seemed to be
an obstacle, we eatue .down~to,th,edecision thnti.wewere wrlllng to trade for less,
and'.,ab0l,lt ·10 .iaintltes. to' 6-iu' ,order. to-reave ... ourselves vthe driver's'. seat-'--'-we
asked the lawyers to go outand-write th(l assi~nnients;:'*' '" *

They left the room at 6 o'clock and we: sat there until -about ·7: 30.* *-":~;Mr.

Johnson, the rawrcr for Rubber Reserve, came in and satdthev woutd-ltketo
have.·~'conference ,with, us downIn.Kloesner's. offlee.: We went-down. to' Kloss
ne:r'.s':'()ffice__K~os·sner,: crossland; andTohnsomr.Croseland said that they could
not'a!3.sigrr ~ contract to uS;,using as his argument that the 'Committeehad been
developed-for the-purpose of constdertngttfie probleme ofeompounding.ras they
were' related' t() the: problems of manufacturing.. '" ». '"

>I< '" * Now, the next day we took that old problem-up.wttli . .Mr.Newhalland
went over to 'his office, and ·Mr.'Lynch and -Dr, Simmons, and we dlscusaedtt
wttn btm.: He said, "What do you want to do?"

"Well," we said;" "let's tmuatee. programof education -and developmentour
selves-. We win Invite all. of th~ tire companies into a program, and we wtlluak
eVE;:ryone.todisclose what they-are doing and to exchange information on;It; and
w'e' will 'make a condition on that, that those who are willing to-do something
will get BunaB for experimental purpose, and if they get it for experimental
programs,' they will. have to 'repcrtiback to us. what. they do with it and-what
they flndoutx.andwe will startthat ourselves."

Mr.' Newhall- went away with .the assumption-that that was what we wanted
to .do.. .That 'was whaf we were .willing to do-because -of.an .cbstacle. ,It wasn't
what we' judged. should be. done' as a part 'of a policy' of .a-natlonal .government
meeting arr emergencysuch as' is existing :today, but It was all that _was open
to ua; but we are proceeding upon that basts. *:* *

Mr.BaU the-n:sent out a Ietterto the industry in which he, asked for a release
of this material.

Dr. OOMPTON. That is the material that you had collected for the primer?
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Dr. ROGERS. Yes.
Dr. ROGERS. On Monday of this week.we got from Babcock, Firestone:
"I have called Mr. Vogt of 'Goodyear and Mr. Loomis of Goodrich, tnreference

to the-information' that we discussed-in the memorandumsubmitted to Mr. 'I'or
ranee with Mr. John M. Ball's letter of August 14., This will not include the
technical information specific to tires and tubes.

"It is understood that I!0 -detailed questions relating to 'this subject will be
answered, nor will any further detailed technical papers 'on synthetic rubber
compounding be printed" until a 'definite plan for, the, dissemination of technical
information has been decided. Very truly yours."

Those letters are quite specific. They were received this week.
Dr. COMPTON. Can that be summarized by saying that there was no objection

to your releasing to other manufacturers the general information of the type
which does not refer to the manufacture of tubes and, tires and which was gen
erallyavailable in the literature anyway, but did object to release of the type
of information which has been developed during, and discussed under; the terms
of the secret agreement?

Dr. ROGERS. 'That is right. * * *
Now, it m_ay be said that in initiating a new program like this" where there

are overlapping jurisdictions, and the minds are set in one direction, that it is
expected that time is to be 'consumed, in getting the adjustment and in getting
authorizations. , 1 submtt.Jrowever, that it is so disastrous to approach situations
that confront this countrytoday, when it takes us weeks to get this far in this
kind of a program. It is utterly disastrous, with only a few months ahead of
us, and we have been working on this a month and a half.: 25 percent of our
time going for fighting that kind of thing.

Dr. COMPTON. Let me ask you two questions relating to this. Was there not,
in the interval, a suggestion given to you that the matter be handled by your
having two representatives' to sit with this Committee so that you would get the
information, but, at the same time, binding you .along with the others, against
disclosing that information!

Dr. ROGERS. Generally, that is right; Mr. Crossland made that recommendation.
Dr. COMPTON. Why did you not accept it']
Dr. ROGERS. Because we felt it tied our hands. We 'couldn't do anything with

this information after -we got it; and that the initiative of the program was
absolutely throttled, and we thought it was better to tackle the problem as we are
tackling it, and either break this thing, or give up the job andfurn It over 'to
somebody else.

Dr. COMPTON. One other question with regard to the release of the primer,
about which you have written today. Had you discussed that primer previously
with Mr. Crossland verbally?

Dr. ROGERS. I don't think so. We had very few discussions with Mr. Crose
land. I presume that was eo, because our people felt there was little to get from
him. 'I'hey were after' technical information, and we had no idea that Mr,
Crossland would upset the even-tenor of our operations. We had got our release
in systematic sequence from Mr. Klossner; first, when we asked that he write
a letter telling the rubber companies that- they were. free to give tt.and when
that'blocked us-each step took about a week or so-when that blocked us~

then we got his consent to turn the agreement over to us, and then that was
blocked a week. ago Mqnday, by Mr.' Crossland.

Mr. HANCOCK. My. impression from. the Crossland testimony; supported by. his
counsel, was that, from- the start, the purpose of these provisions related to the
secrecy agreement was to protect the companies. against the provisions of the
patent law, and the prohibition of revealing secret information without adequate
disclosure to the Patent Office and consent 'from the Patent. Office: the Patent
Otttee having assigned to the Rubber Reserve the right to grant that release
insofar as the product made under these contracts was concerned. Mr. Crossland
also testified, as I recall, that it would take him a very short time to put into
type the agreements which have been arrived at, because he used the expression
as 1 recajt; HHe had an agreement-a contract-c-and he relied on the good faith
of the men, and he could put it into writing in the course of an hour or so." *.,* *

Dr. ROGERS. There has been no time when Crossland has refused to approve
the release of .any information by ualbecause we have not submitted. any In
formation to him, asking -for its .reiease.. 'Our whole plan In-all our operations
is to get control of this-into our hands, so the initiative-could be with those
who were going to- operate, and so that we won't constantly be going back and
asking, "May we do this!" ,and "May we do that?" When these..compounders
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come together, they are going to have to talk; they are going to have to exchange
information freely, and it can't be carried out under this: "1 don't" know
whether I can-tell-you this"or "I don't know whether-Lean tell you that." It
can't be done -that way, and it would be my guess that 99 percent-of it-has ncth
ing to do with patents at all.

The bulk of the hearings before the Conunittee had to do with the
choice of a process for the production of butadiene, There were
many challenges,but the principal pointof contention, i, e., whether
butadiene should be produced from petroleum or from alcohol made
out of the surplus grain, remained .lU1resolved. George ~Johnson, the
person who, more than anyone else, forced into the Iight the signifi
cance of this choice,appeared and testified again. The insight his
testimony provides into the events of the time and into the problems
that confront an outsider seeking to persuade a Government official,
who is unable to evaluate his claims and annoyed by his unsettling
prqp?sals, justifies quoting him at some lengths: 4.7

Ml'.JOHNSON.'* * :« In the first place, wapcople In thelVIidwest,* ",'*;if
we-can-do it-better and more economtcally.ithan cenyone else, wesl1puldb~
allowed-to contribute, especially something-that. will fit into our economy later.
I do not think that we should be placed in -the position .durtng the war where
we would not be on equal economic .terme wtth.tbe r-eetof the .Untted States
if in so doing it takes more material and costs, jnore money. to carry on the
war.. " .', ......:...", ' :..... ', ,'0.,

That is really the basis of what we have beenftghtmg.for and .thetlrlngs we
havevbeen considering in connection w:ith-this alcohol-rand rubber program;
which is something .that 'dates; over a long period. . We have beenexperfment
ing with the making of rubber through the butylene: glycol process and the
development -of aimore .economical production,of .arconoteoe more" than 10
years, and it fits in, we feel,. with our flnal economtc-progmm for rtne agri
cultural sections of this country...·,*:* ,*

'I'hat.cgeneralty, is the plan .we.have been working toward; and 'Dr\·.Cili-i~tian
son and others have been carrying on experimentsand doing work for more than
10 years to find .better: and cheaper ways and, means of getting. that job .done.
So, we came down here especially on this alcohol and rubber programJhe first
week in January, and we began: ,working with the Chemical Division of what
was OPM at that time. We immediately metconstderable opposition and, were
told that they would not allocate any material or equiplllent·to'build a new
plant... '. .:,' ':<:, .,.~.'

I· went out and went. through some of the closed, texule-tndustnes up around
the New England coast, and-we-round that the equipment was almost double
of what we needed for cookers, and that those pieces or equipment. could be
assembled and,';placed .Into. alcohol plants .'. with', very littledifficulty--:-;s,ecul"illg
all: the equipment necessary, except about 10 percent, which.rwould. be mostly
reinforcing. Then they told,nsthey would not approve anyplants'if we
needed more than 2 percent of the material.

wen, the showing we made at that ttmewaa that, ,if ,they went ~headon

thedrtprogramrdf they: followed that program and: equipped tjiese jnantaJor
grain, they would use a considerable larger .amount :of:, .matertal to make.ithe
conversion than we would require to putin our alcohol plants inthe~iddle
West where the gr-alndaigrown.iialso, -that it would take .several times the
amount of critical materlaj. used in, transportation dn transporting that,grai~

, to these plants after they-were converted-thanwould be required in the, nlcohol
plants that we would need to use the grain in the Middle West.iand.. in addition,
the loss of money to the Government 'supplying the grain -woutdbe, several
times the cost in. cash: of constructlngrthese alcoholplants.

None of these things was .glven .any conslderatdon when th.ey -went Into their
conversion program."'· ,** any consideration :bythe' Alcohol Division of
WPB. * .• * ,

And: we had 'in mind to 'build: these 'alcohol' plants .so that we-could produce
alcohol or butylene glycol and makerubber.W,e:have been working along ,wit~

the .Federal Department ut. .Agrtculture. we were satisfied that our processes

A1Proceedirigs' (Dr. Conaiit, Chairman), August 20, 19'42, 'pp;:.2;"20,: 31'-43;
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were far' enough along with the 'butylene glycol to say that it was more eco
nomical than' alcohol; although we didn't want, to' go ahead and, advocate, that
as our principal effort in making rubber because itwas anew process,and the
alcoholprocess was something that we had had considerable information about.
It, has been carried 'on in Russia for a great many Years. We had all the
details regarding the process. And;' also, 'the Poles had developed a separate
process of making rubber from alcohol,and that was fairly well known in this
country, mid people were here, that had carried on the manutacture of rubber
in Poland; and we had had conferences with them.

We-felt that the manufacturing of rubber from alcohol was an om, proven,
.trled process and was sound; and we offered constderable criticism at the time
they adopted the oil process over alcohol because we felt that no one knew where
they were coming out on those processes' and, also, that it would take a great
deal more critical material and cost a greatdeal more money to construct plants
and make rubber from oil as compared to alcohol.

Finally, after not getting any place from the War Production Board, that is;
the .representatives 'of the War Production Board, we contacted Mr. Stanley
Crossland, :of the Rubber, Reserve Company, in, April. He told us there wasn't
any .place in the 'rubber "program for agriculture and, first, tried to make us
believe that it was unpatriotic to use or 'consider using grain tor the-manufacture
of rubber because our grain would be needed to feed the people, during and
after the war. we had about an hour's conference with him. I left a copy of
the application that we had filed with the War Production Board on our plans
with him,which he promised to have examined;

I said to him at that time: "Mr. Crossland, you people should know that we
people out in the short-grass country know that you never will be able to get-the
equipment to build these jnants on the program you are following; there is not
manufacturing capacity enough in the United States to build the compressors
you need for this program if you devote the entire capacity of the plants to
nothing but your work for 1 year, and those same plants have orders now for
approximately 3 years of work."

I also told him that the boilers' requirements 'would be such that it would
take' ,72 million' pounds of water and to attempt to get those boilers would take
the entire production of those factories over a long perfod of time, and that it
would interfere with shipbuilding and other war programs in the United States.
He said it would be necessary .for them to shut down other work and give us the
material.

Well, in about 2 weeks after that conference, we had completed our investiga
tions. Mr. Newhall testified-you will find his testimony in the Gillette hear
Ings-c-that they were putting all of their contracts, on the making of butadiene,
withthe oil people, and at that time had changed all of their contracts except
wtth Phillips. And later on, I understand, the Phillips was changed.

The PD-200 forms that were filed with the War Production Board requesting
materials showed that they needed about 21 times as much steel and about 3%
times as much copper and about 100 times as much stainless steel for the proc
esses under the. contracts they had awarded as was necessary for the alcohol
process., That information was secured. by taking the records of the War Pro
ductionBoard for some of the contracts. The principal one, I think, was the
Humble Oil 00. They were building two plants with. the Polish process. The
plans had. been filed 'with the Rubber Reserve Company by Publicker in Phila
delphia.

There were 5,853 tons of copper per 100,000 plant. capacity. per year for the
year; 1,712 tons of copper for the alcohol process; 121,763 tons of steel, that-Is,
carbon steel; alcohol process, 5,120 tons; stainless \steel, 3,568 tons for the oil
process and 25 tons for the alcohol process.

The horsepower of compressors and blowers was 58,633 horsepower, against
4,000for the alcohol process. * * *
." '" * What I am leading up to is this: You have a group of men over there

that,before you get through with your investigation; you will find that, regard
less of what the costs are or what the delays in the time are, their whole ambi
tion is to have a certain group of people do this work, and I am certain that, if
you go far enough in the investigation, you will find that this thing will not
be worked out satisfactorily unless somebody else does it. That is the reason we
came to that conclusion-the Senate committee came to that conclusion. That
is the reason the Gillette bill was introduced-a group that would go in and
set up this rubber program and get it done quickly. * * *
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-Dr. CONANT. Taking the program as it now stands and leaving aside those
questions you have been speaking to; as to management of the enterprise, how do
you think the program should be modtfled, if at all?

Mr. JOHNSON. I think the economical way of setting up this job now is to
make rubber from the butylene glYCol process. We went into that in considerable
detail- with the Department of Agriculture. back in January. _They _have jnrt
ina great deal of time On it. The Seagram Oo., under Mr. Fred Willkte, has
spent a considerable amount of money and has had a large force ot chemtsts
and technicians working on it, and Dr. Christianson here has spent a lot of
time on it, with others, in connection with his work, and we are satisfied that
that process is complete and is the most economical method of making. rubber
today.cas well as.the quickest method of making rubber today.

In the conference I had with Mr. Nelson about 3 days before the veto message
came out on the Gillette bill, he told me that if Dr. May would approve the
butylene glycol process he would approve the building of some plants on the
process. We immediately went back and started preparing an application. The
day before yesterday, I left copies of that application with Mr. Nelson. I left
them with .him, personally.tbecause I was. almost certain that, instead of taking
that through the usual COurse .of applications, he would file that with the appli
cations of Dr. May and have them examined and secure a report before it went
any further. * * *

Dr. CONANT. How long; do you think it would take to erect such a plant?
Mr. JOHNSON. We could have it going in 6 months. We have the boilers.. In

Nebraska, we have a large public-power system that we have constructed, a
hydro system, $60 million. I have charge of that. Then, we bought all the
power companies in the State except one, and we are negotiating to buy that
now. Those companies cost $40 million. We have the spare boiler capacity in
these plants. That runs about 300,000 pounds of steam an hour, both at Omaha
and at Lincoln. These two plants, each of them, are capable of taking care of
the manufacture of :20,000 tons of butadiene per year.

And another proposition that ties into this is the meat production. Thatis
being affected by the shipping of all this grain down the east coast and dumping
feed in the ocean. About 31 percent of all grain used for alcohol can be de
veloped into a high-protein feed. That feed has been selling at about$40 a ton,
2 cents a pound. * :« * .

If we had plants where we could get this high-protein feed, and had plants in
the section where the grain is grown and where we do our feeding, which is on
the road between the paeturea and the stockyards, this feeding program would
be going on today, and you 'would not have this meat shortage. So, that whole
thing ties in together. .

We feel that, for economic reasons all the way around, these plants should be
constructed where the grain is grown and where we have steam and power and
at least 25 percent of the material and cost of plant already installed.

Dr. CONANT. Is it your proposal to construct three 20,~00-tonplants?
Mr..JOHNSON. Two plants, one at Omaha and one at Lincoln, although there

Is about the same amount of steam at Des Moines, Iowa, and at Fort Dodge,
Sioux City, and Topeka, Kans. So that this whole program, whatever is needed
to finish out this rubber program, could be completed without putting in one
single horsepower boiler capacity; and that could be. done in the grain areas,
without shipping any grain across State lines.

Dr. CONANT. Where could we get a copy of those complete proposals forthe
plant?

Mr.·JOHNSON. I have it here. $: * *
Dr. CONANT. You say you think those could be built In Gmonths?
Mr. JOHNSON. I know they COUld. They can be built in G months from the

date of the shipment of the necessary equipment.
Dr. CoNANT. Well, how about the fabrication of the converters and so on?
Mr. JOHNSON. That will include the time for that. Most of that work we will

do on the ground. The greater part of that will be welding, which we will do.
Dr. CONANT. Does that plan include the whole thing, starting from the grain?
Mr. JOHNSON. Yes. Taking the grain off the cars and furnishing the butadiene.
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The discussion later turned to the relative merits .ofthebutylene
glycol and the alcohol processes. In this connection the following
exchange oocurred.: . • .

Dr. CONANT. I' take it yolihave decided, that if you were toputthe:rubberiD.~
duatryInto your 'State you would rather do it through butylene glycol-than through
an alcohol plant because you think tt.is more economical in the.Iong runj.

Mr. JOHNSON. Yes.. While Seagram's shooting for 7% pounds of, butadiene
per bushel of grain, Dr., Christianson here has developed 19 pounds. of butylene
glycoLper bushel of grain, and the conversion of that by Dr. Miller has run up-to
9 pounds of butylene glycol through a separate process than being: used.here.

The reason we 'are flling.thts process is because weare satisfiedit has been-trted
out and is, ready to go, although If.these plans were.put in we would,continue.to
work on theplan produced by Dr. Mlller which we are satdsfied.wlll producea
much higher yield than this process.

."': .. .: ...r': * .... *. . '*"'" ..' ,*,
Dr'. ,CON,ANT; You'~ai<i,y~lU.w()1l1dn't want to, do.ity~)Urse~f,; u~.~~r tllepre~EIDt

arrangement?·· .. ':,' ':'" ,'. '.'.," '.' ',: .- ',,'..'.' .
Mr. JOHNSON; I don't believe it would be' practical; I don't believe ttwould be

safe to take private financing and go in and have to deal with men like Mr. cross
land; and those men in the Rubber 'Reserve Oo., and havethem pass on what you
do." r.rl!.ey could crucify you. on your operations and, your construction if you had
to do that... .. : ... ,' .', ,,: .'....'

Mr;HANcOcK; Ldon't see why.. I can see where the War 'Production Board
might crucify ~ou by not giving you:material.

Mr. JOHNSON. They .• arein a position to' change your.contracts and do most any
thingthey want to.•. They are alsoiIl a poetncn to change your- allocation..' .That
is, I~ ;voustart tapering offonY,our program, or you run into a condition where
you don'tneed the total output of the plant. }f,You finance this thing prfvately
every·' month, or 6 months it wil!'be necessaryto make payments on that- money,
and if they reduce your quotas or your allotment of material:you are not going to
be able to do it, you are through.

Mr...Ichnson was followedi as .a ",itnessobyJtis.coll~agu~,. Dr.
Christianson: .. .

,. Dr, CHRIS,TIANSON. On the matter of alcohol production rcr.alcoholas suchor
for syntheti,c rubber, .we have been doing quite. a lot of. research in the iast ro
years, particularly in Iowa 'State' College, ,University of Idaho, University of
Nebraska, looking toward improvements in alcohol yields, and that research has
now reached a successful conclusion. W~ have been able totrnjirovethe..economy
Ofp~?ducing alcohol from. grains. ' ,

* ,.* *, -* * * *
Dr. CONANT. And you have a glycol process. If you were the.dlctator .and you

were going to make it from grain tomorrow, wculdjyou. make It· through- the
known: alcohol process.ior. would- you .gothroughthe.glycol- process t-» .~ ,*

Dr. CHRISTIANSON. -If.Lwere.dlctatlng a.pollcy, deciding on a program; Lwould
use, -L'believe, the Polfsh process ; and, I would plan to.go.ahead on that basls. end
I would build the alcohol plants and I would operate through converting the
alcohol to butadiene by the Polish method.. -* .' * *

Dr. CONANT. How about timeof construction of plants?
Dr. CHRISTIANSON. They are, after all, the same plant. Still, pretty. much

the 'same operation. ".,
Dr. CONANT. You WOUldn't think there would be any appreciabledifference in

the time of, construction of the two types, of plants?
Dr. ,CHIUSTIANSON. ~ think not.: . There is this difference in the' glycol process.

As'l ~nderstand it,: There' Isa great deal less copper -requtred.; steel tubes
being used. I know-thla much.vthat the Department of Agriculture.• at-Peoria
could.move a gr~atdeal faster if they hadavatlable equipment.to go ahead with

,this ptlot plant: They have .. to borrow equipment to continue. their ,.operation.
It seems to me',that a-great deal; could be done to facilitate their operation if
we could make'available. to them the equlpment-neceasary." Lthlnk.thls process,
such as Harry Miller developed-s-he has: been' flghtlng-for-monthato.flnd.a way
to get this into pilot operation. So, your committee could do good in. ~a,lI:ing
available to these people some pilot plant equipment. -- _.,,, .

• * * * • * *
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,Mr. '-JoHNsoN.'·1 'would like: to' 'make one' statement We"h3.ve: been, advccat
'ing -alcohol -all:the time, ,thealcohol-,'process",:until we.went into: it.:'thoi'oughly
with Seagrams as to what they had done. I ainsattsrtedthevhave go~; i,nta
this thing sufflclently and- made sufficient development to 'show' thatrthe glycol
process ds -.safe'rand there is ,'ft" considerable 'amOUllt: less- critical material..".B'or
:instance,your' -converters, with. 'the: Polish: process wlll zneed''; about, 1;70(), -tons
of copper, and forothts.proeess.you use steel-tubes.

,'Dr.; OOMPTON.cStatnless or -ordinary .steeiv
." M-r> ,J dIINSON;:.ordinary: "steel. :And -- when .you :g6-into the:. Oarbtde-process
you .usa-a.Iotorcompressors, 'and use heat, changers .anda-eonsiderabteumount
of equipment' 'and material that-i is'hard" to.,get ,tod3.>Y.'", I, would: think;, jf we
:were' going, tocontrnue: with the 'alcohol process it would: be, avast.rctetake to
expand-any.moreon the'Carbide, and Carbon: process because '(:If, .thematerials
they-ruse. "And)'whEm,.you. go thrcugh ithecprocess that: ts-used-byitbe.Pojtah
process, it is so simple. -, ')';

Now, there is one thing Mr. Crossland has been talking about a great, deal,
and, that; is, ,tl:1e, p:urit,y,.ot , the butadtene.. ,.;1I;Tow, ,from,: th~ .Rusalan. or, Polish
process, it' would be'very 'easy to get a butadiene"that' has less tpllU,o:ne;.1ialf
.of 1 percent of; acetanilide, ap-d, that seems to :~ Jhe, only impurity tllat'inter-
feres~ *:*.~ ,",::, '.: "," .:: .
MbGeor~eJohnson was as Jnu?h ofan outsider totheRubb~r

Survey Committee ashe had beenearlierwith the Rubber :R~serve
andWI'Bofficialdom. 'This time, he was .at lea~t li~tene<j.to;£or
behind him stood the explosive political power of ,the·farm, bloc.
Tile Survey Committee, in Dr. Conant's ",ords, had to :face up to the
"political implications" ofthe alcohol program; 'The COJ:IlIllitteerec
ommended that possibly later there sho\'ld be built, anadditio\,al
.alcohol-butudiene plant (27,000 tons) and a' matching copolymerisa>
'tion plant near the center of grainproduction,statingits views as
follows: I"'.

The ':ooirirhittee re'commeIids "that the'Rubber'A.dministratdr; 'about '6 ,inohtllS
hence, in the light of the situation which exists regarding the 'best technical
,processthen<p,r~ven for; the,proliuct~on ,of;btJ,tad~~ne~from ,grain" W}d,in,the
light ofthe needfor'~dditibnal,13una. S' Jli,en:,e:stim~ted,pr6c¢ed ',wltil 'the
erection of the 27,opO-~on butadiene. plant from grain.:an:d; the aSB,!?ciatedpoly
mertzatlon plant. *' ".e. If tile needs for: S,Yll,thetic. rUllbe~! .and the production
pr()g;r,amare Inbalance, ,Illa1ring.due allowance for civilian,lirivi,!1g, !~~lIlay then
cancel the erection of this additional 30,OOO'tons,o,f:Bllna ~"cap~ci~Y'. "

The .Secretary of Agriculture has assured fhe Committee "that 'no concern
need' be felt that the expansion of butadiene- from grain program will Interfere
'wlthourfood supplfess" *'*.';; , .' , .. ,

,By: 'dehiying ':the cons~ructi'o:n,'of"the' extra:__ polymerization: facilttles for-.6
months, ·in all 'probability .wc .shall-prevent: a' serious' conflletabetween.thts ··e~en

tual expanslorrof theBuna S .prcgram and other. aspects of 'the. war .program.
There' is reason to, belteve that- 'the.ehortage -or-enttcat materials' wfllube .Iese
acute-a to B'montha fi'om'now.This wiWcertainlybe'ITue'in':regard'to facilities
for fabricating special chemical equipment' ,*, *: .: *;' ,

We recommend that: these>facilitiesbe·.·erected'on:'sites:'near the' grain-
'produciIig,States:andlocat£don water eransportation. . '

* * * such units should if possible be operated under the-control oran tnde-
pendent local'group.48:, . . , '

The Committee's expectation that "thesllOrtagcl M critical materials
will be less acute. 6 to 8 months from now," turned out to he ill-found
ed.I'ublic interest :and .co,:,gressionalire did, hb",e"er, subside and,
in "6 to 8 months from now/' it was no Ibnge~necessar;l'to!Lj)peas~
angry farmers and their Congressmen. GeorgeTohnson was never
:'giventhe chance-to prove his VIsion..· The RublierAdministrator duly
threw the tokenprojectoutof the program,

'." ' ;,'i ,< ' ,,' ','! ' --, ,'" "'''

~M Rubber Report, pp. 43-44.
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The committee also heard Chaim Weismann, who foresaw clearly
the conflict between petroleum-based synthetic. rubber and the high;
octane fuel programs. Dr. Weizma~'stestimony underlines the fa?t
that the technical evalnation and policy decisions had to. be made in
the context of a strategic table of values wholly different from the
table .of values appropriate to commercial. choice and business plan
ning."

Dr. WEIZMANN. There are two people who have been doing .it", tllfi.t is, the
Russians and the Germans. * '" *" .

Now when I came here I heard that there is a Polish 'process.•' '" *
The~. since I have been here I have heard and have seen ~omething of, the

butylene dry coke process, and all I have seen of it is really excellent. That
is my opinion. It is very impressive. It is apparently a fermentation process.
Whether you can make thousands of ~ons thereby as easily in a vat where they
have 500, well, that is fairly certain. '" * * .

Then comes the isolation of butylene alcohol which I understand also is quite
easy. Then COmes the split, the removal of dehydration". If, you get a dry
acetone, then there is a split. I have seen the acetaueation. The yields are
good and the products are pure. Whether you have to pulverize thousand? of
tons of acid, whether there wouldn't arise a question of the materials out, of
which you have to make the, vessels til, order to resist acetic. acid, that I don't
know. But in peacetime, I would certainly gofor it. , It is a beautiful reaction,
Perhaps I am biased. Perhaps I am biased because it is based on fermenta
lion. But certainly it is an elegant method. The butadiene is pure, and I under
stand from Dr. May that it is something like over 95 percent pure. That is. as
good as pure. So,You have to pass judgment. I can only say that ItIa beautl
fully worked out on a small scale. But the last two operations,the circulation
and the paralysis, are more sticky.

Now we come to the oil question. .Here.J am not on safe ground-not as, safe
as I was on the alcohol. I hope you will ask me all the questions you want to.
I was biased, and I admit I was biased simply because I couldn't understand
one thing. I thought that they had one thing to do, and that was to. produce
aviation fuel. They have one task. I don't know what the production of avla
tion fuel is today in thla.countryy.but judging bYe the information which Lhad
at home before I left-and I was sent by G.eoffrey Lloyd .to flndout theInfor
mation here-the American production was something. in the neighborhood, of
3 to 4 million tons a year. Beaverbrook mentioned a figure but I attach very
little value to Beaverbrook'a. figure. He doesn't distinguish between gallons and
tons-but Beaverbrook's tigurewas something like 3 or 4 01',5 million tons a
year." I assume that he-meant really tons. But I do know as a fact that we
were informed in London that the aim is 10 million tons; and I was further In
formed that that wouldn't really be enough, that eventually we will have-to get
up to 20 million.

Now, my brain reels when it comes to these millions, but I believe it is a for
mtdable task In Itself; It, is a-task which is essential for, the conduct of the
war.

There is another form whlchIs not so well explored as the alcohol. "I'he alco
hol peopleare making it. Well, they do the pioneering and the producing at the
same time, while the enemy bombs us. I thought that logically they would say
from a national point -of.view, that there are people who can make alcohol, and
we have got plenty of alcohol in this country, so let us do that. Why do I feel
so strongly about it? Not that I .have any prejudlce-c-Lsay at the outset that T
am sure that the oil people will do it and can do it. There is no question about
it. It is not a question of technical ability, but I think that, it is .aquestion of
putting all of one's eggs in one, basket. , 'I'hey have to make aviation fuel: They
have to make toluol-bensol.Lweu, why load this rubber question on.theback
however great the back may be? Moreover, from the literature that I'have'th~
work on butadiene is not so much as in the case of alcohol; You had thej~mp~
lng process there. The laboratory process on that was, very," well known. ,I
don't know how far the technical points went. Why pioneer and produce at the

e Proceedtnga (Dr. Conant. Chairman), August 13,1942, PP.14....:22.30..;.32.
3193g..,..;...59--5
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slime time while rou nave your hands full with a formidable program which
would tax the energies Of an organization like the oil people? That was 'my
prejudice from the beginning. It Is.not a personal prejudice, but purely a mat
ter of logic. However, here they 'are. They have taken it on. We have passed
anybody's opinion, so we have got to make ourselves at horne.

Now, I don't know what the present production of high-octane fuel is in this
country. I don't want to ask, if it is a military secret. But I am raising this
point because they are eojoined products. Avi.3.Jtion fuel and rubber production
are now married, I should say. One is a function of the other.

Now, first of all, about the quality side of the problem. I hope I am not tiring
you gentlemen.

Dr..CONANT. Lt is very interesting. " Go on, please.
Dr. WEIZMANN. First of all, about the qualtty-e-lt was obvious that we should

begin from butane. There is plenty of butane. There is butane in the form of
natural gas. There is butane as a byproduct in cracking.

One thing which gave me 'a real ,shock was that after having gone the butane
road of uslng othla material-because ,I have no better ,term at 'tlra moment-c
they suddenly changed their policy and found that it was much better to aban
don butane and to start from butylene. We should have known that before, 6
months ago. Six months is a terrible thing, I contend, and I am sure that roost
of you gentlemen present will agree that the only advantage of value is time.
The price -of grain doesn't matter. The' cost of oil doesn't matter. The only
thing which matters is time. It is the most precious article, and if you can
make rubber which will cost you 50 cents, but in a short time against rubber
which will cost' you 20 cents within a long time,' I w-ould rather take the flrst;
I am sure everybody else will do it also in the present contingency.

Therefore, starting the butane and abandoning it, and starting from the buty
lene, points to one tthing, that this whole problem, as fur as the oil 'people are
Concerned, is in Ian experimental state. They haven't got a set program that
we-could go along with. * '" '"

I saw [Dr. Weidleili] and he !bold me very eloquently, I admit, that on butane
we've got any quantity of it. 1t is not easy to make butylene rrom butane, but
we ere doing it. I asked him then; "Why don't you start ,from butylene dt
rectlvj" Mter aU, what we are doing is taking the butylene and converting it
into butadiene. I asked him why they don't try butylene directly. Here I was
biased because I thought I could produce pure butylene from butyl alcohol.
Well, he dismissed it,and when IwaJS there-c-thls meeting took place in 'his
office,and I will just pick out the date here.

When I left I told ehem th:att "this is the 15th of May." I said, "remember,
lam telling you that in, a few weeks we wm abandon this." I do not want to
emphasize my quali-ties, which I have not, but it WRiS perfectly obvious.

Dr. CONANT. That is, that row being ,the butane roW!
Dr. WEIZMANN. Yes. And a few weeks a,Rer we had an equally eloquent

statement that ''Now weare in dover. We have any quantity -ofbutylene. We
can convert it into butadiene." * **

Now, what is tthenew technique! ,All the plants are being revamped, and we
are going to work room cheeegtnntng. Where does butylene eome from'} It
comes from butane. It theref-ore had 00 undergo all the complex processes of
purifications which it has not. It is "starved," so to say, at the source, tatoted,
I mean, at the source. "',. *

If I may enlarge a little more on what happened. What is the new technique?
I do not know whether anyone here understands it. I tried my levelbest to un
derstand it. I think I understand dt about ,50 percent now. The new technique
consists of the fact ithatt you discard butane; you' take out the butylene : we
purify them. It may be complicated but we do chat.. Now, when you are taking
the butylenes awav, you are luaking away something which is the basts-s-a valu
eote basta for high octane fuel. In other words, you have taken away some
thing which belongs to Peter and given it to Paul. In order to :fill this gap- they
say, "alf-rlght, instead ,of polymerizing butyleneto octanes we shall polymertse
amylene." ,Of course it is not a high 'octane fuel then. It may be a high nonane
or decaue, "but it willdo---and it does-it does with 'R lower octane with these
bucylenes lbeing used-up.

Now, let us attack this problem a little differently. 'There are four butylenes->
isobutylene, alpha butylene, beta. butylene, and cistrane configuration. Let me
say three, for the argument's aake.. Of these three butylenes, the iso is useless
from the point of making rubber, but extremely useful in the making of high
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octane fuel, because it is the one butylene which gives the 100 octane, hydro
carbon. So then there are two which are left. Of these two, the alpha is the
best. The beta can also be used, but it is less easy to use. I mean, it is not
very serious. I assume they both are good,but I would prefer the one which is
the starting material.

This is all taken out, converted into rubber, and the high octane fuel-the gap
is filled up by the amylenes, which obviously give you an octane number which is
different in number from the real octane. It is to weigh up what is more
important-all the rubber to be made out of that, or have areal fine, safe supply
of high octane fuel. The gap is filled up by the amylenes, which obviously gives
you an octane number which is different in number from the real octane.

Suppose you get an octane fuel-80 percent or 85 percent. When you make it
up it is lead. I am not so sure whether the constant increase of the lead which
is being admitted or allowed by the specification, is such a desirable thing, but
from the view of the health of the aviator it is not desirable. I am speaking
feelingly about it because my son is an aviator, and he always complained of
large quantities of lead which is being allowed in the fuel.

Is it necessary to take away the butylenes if you can make rubber out of some
thing else?

Now again, gentlemen, I would not like you for 1 minute to think I have any
thing of interest in either way. I want to see rubber, but I also want to see
aviation fuel. And as these points are linked together, I am emphasizing a polnt
that perhaps some of it is unnecessary. Then, let us push the question a little
further,and this applies to all rubber. When you have your butadiene-whether
you got it out of one source or out of another-we are not at home yet. We don't
know. Whenever I raise the question of styrene the answer would always be
"we are rolling in styrene." we are not. How do you make your styrene?
"Oh benzine, ethylene, or anything."

I hear now we have to take something like 40 million gallons of alcohol,
and instead of making it from methane we are going to make it out of benzine.
I know the ethylene is somehow discarded. Why? Because it is impure. The
ethylene comes from the same source. The ethylene has got to be pure just as
the butylene has to be pure, but I assume we shall have styrene. >I< * * I think it
will come your way. *."* * We have butadiene and styrene but we do not have
tires. >

You know, better than I do, this problem has not been solved-that the jobbers
have to mix the Buna S with a considerable quantity of natural rubber, to make
pliable, soft rubber, particularly for the tires.

This brings me to the problem in which I am to some' extent interested. When
I advocated butyl alcohol, I did not do it in order to add another trouble to the
ones that are fixed. It had one virtue and only one. It gives pure-e-chemically
pure-butylene. It happens to be alpha butylene. That is all I claim for it.
And what I suggest is, to take these butylenes and send them into the oil catalyst,
and instead of them catalyzing impure butylene, see what will happen if you
catalyze pure butylene. That is all I am interested in. I am not entering into a
fight.

Well, it was given a considerable amount of attention, and then I was told
there was not butyl alcohol, but one of the reasons was that even if you would
have enough, you would produce a -Iot of acetones. Acetones are a drug on the
market. We are swimming in acetone. 'we have not a drop of butylene. we
do not know what to do with acetone, therefore, it is no good. You can make
out of acetone, and here I emphasize the point which probably has not been
brought to your attentton-e-you can make out of acetone the one thing which will
solve the problem of softness and hardness of the rubber, and that is isoprene.
We are all polarized on butadiene, because butadiene is easily accessible; Sup
posing we could make isoprene. Well, I contend that you can make isoprene out
of acetone. There are 40,000 or 50,000 tons of acetone at present in the country
in storage going begging. It is a drug on the market. I would like to see your
committee ordering somebody to take their coats off and convert this acetone to
isoprene, whatever else happens. You will then cure your butadiene, because
you do not need to have it absolutely pure. * * *

* * * It can be done and it can be done of an article which is a drug on the
market. That was the second reason why I advocated the butyl alcohol. It
happens to be that there is plenty of acetone, and we do not know what to do
with it.

'Yell, one last word about how far this program of getting the butadiene
progressed. what is the yield of butadiene out of' butylene? I have heard of
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4 ylelds: 50;60,65, and 75. _ This again, points to the facttbat the thing is not
stable yet; and.againyou.have to purify your butadiene. * * *

Again; a rough calculation would show you that a ton of oil would give about
3.5 percent of Tubber. Well,it- is easy-to calculate how many tons' of oil have
to be processed in order to get the required quantity of rubber, assuming 600,000
tons-l understand the target is 800,OOD-ZOOby- alcohol and 600 out -of oil. It
would roughly require something like the processing of 25' million tons of oil

Now; this is not a very staggering figure for the oil companies. :1 maybe
wrong by a million or -two, but that does not matter. For the sake of argument,
how-long will it take? His quite-true that simultaneously we make high-octane
fuel-not as high as. we wouldlike,butoctanefuel-which can be doctored up with
lead to produce 100 octane. It is quite true, but in order to determine-the time
lag-c-few.know how much 'octane fuel is made now-the one is the function of
the- other-s-you could .determlne. the time' when, really .Iarge quantities of rubber
would be fcrthcomlng.euch .as to satisfy the supply of the United Natlons-c-not
only thlacountrvv but my countryc.China, Russia, or whatever 'it may be.

I believe it is not too pessimistic in the factthat Mr. Newhall made the state
ment to me-I have the record-that the real production will not be ready until
1944.

Dr. CONANT. Until 1944?
Dr. WEIZMANN. Here is the statement that was made at the Office of the

British War Material Commission, to which L-am-more or less atta~hed.' Mr.
Newhall spoke of .the 'difficulties with which the oil-process has met in the last
6 months, and has admitted that the use of butane, as starting material" which
we have.now available in very large quantities, is fraught with so many technical
difficulties thatrecently..,....-thathappened June 17-that as .recently as a few
months-ago this idea had to be abandoned and all the plants for the manufacture
of butadiene redesigned and changed. He then spoke of, a new technique, which
consists in using primarily butvlene as starting material, and converting it into
butadiene. At this stage! remarked that judgtng fr-om articles published in
Brest, and what one hears generally, the-new technique.conslats of uslngbutylene
for making high-octane fuel..The count has been great» This apparently means,
by using a -o-ocut; which, is amolene -and, hy"aromatics to the high-octane fueL
Mr .. Newhall said that taa fatrcpresentation of the case, and remarked that
the specifications for the high-octane fuel has been changed so as to allow an
additional: 20 percent ,for that; Mr. Pittman then. remarked that' having .large
quantities of a-romatics must be .required;' and that is also important in relation
to rubber and fuel.

At'that. stage I .asked tlhe.·,following twoqueations ; It· seems -to .be-dlstinctly
ardifflcult-problemfn the" use of butylene, The butylene is probably derived
from butane. ,Therefore, it is tainted wlth the.aame impurities as those obtained
from cracking butane directly. '. This was admitted as being the case. It would,
therefore,seem desirable to open a .new source of perfect pure butylene. Here
I expressed my own point, which is easily derived from butyl alcohol by simple
methods which have. been practiced on a large scale. This could be-converted
into butadiene by any of the well-known methods, and this might constitute the
quick and rational way of getting butadiene quickly.-Dr. May, who was present,
expressed his agreement with this view. Now Mr. Newhall satd-cthts is another
point I wantto malre-c-v'I'hls calls for a total production of 800,000 long tons
of rubber. ':' '
,He made, at that. meeting, the remark-c-oh-yes.ohere it is. "Mrv.Newhall,"

I, asked, "supposing. the butyl-alcohol processes. prove to be satisfactory, would
there .be a niche for it in the program?" Mr. Newhall did not give a definite
replY,saying, 'that would' depend on many ractors.vi.At one stage -of the-eon
versauonja-, Newhall remarked 'that-under the present program, considerable
quantities of rubber would-be forthcoming in 1944.. * * *

Now, then, I admit that in 1944 to me it is unreal. I do not know what it will
be .ltlre in 1944. * * *

Dr,.,CoNANT. Your, doubts are about the purity, perhapsv and the economic
wisdom of the oil program. I am trying tosum.up, in a few words,-whatyou
have said. .. .

Dr.WEIZMA.NN. Yes, but it is too late in the day,:! think, to be harsh on it.
Dr.-CONANT. Oh, yes r.qulte.
Dr. WEIZMANN. I would say·it is probably not too Iateitogfveithe ulcohol

people a greater chance than they have had hitherto, and to have a little grace:
Dr. CONANT. 'Phat.Ls, if Lunderstand-your judgment correctly, you think per

haps that on, the program it might be wise, from your pointaf view, to have
reversed the balance?
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Dr. WEIZMANN., Perhaps it is not saying too much" hut give the-alcohol people
another 150,000 tons. 'That would be, in my humble oplnton; a 'safety measure.
I am perfectly sure they can do it. * * *' Well,'perhaps it is wlser.rtoiconslder
the Solution of the problem in this manner. I believenaturalrubberls:do,omed.
It is going through the same history as other things, under stress; under-which
we are all working, and the result will be that-we shall all-Iearn-how to make
good rubber, and even when thewar is over, whenever it will be, and we survive
it,.the,plantations will not come into full operation after a good many years.
Perhaps they will be destroyed; It will be a rather different world' after thiswli.r'
'I'herefore, synthetic rubber will have a good chance, and the industry will .be .a
great industry in this country, and that is I1erhaps the incentive for:the,oil
people to have their hands in it, which is perfectly natural. * =I< *

Dr. COMPTON. The point rounad made; the point Dr. wetsmauuhas made,
first, that we would have a safety factor, by shifting some 'of the' present program
over to alcohol by that process.

Dr. WEIZMANN. Yes. ,',' " _
Dr. COMPTON. The second point, by getting some of our supply of butvlene

through the buta-alcohol process, we would perhaps get a better rubber, and we
would, at the same time; save something for the aviation gasoline:

Dr. WEIZMANN'. I believe so; I have seen some lists of the various methods
of the various distribution between aviation fuel and. rubber, made up, bythe oil
companies. I probably should not have seen them, but I have seen them, and all
of the Isobutylene -whlch I .would .keep as the "apple of my eye" ·for aviation
fuel, ts.converted Into so-called butyl rubber.'

Dr. CONANT.: Yes ; I was going to ask you-we have not talked about butylene
for this type of rubber.

Dr;WEIZMANN. It may have its uses, but.dt is not anythlng.Itkerbutadiene for
rubber. AmI right? Am Is-peaking correctly1 It is .thtrd class:

Dr. SEIDPARD. You say it is third class?
Dr.· WEIZMANN. Yes. Butadiene is second, and this would take third place;

It 'still has its very, important, uses, but·lam asking myself .vfa.It-worthwhlle to
forego the 100-octane hydrocarbon and replace Itby a rubber which is certainly
not as good in quality as it should be?

Dr. CONANT. On the other hand, the proponents of the butyl rubber would say,
would they not, that as a temporary, 43 stop gap, it apparently can be gotteninto
production much quicker and I think from that point of view it would be correct?

Dr. WEIZMANNl. Again, from the safety point-e-Instead, of making ,40,00() .tona
of butyl rubber, 0'1' whatever the program is, I would only make 20,000 and leave
stlllia-good rleal of aviation fuel, because -Lfeel very strongly on the question
of aviation fuel. Gentlemen, 1"believe it Is much easier to .make 3,000 planes
than to fuel them. We talk glibly, all of us. ,We read;' "we shall- 'send: 3,000
planes over Germany." I wish we could. we would finish the war. If we
could send '3,000 planes for a period. of months-c-butto fuel 3;000 planes,. in the
present state of our production; is something which we cannot do.

Dr. CONANT. Well, now we could get-c-I suppose the Office of .Otl. Coordinator
here must have the whole story on the aviation gasoline.

Dr. WEIZMANN. I hope so. I have tried to. find something out. They either
talk in mllltons or talk in grams... 'I'here is no middle, course.'.' I am not saying
this in a facetious way, because it worries me a -great deal-it really does.

When Mr. Churchill was here, he was,asked, byl\fr: Ickes, and this story I have
from Mr -.lckes himself, "How much high-octalle.fuelhas Englandgot~" Mr.
Churchill sald.v'Enough for the next 2 years." .

Now this answer, in itself, is stupid, although it isfroni my Prime-Minlster',
It depends on how much you are going to-use. If youare.net bombing,it may
last for 5 years. If you are going to send 5,000 bombers, flay ~ times a ,wee~! it
may not last long. I do not know what it meant. It was most unscientifically
planned. '

'Then Mr. Ickes reads out from a letter where a person-Is worried' about the
quantity of fuel we have in England. Then I asked Mr. Ickes; "Mr. Ickes, have
you any idea how much we have?" He said, "Yes; I have quite a good idea."
That was the beginning of July. "You have fuel until ,Tuly15.'.' I said,"Do
you mean 1942 or 1943? He said, "1942".

There must be a middle way between Mr. Churchill's optimism and Mr. Icke's
pessimism.

Mr. Ickes pressed a button and in comes Mr . .Ickes' adviser on fuel,and he
hemmed and hawed about it, and said that they might have something like half
a mlll lon tons. Now assuming half a million tens-e-In the Cologne raid, which
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lasted 3% hours; we usedup: 5,000 tons of high octane.. Assumtng-we should not
go to Cologne, or not to Berlin-say we go to Hanover, which is 6 hours-c-we would
need'10,000. Assutning we shall do it 3 times a week, we need 80,000 tons a
week, 130,000 a month.tand if there is going to be this problematical 'second front,
we shall have to bomb the places where the landing is going to be for at least
,1 month, with at least 1,500 bombers * * *

But the fact remains that the attention which the Survey Com
mittee ga VB to Weizmann, Houdry, and others was more in the nature
ofa ritualistic gesture than of a realistic analysis of the alternative
processes offered. for consideration: The Committee showed little
disposition to disentangle and resolve the conflicting claims and argu
ments. Following the advice of Mr. Nelson, Chairman of the War
Production Board, and of Mr. Eberstadt, Chairman of the Army and
Navy Munitions Board,it t(}okthe position that it was too late to con
template any radical change in the program as then organized, the
processes chosen, or the: processors selected. Good program or bad,
thewisest course would be to "bull it through" as it was.

Thus, the adviceof Mr. Nelson: 00

* * * I cannot overstress- to you things which, I am sure, you see; that is,
regardless what is eventually the best process of .making rubber, and lam
convinced there will be many better processes than we are now .uslng. Many,
I will point out to you now, which we have under consideration will eventually,
perhaps, greatly outstrip the present program, but I can't stress too strongly the
fact that something had to be done and it had to be put in -operation, and-we
had to have rubber and we couldn't afford to take chances on new processes
which had not -been proved. That was my position and it is still my position.

There are still a number of things that I am sure COUld_ greatly improve this
program if we had time-to wait.

Dr. Conant, himself, in briefing the members of his staff as to the
essential position and recommendations of the Survey Committee,
prior to the staff's putting together the first draft of the Committee's
report, put it this way: si. ~

Dr. CONANT. Well, that is it, You see if you can figure on that, jf those
quick programs can really be quick and really at tremendously less cost in
crtttcal material, then you have got the upsetting of -the whole engineering
program.

You are going to have people like Madigan, Eberstadt, Patterson-all of whom
have made up their minds and have said "What ever you do, don't make changes.
This program has been bedeviled by changes." That is the banker's point of
view. .

Mr. MCCABE; They have justmade a change.
Dr. CONANT. We can say "It has been bedeviled by changes. We can't very

well go ahead and suggest queering it" and so on. I will give you that for
background; It is very much in people's minds; I think.

This "banker's point of view," as Dr. Conant put it, which ultimately
became the Survey Committee's position, was stated in a memorandum
to Mr. Baruch from Mr. Eberstadt : 52

UBathtU:b butyl;" cheap in capital Investment, quick to get, Should, it seems to
me, be encouraged at once and vigorously. It promises a fair tire lW01nptly
and in reasonable quantities. The present butyl program, as recently increased
by the War Production Board, appears to be in good shape, reasonable in de
mands on raw materials, progressing satisfactorily, and promising in its returns.
I will not comment on the neoprene, thiokol, koroseal, etc., as their contributions
are in special fields and not large.

50 Proceedings (Mr. Baruch, Chairman), August 20, 1942, p. 20.
1>::1 Proceedings, August 27,1942 (briefing of staff).
5:1Memorandum dated August 9, 1942. Italica that of the Rubber Survey Committee.
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Buna S: The present authorized 800,000 tons, from all indications, will be
sUbstantially ercceeded. in actual production. It is not unreasonable to anticipate
at least a million tons. .

The division of the Buna-S program-600,000 tons, roughly. on the petroleum
base and 200,000 tons on an alcohol base--may appear somewhat out of balance.
The cause is largely historical. No one seems to have realized in good time how
much alcohol could be made available. It is to be borne in: mind that while
the capital investment and time involved in an alcohol installation are less than
in a petroleum installation, from all present indications the cost of the product
is very much higher in the former than in the latter. This may not necessarily
always be so, if, and when, after the war, substantial amounts of.cheap synthetic
alcohol are made from a petroleum base.

But whether or not the amount from petroleum and alcohol, respectively, are
out of balance is not the important question-s-the vital thing is that we have
rubber, not necessarily by the best method or the cheapest method, but that we
aotually have it in the q.uantities that we need it when we must have it. Any
substantial change now of important elements of the present Buna-S program
cannot help but result in considerable delays and confusion and jeopardize the
main objective. The die has been cast.

Th.e Oarbide otoonot process for butadiene s,e6mS well proven. A second alcohol
process. generally known as the Publwker process, based on a Polish patent,
appears to be operable, and it would seem to be good insurance to give them. a
portion of the program, which has not yet been done, but is, I understand, under
contemplation.

There is a third process from grain, often discussed with the alcohol processes,
but essentially different. This is based on butylene glycol. Experiments on
this appear still to be in too early. a stage to indicate what results are to be
expected.

The processes for producing butadiene from petroleum, whether from butane
or butylene feed stock.cwhether by the accepted methodor the Houdryproces8,
seem surrounded with a' good many technical problems, but the process which
has. been selected for the principal petroleum butadiene plants appears to be
farther advanced than. the Houdry process and, therefore, its adoption seems
justified. On the other hand, it would appear wise to have the Phillips butadiene
projeot operate on the Houdry plan, thU8 affording two strings to the bow.

The main risk in the Buna S program, as I see it, is that through chasing some
rainbow or other interruptions or d,elaY8 may be cau8ed in thepresertt program,
even tho,ugh everyone at. the Buna S, plants presently being built may be out of
dat.e before going on stream. Adherence to the present program is justified by
the necessity of having the amount of synthetic required when we want it, frre
spective of whether it has been produced by the most efficient and economical
process then known. * * *

Butadiene has long been made from a petroleum base by the Hi-Car Ohemi
cal Co. with joint operation of Phillips Petroleum and Goodrich Rubber. None
of the new plants, however, is yet in full operation. The most advanced seems
to be the Standard of Louisiana project at Baton Rouge and that of Humble Oil.
These are said to be coming along very rapidly.

The synthetic-rubber projects enjoy the highest priorities presently available
to any construction projects. As far as I know, they are moving along up to
schedule. There would, I am sure, be no objection to such further priority
assistance as they might need to meet the program dates.

3. To sum up, it seems important that the approach to theproblem be conserva
tive; i. e., that we sh.ould striotly coeseree our stookpiled rubber, OtUr reolaim,
and our rubber on the road jn su,oh degree as to ooertao, rather than to meet or
fall short Of fruition of the synthetio--rubber program. The risks of any other
coes-se might be disastro'us. The American public, in my opinion, will not hesi
tate in choosing between discomfort and defeat.

The Survey Committee was ready to accept the view that "any sub
stantial change now of important elements of the present Buna S
program cannot help but result in considerable delays and confusion
and jeopardize the main objective," that "the die has been cast."

Thus, in the report the Committee recommended:
No changes in processes now. * * * A number of these processes have promise,

but it does not believe that any one of them gives sufficient certainty of producing
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more rubber quickly enough to warrant substituting it for processes already in
the program.

In war one cannot wait perfection. Any weapon on the battlefield is better
than the best weapon on a blueprint. The Committee recommends that the
present program be pushed forward with the greatest possible speed, without
further change, except that if new projects are adopted they be made additions
to the present program.

* * * * * * *
'I'he Committee recognizes that there still is room for reasonable scientific dis

agreement over many of the processes for making rubber that are being developed.
It is quite: possible, even likely, that before much-of the synthetic rubber now
planned is produced better processes will have proven themselves. In any new
ill<1pstry the processes of today are outmoded by the processes of tomorrow, and
touiorrow'eby those of the next day. However, our need for rubber quickly is
too, great to wait upon perfection; and if this Committee were to advise the
newly appointed, Rubber Administrator, it would say, "Bull the present program
through."

In the course of the testimony the technolozical incompetence of
Government in the area of social and strategic ~oice was everywhere
evident. It cannot be too much emphasized that mcompetence implies
not only a lack of knowledgeable men in the echelons of power, but,
more essentially, it implies a failure to develop a special kind of knowl
edge; not only the lack of system or capacity to deal with highly com,
plex technical choice, but the failure to evolve the basis, the value:
criteria upon whichsuch a choice could be made.

This failing appears in the testimony of Mr. Donald Nelson, speak
ing from the very pinnacle of strategic planning, who wonders him
Self why certain processes were chosen; who describes the accepted
processes as "tested," though in fact they were the most untried, ]?re
smnably because they had been brought forward by big compames;
who reflects on the confused panorama of claim and counterclaim
without perceiving the need for the systematic resolution of such con
flicts; who tells of a course of drift guided by intuition, and of ex
pediency built upon expediency. ThIS is reflected in his testimony
before the Committee."

Mr. BARUCH. Mr. Nelson, knowing how important this rubber problem is to
the: Whole .program, we know you are giving it a great deal of thought. I wish
you would tell us how it lies in your own mind.

1\11'. NELSON. Be glad to do it. .
cI will try. not, to covermuch of the territory that I know you have already

covered from the standpoint of technical details, but we will try to hit the high
spots in the picture asI .haveseeri It from the start. This is, as you say, the
No.;! problemin our-whole war production.effort, ,>I< **

*,.* * It was in 1940 when the Defense Commission was first established that
rubber began to be a subject of consideration., The Defense Commission felt
that we should be experimenting 0ll,s:ypthetic rubber,on the production of syn
thetic, rubber, on" the compounding of synthetic rubber, so we would render
ourselves Impregnable as far as rubber was concerned.

After surveying-c-thls came, directly under, Mr. .Btettlntus' jurisdiction-the
situation from every angle, the Defense Oommission made a recommendation
that a start be made on a synthetic rubber program, which, I believe,was in late
1940 or early 1941. You can undoubtedly get at all the reasons, which I shall
not attempt .to cover, why the thing was not done. Although a great deal of
talking. was. done about it, .. we just didn't get into any experimental work, as
I saw it, on synthetic rubber, and as I see it now.

I think one of. the original mistakes was made in that fi~ld in that we didn't
during that time; even though we delayed them; survey all the processes of

."Rubber, Repor-t, pp. 15, 21; cf. pp. 39-41.
. U Proceedings (Mr. Baruchr Chafrman}, August 20, Hl42, pp. 1-3, 5, 17-19.
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making synthetic rubber-butadiene, styrene, butyl-doing a lot of. experimental
work which could have been done at little' expense..But thatues passed,.and
nothing can change it.

Of course, before Pearl Harbor this thing began to be active again, and rtght
after Pearl Harbor, of course,all of us saw that everything proceeded at full
speed. 'I< * *

>I< * * At that time there was really no central authority handling this rubber
situation. The Rubber Reserve, due ito the fact it had the money and COli;
tracting power, was as near to the.authority as I could point out to:you.
Although it was everybody's business aroundtown, and it wasn't until the for
mation of WPB that really the control of .the material situation, the production
program as a whole, was centered in one l~esponsibility, and I wasgfventhe
responsibility.. '.' ~

After getting WPB organized, to a limited extent" I began then going into
this rubber situation, realizing its fundamental importance, having been through
the program from the very start. At that time the Rubber Reserve was con
tracting for various processes of making rubber chleflly with the petroleum
industry. I can't say but L h,av,e tried to flgure out in my mind, and have asked
just why we didn't consider some Of -the other processes at that ttmev.and the
best answer I can give for it is the petroleum tndustry and Union Carbide had
been more engineering-first, they had done, more research and .more engineer
iug and were more really' ready' to put. in production the making of butadiene
and styrene; and the petroleum companies; of course, were the ones who could
make. butyl, and, of course, we' were making some neoprene-c-Du Pont.

Now as the program progresses, I personally began looking into the alcohol
processes because it interested me, particularly in view of some of the claims
that it could be done faster and quicker, but still there waSDO engineering work
done on it by anybody except Union Carbide, and at that particular time alcohol
appeared to be a very searce commodtty. >I< **

Then we, got into the distillers'" >I< * really begin getting them interested in
alcohol * * *; About the 1st of May it began to be very clear that we had;
instead of a deficiency in alcohol, * * *we might have a surplus, if we needed;
of somewhere around 350 million gallons.

A meeting was held in my office on May 20 of all of the people interested.in
rubber and synthetic rubber. I think we had everybody there, and the survey
was made at that time. 'I'heDepar-tment of Agriculture was present, Rubber Re~
serve, our own chemical division,Mr. Newhall, and Mr. Weidlein, and a wide
group. I began to make.a survey into all the processes which appeared to be in
the cards at that time on this synthetic rubber, par-ticularly in view of directing
some of it into alcohol, feeling confident then that we had a surplus, or could .
make available the alcohol to do it. The Department of Agriculture was asked
if there were any processes engineered which they felt should be put in.. other
than Union Carbide, for making alcohol. We couldn't. find any. Publiclrer had
done some work with the Polish chemist on the making of butadiene, but dtwas
really a laboratory project at that time.

I had had a few talks with Mr. Newman and Mr. Marks of that concern,and
it appeared to me, that while they had something, it was still in the laboratory
stage rather than in the pilot-plant stage, and" I, at that time, dlrectedthem.to
get it in some sort of pilot-plant stage.... * *

Just recently Seagram has reported, although the Department of Agriculture
isn't ready to completely confirm it, at least haven't up to now-but feeling it was
of great importance to us, we cut down 20,000 tons of ,the Union Carbide plant
and have substituted 20,000 taus of butylene glycol, feeling that, if possible,
without delay in the thing, we ought to zet the benefit of eyeryprocess th.at
appeared to be better.

Now.dn the meantime, surveys have been 'made to see whether we..could get
butadiene from conversions, even though it was. much more expensive to do. it..
After an,-money is no object. 'I< '" *

* >II '" we-feel now that we can get-a considerable quantity of butadiene from'
conversion of the petroleum industry and, of course, that will be pushed as
rapidly as possible so-that we can fill up the polymerization plant that we have.
now ope-rating. It appears. that polymerization can be done much more rapidly
than the butadiene and styrene. "

The Publicker Co. had a process, which I mentioned previously, .which' was:
the' catalytic process worked out by the Polish chemist. At first I was told that
itwas exactly the same as the Union Carbide process. Later 'developments m-'
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dicated that it is somewhat different from the Union Carbide process, and
feeling again that we ought to put into operation other processes which appear
to have value, I have asked Mr. Jones to give them a 10,OOo-ton plant so that
they may go ahead with this Polish.process. ",. * *

Just to tell you, regardless of. how crazy a thing seems, we are still going
along with a Dr. Castro, a dentist who is supposed to have found a way of
making natural rubber out of something or another, nobody knows what. He
hasn't told anybody, but it received a .lot of publicity in the paper that Dr.
Castro had solved the problem. I am still working with Dr. Castro and have
made a proposition tobim that he divulge his process to a group of eminent
scientists. I don't know whether he has anything or. hasn't. It sounds purely
fantastical. I feel that even fantastic things should be investigated. We in
vestigated, for example, a very fantastic method brought to us from an Austrian
on the coast of growing synthetic rubber out of a solution of hundred octane
gas made from starch. He still says he can do it and we are still experimenting
with him.. I merely cite those .two examples to show .you that no matter what
the thing is, I feel it is so important that we can't afford not to follow it through
to its logical conclusion.

Now, let's look for a moment at the phase of it that has received so much
attention and is responsible for the appointment of your committee. The press
has confused the rubber situationtremendously. It has never been confused in
my mind, because I feel definitely that we are going to produce synthetic rubber.
The program, as originally planned, was some 350,000 tons of BunaS, 40,000
tons of neoprene, and 60,000 tons of butyl. As the situation becomes more
aggravated and the demands of the war more and more important, we in the
WPB have increased that program at various times until now it stands at some
700,000 tons of Buna S, some 40,000 tons of neoprene, and butyl has been in
creased to 132,000tons. * * *

Dr. CONANT. I don't' want to take too much time. Just a moment more on
that. We have conflicting evidence here about the quick butadiene program
from this point of view. There seems to be two groups in the oil company; aile
feeling that this program will seriously interfere with high aviation program,
and the other not.

Mr. NELSON. That is right.
Dr.CONANT. ·May I ask which group is right?
Mr. NELSON. When it ever gets toa point where it interferes to a point where

we have to cut it out, we will have our other processes far enough along and we
will not take a chance 'by cutting down our other program by the full amount
which 'we can get the butadiene. Part of it will not interfere. The quick con
versionof the gas plant will not Interfere.

Dr. CONANT. There are others who also say that the whole program of making
any rubber from butylene is very bad because it interferes again potentially
as: it does with the high aviation gas, whereas making it from butane-this is,
of course, Houdry's orgarlizatioil~uses raw material which could not, by any
conceivable imagination, .go in high octane. .I am interested in to whom you
turn to solve that; but it seems: to be a tough problem. ._

Mr. 'NELSON. Dr.Weidlein and his technical committees which he gets out of
the oil industry-I depend upon him to give me that technical information.
Dr~CoNANT. 'Even if this case involved high' octane which involved the

coordinator?
Mr. NELSON. You see, he works with technical committees of the on com

panies. Now, the question of whether it conflicts with hundred octane or does
not depends entirely upon whether you ,are going to need this 100 octane
gas over and above the program which has already been developed. Again, I
say to the grain people, "You can't assure me that you wouldn't have grain that
WOUldn't' conflict with food, which is just as important, as 100 octane gas,"
and they can't. While we have today a surplus of grain, I have the authority
of the Department of Agriculture 'that by next year we will not have a surplus
of grain, and should a drought come next year, we may have a great deficiency
in grain.

Now, as to the Houdry, I am not able to -devclve. I am told by Dr.Weidlein
zhat nets not so sure that Houdry would do on a large scale. He felt there
was a very grave doubt whether Houdry was far enough developed so we could
take a chance and put Houdry in place of some of the processes in which he
had assurance. There are all kinds of charges made: that this fellow is inter
ested; Standard Oil wants to run out Houdry ; that Weidlein is an on man and
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he is not interested in grain; this fellow is a grain man and isn't interested in
the oil.

You sit where I do and you see these charges and countercharges float by like
motion pictures on-ascreen. c

Dr. CONANT. You spoke about, in the beginning, that there might have been
mistakes, that if ail processes had been reviewed, it would have been better.

Mr.,NELsON. 'Yes.
Dr. CONANT. Who was the technical man in charge then'!
Mr. NELSON. Dr. Weidlein working with Rubber Reserve.

The hearings, reported here as they were transcribed at the sIIlall,
intimate meetings of the Rubber Survey Committee, permit us to go
behind the gloss of official pronouncements, prepared statements and
published accounts, to see how things functioned on the spot. Top
officials at a point of high national crisis are confronted with the
actions they have taken and are asked to explain the basis on which
they acted; they are confronted with vital questions and are asked for
the criteria by which they would answer these questions. Here is a
rare chance to observe the inside operation of the vast machine which
organized the war effort. Here is only the raw data. The reader may
interpret that data as he will. Yet, surely, it may be assumed that if
there is indecision and confusion in the answers of the top official at
the highest level of war planning, this reflects an indecision and confu
sian that existed in fact. If Mr. Nelson cannot clearly say why A has
been chosen rather than B, or what the effects would be in terms of
the demands for critical resources if A were substituted for B, then
it may surely be. deduced that the Government was without an
effective mechanism for the rational resolution of the critical questions
of choice. Not only were the top planners heard. Those charged with
implementing the plan-the men in the field like Mr. Madigan who
was charged with the construction of the synthetic rubber plants
also had their say. It was to be expected that, at. the level of action,
those brought in from industry to carry out the task of building for
war carried with them the attitndes and the approach that some
times worked effectively in the competitive free market economy.
If you had a job to do for the Government, the way to getit done was
to push harder, yell louder, grab quicker than the others who also
had jobs to do for the Government, "to bull it through." But the
totality of yelling, grabbing, pushing does not resolve the problem of
making the best use of critical resources; it does not resolve the
problem of choice according to any criterion that is likely to.bea
correlate of the public interest. This approach is reflected, it seems to
us, in Madigan's testimony." Nevertheless, this must be recognized:
Though this approach may be inconsistent with rational planning,
given the lack of systematic evaluation and the lack of technical
competence in government it is difficult to see what choice the indi
vidual had other than to act in terms of it.

Mr. MADIGAN. About 2 months ago-c-I assume it wason the lend-lease.baslsc-
I began to work on the construction of the plants, to establish a construction:
program. I assume that the program that they had already started was what
they wanted to do. I tried to familiarize myself with it by going around looking
at what had been accomplished, and then I proceeded to try to put it in s~mekind
of shape, so that we could dovetail it in with the rest of the war construction
program,because of the fact that it has all of the critical materials rolled up in
one bundle. It just comes in the nature of practically being all critical matenat..

6tI Proceedings (l\t:r.-.Baruch1 Cbairman)i·August 12 1191:2. .pp.1~2, l}-7.
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At the time that r went over, the process was-pretty well set,-that is, -what they
wexe going to use.. ''", '

Carbon-carbide was 'the one they were-using-In the alcohol process, and the
oil companies, had already had their processes approved by -tbeir. committees.

We proceeded along that lineta get the stuff scheduled. Well, it went into
tremendous 'figures, arid then we found that everybody- was .just-gtvtng usa
lot of approximate quantities on which they would be well inside of. , So we
immediately stopped that by calling them all. in and saying, "You 'have to 'take
your flow sheets and get -rtght down IntoIt and see what Compressors and what
vessels, and what deacrtpttons, .and what tonnages, were needed, and so forth."

_W~ll, ,i~ ta,kes quite a, wl1ile to do" it; and it brought outthe fact that there was
n, 'great variation in the amount of critical materials that they: intended to use.
So' we-thenflgured that we wouldrhave .tohave.quttean organization, and .we
'created oneju New, York"made .up of the front page of the book here. lam
telling vou.thts ip,my own way.

Mr. HANCOCK:, Th,atis just what we wantyou.tode.
Mr. MADIGA'N. That's right.', 'N'ow1 on' materials" I, can't.epeakso Ieamedly on

that because I' can only' tell by, the results. :After ,you have done your work .a
couple of years, mid,ifyou are a little aggressive, Doctor; you know the !ight
places to get into and you just simply. keep shouting until they give you what
you are asking .for on one 01' two .grounds, either because they think you are
entitled: to it; 01' in the second place, .io get rid of you. "I'hat kind of pressure
probably has some effect .on upsetting our orderly system. Some fellows are a
little more aggressive than.ethers, and,they,justkeepinsistingand they. try every
triclrtheY,caIitry., I spent~3:nyyearsinthisworkinNew.York. *: *

Dr.. C()NA,NT~ * *, *~e.t's, ta]{e tl1e, alcohol, .thing, supposing somebody came
aiong'and' saW, "'I believe we oughtfoput in another.four units of thecarbide."
LtakeItthatyour-lunlt No.4'is engineered,but probablyIsn't very far along in
construction. * '**, Could you do it, and whatwould it cost to the war effo~t,

and hO,w~ol1gwould.youtaketo,doit? _~, ,* *- : ';. ,,',',,' " ",'
,'. ,Mr. ¥A.DIG.<\1'r. wen, I figure, that llnything you'd put in now in these plants

would be at some expense to something;
Dr'.'CoNANT...Granted.

th~~..;;\I~g~~;;.t::~~~~~~~~~~~t~~E:ut -it. in, ,~octor, a~d that Ie.alf.there.Is to
Dr...CoNA;NT.. ",bat I .Ilwant was, what kin,d~what 'would you run-Into; what

would yourbottleneck be? . It wouldn't be the amount of steel? The amount of
steel fsn't great: Would it be-theunachine shops-or copperv.or the' kind ,0£ a
place? '.'.""'. ' , .. :.." ;

,Mr.MADIGAN.Well,I would ratJierask you: You don't mind if I ask you a
question, do you?

Dr. CONAN'l'.No,go ahead. . " .. . .
Mr. MADIGAN. 'What 1 am thinking about is;' if you would-increase the program

in the total. amount of butadiene thatwe contemplate Inmaldng-c-your question
is along that line-then I would say that there Is probably not any great material
differe~ce.i~whethe~ you Increase ltln_ petroleum or alcohol. The: equipment
and the shopwcrk, and' so forth..i~of a slmllar nature. Now; Lwould say this
to you, that' there.Ia going to be trouble.rthe only trouble that-we are .gofng-to
have, fn-bulldlng- this .rubber .program' would be. in getting these materlala. to
produce these plants.

..The picture is one of confusion. "But this much can be said: At
least, men such as Madigan were habituated to technicaland organ
izational complexity. Perhaps they were groping becau.se they
had not acquired (and did not yet recognize the need ..for) the
techniques .and the basic table .of valu~s appropriate to choice and
judgment in strategic planning-but at least they were groping. In
contrast, Jesse Jones and the Government-bankers appeared wholly
innocent of any such competence, and were apparently oblivious to
the i(lea. that such a competence, involving the ability to deal with
technically complex problems in the frame of a particular and shifting
set of purposes and ofresource availabilities, was relevant to the exer
cise of the governing power they held and to the decisions they made.
For Jesse Jones, it wasamatter of leaving itto'"the boys;"
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Despite the welter of confusion andoontlict.existing from the time
he had first struck down the baSIC recommendation-of tlleNDAC,
through the dogfight with. OPC, the internecine conflicj;s over proc
esses, and the culminating conflict on the alcohol process that led. to
the congressional crisis and, formation of thfHubber Survey Cbm
mltt~e, Mr. Jones blandly denied that .there had been or ""ere any
conflicts at all."

Mr. J ONES. We .have been physically' handling the. 'problem' at' the suggestion
of and in cooperation witllW.PB. We come 'in contact with OPe,because of the
raw matezlala, and the fact that toluol alld,109 octa~e ~as m~st be coordinated
with this or we have got to work in witlithatpr()gl'a,ill., weurave .DO difficulty
with any of them. _We have had no sugg~stionsfrom anyof-them -that h~ve
not been adopted. As far as L'know, there is no confusion about it .except in
the public mind due _to the testiI~lOny and committee hearings and statements
made that don't know flIlything about ,it, find some ",lio ,llave a purpose to serve
mdoing it : ,* I/< >I< .: . ......,. ' .', • . ' ,

Mr,.BARucH, You saythere havenot been any confltcta?
lVIr.JoNEs; Not to my knowledge; . . "
Mr. BARUCH-. Hasn't it1:Jeeu' over' processes?
Mr. JONES. Within my OWncrowd, not-to my knowledge. L'mean 'WPB and'

myself. " .,',' ,,'
Mr. BARUCH. There has beenno connict as to processes?
Mr. JONES. Not the' slightest 'that I know about; we nave followed 'the-ad

vtce of experts, chemis~,s, or whatever ;VOU call them., r .. don't 'know anything
about .rubber ,0r chemistry,. WElhave naturally followed tbebest advice 'that
we were able to get.. '" ,. " .. ' '.' '.. ',.'

Mr",BARUC:E['" ,You putup th~.money and direct the process which' is given' you,
which is the best one underthe circumatances ? .' .' .' .'" '.,

Mr~ JONES~ The best that we knew how -". We shotatanykind,thatfi,ew:that
looked' likewe could hit it.' It didn't matter with us whether they made-the
rubber out of urine; -

When Jones was asked to justify the secrecy clauses ofth~pat~nt
agreements, he replied that he did not know about the patent agree
ments so he could not very well justify the secrecy clauses. When it
was pointed out that the technical information pooled between patent
agreement signatories or submitted to the technical adviser was not
only closed to outside firms but also to the War Production Board and
even to the Rubber Coordinator, Mr. Jones shook his head and said;
"that doesn't sound like it is possible." Here, assisted by his sub
ordinate Dr. Hamilton, he is examined by the Committee. To-get
the full flavor, one m~st turn t? the transcript itself: 51

Mr. BARUCH. Didn't, we hear, Doctor, there was an agreement between .the
tire manufacturers and. the Rubber Reserve,or somebody.rand hilr.: Jqnes';organi)·
zatton, regarding the methods and the manner of licensing? .

Dr. HAMILTON. It 'Vas the pooling of patents, and-It was.In.December. ,
Dr. COMPTON. 'What provision' had the Rubber Reser-ve. made for, directing

all the energies of the industry into the 'development of,.compoundtngv. .Lwon
dered if you could very briefly tell us what procedure .has, been taken for: that
purpose. .'" ',;.;:,

Mr. JONES. We,would treat the: rubber .Industry as a. part of: ourself; we.are
part of the rubber Induetry.i.worktng with them, and relying upon them-to do
the job.1Ye: have given .them, we .. have .made.the moneyavailable, at .all. times
for anything. that, would make rubber.vd-don't know-whetherT have answered
your question or not. . .

Dr. COMPTON. W~ll,up toa.certain point. Let me amplify .lt ,sliglltlY.. Tha,t
arrangement has been .a contract-c-hua itnot..,....-between RUbber Reserve Co.
and' the rour.majcr.ttrc manufacturers?

Mr ..JoNES. You mean on the.polymerlzation plants ?
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Dr. COMPTON. No, L'mean to exchange and develop all information in regard
to compounding of rubber.

Mr. JONES. Patents?
Dr. COMPTON. Well, patents and know-how and all information that they

have.
Mr. JONES. That was all worked outinouroflice with the rubber people.
Dr. COMPTON. But it involves just thefour major companies?
Mr. JONES. Well, more than anybody else.
Dr. COMPTON. * * * according to the record, in their earlier JUly meeting,

about the middle of JUly, :the RFC entered into a contract, a legal contractwith
the tourmajor companies for the exchange of this information. But there was
there the secrecy clause which prevented the dissemination of the information
outside except under certain conditions of necessity that were mentioned.

Mr. JONEs..Are you ramtltar with that, Doctor?
Dr. HAMILTON. Not with this particular contract, but I think it ties in, Mr.

Jones, with the general plan of our having asked the chief rubber companies
to send us representatives, which was first done in July of 1940, and it started
the crude program. 'Ve had regular monthly meetings at which the rubber
companies, all four of them, hadrepresentatives. 'I'hen we got to the point
where there was a pooling of information, and in December of 19.41 we had
a contract which provided for an exchange of patent information. Since that
time, all of these companies have periodically had representatives meeting with
our men and there was this arrangement this summer, in June. I was not
at that meeting, so I don't know fl great deal about the details.

Mr. JONES~ I thought all that had been done in the latter part of last year-c
sometime lastyear.

Dr. HAMILTON. This is nothing more than a refinement of what has been
done. There was a substantial agreement as long ago as last November.

Dr. COMPTON. That is true, between the rubber industry, as a' whole. But,
this agreement that I am thinking about is the one that ",as signed~m July 3,
1942, which arranges for the exchange of information between.GoodyeuJ:" ~ire

stone, Goodrich, and United States Rubber, and also the Rubber Reserve Company.
And this prohibits the dissemination of any of that information outside, and
that arrangement was apparently made contrary to the recommendations of
the technical men, the Unanimous recommendation of the technical men who
were considering the problem of how best: to develop that article. I am trying
to find out the explanation, or what was the reason or purpose of that arrange-
ment. * '" * .

Mr. JONES. The point is that Rubber Reserve made a deal with the four
companies.

Dr. COMPTON. Yes.
Mr. JONES. And that was not interchangeable-c-not available to someone

else.
Dr. COMPTON., Right.
Mr. JONES. The techniques, and so forth.
Dr. COMPTON. There are two problems that worried us somewhat in regard

to, that. That leaves, a considerable number of competent rubber companies
completely on the outside, and the' other point is the questlon-c-accordlng to
tbtsugreement the tnfcrmation is also closed to the Rubber 'Coordinator, and
theWPB.

Mr. JONES. The information Ianot 'available to the Ooordinaton. or 'WPB?
Dr. COMPTON. 'I'hat's right.
Mr. JONES. That doesn't sound like it is possible.
Dr. COMPTON. Well, -it doesn't tome, and that is the reason I am asking

the question.
Dr. HAMILTON; I think the explanation is that this contract is signed by

all parties who have contracts from Rubber Reserve for the manufacture of
rubber, for its account. Did you understand that the Defense Plans Corpora
tion, which is an RFC subsidiary, built these plants and actually constructed
them with loans from the RFC? And then the Rubber Reserve Company leases
them for a nominal amount and makes managerial contracts with the chief
rubber companies who actually operate them, and I think that the contract
is signed by all of the rubber companies who are manufacturing for' the account
of Rubber Reserve, so that everybody is manufacturing for the Government,
that is, the RFC has an interchange of know-how information.

Dr. COMPTON. But at .. the present time that 'involves just those four com-
panies? .



Dr. HAMILTON. Well, yes, because they are the only ones who now have
actual rubber manufacturing contracts.

Mr. BARUCH. They are the only four people that can make tires?
Dr. HAMILTON. No; a great many of them can. There are 41 companies

altogether, but all of the tire manufacturing is belng done by this group, and
I assume that anybody else may come under the provisions of that contract.
That is, anybody who is manufacturing for Rubber Reserve.

Dr. COMPTON. Except that there is no arrangement in the contract to pro
vide for it. * * *

Mr. JONES. "We had intended to have enough of this, and let the little com
panies, who are competent and who are interested, have a part in the program.
But, of course, we must rely upon the big companies for the main job.

Mr. BARUCH. Will you look into that? Have you got anything else, Doctor?
Dr. COMPTON. Yes; several more things. One of the reasons that I brought this

question out was because of the statement that the relationships, between the
Rubber Reserve and the War Production Board on this matter, have apparently
been 'very smooth, and on this particular point, I am informed that the WPB
has been trying for some weeks to find some way of getting access to this com':'
pounding information which is essential to their job, and that they have been
blocked by this secrecy agreement. And as late as 3 days ago they got an
agreement with the legal representatives of the 4 companies, but that legal
agreement was blocked by Mr. Crossland of Rubber Reserve, and that seems to
be one point in which the operations aren't working very smoothly, and I think
that should be given some attention.

Mr. JONES. Well, it is the flrst I have heard about it.
Mr. BARUCH. The contract itself, and the points that the doctor just raised;

there are two rotnts-c--;
Mr. JONES. They can't have access to the formulas to the patents?
Dr. OOMPTON. The patents and the know-howe because weare told that the

know-how is even more important than the patents, in much of this work.
Mr. JONES. They can't have access to the patents and the know-how, and what

was the other point?
Dr. COMPTON. That the Rubber Division of WPB had thus far been unable to

get access to information on rubber compounding because of this secrecy agree
ment.

In the course of Mr. Jones' presentation, it appears again and again
that there was a lack of real knowledge of what was happening, a lack
of real competence to evaluate, much less direct what was being done,
and no responsible effort to work out a table of priorities and ascertain
relative resource availabilities. The role of Government is conceived
as that of effecting a liaison between business interests, and occasional
ly of exerting the minimal control of the financial agents interested in
the manner of rendering accounts. And that was all. It sufficed, in
Mr. Jones' view, to turn over the jobs to a few large concerns in which
he had personal confidence, and let them operate entirely as they saw
fit. Technical matters, he left to "the boys," knowing nothing, and
caring nothing, about the issues involved. This is exemplified in the
excerpt which follows: ea

Mr. BARUCH. Can you tell me anything about this rumor of bringing in the
Phillips Petroleum now, they have been out of it, haven't they?

Mr. JONES. No; they haven't. been out of it. 'I'hey were one of the first we
traded with and they were given their instructions to go ahead. It was found
as we got in the matter that they were using entirely too much material, steel
and other materials, and we told them to stop work and the reason is, "You are
using too much material, whether you can bring it down or not, that is up to
you." They worked on it and finally came back and did cut it about half. They
have never explained to my satisfaction why they had so much material. At the
same time, they are reputed to have as many technical men in their organization
as anybody .else, and probably the tops. We couldn't afford to exclude them

esId., pp. 6, 7, 21, 22, 24, 30, 31.
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when we. got them within reason. _We started them back on the 5th or 6th to
"hit the ball." They say they will be in production by' April 1.

Mr. BARUCH. What process is that? • _ _ _,
Mr. JO,NES. The same as the other process. They have been making, butadiene

for years. They have got their own process. __ We asked them _to consider while
they were redesigning _the steel-they did _say _that it wasn't much of _a job to
redesign. we asked them to consider the process, and from the report I read, I
couldn't tell whether theywere forior against it. I said, "You have got to tell
us whether you are willing to do this and whether you can do just as good a job
with tpe .Houdry _processes." 'I'hey said positively that they preferred their
process" that they knew what it was and they had been making butadiene from
it and preferred not to put in the Houdry process. So, they are going ahead with
theirown., .:'. ,'.
Mr~ BARUCH: 0Il the.,questioll.of'processes,'you'l'ecommend that we taik to

New~talland Weidl~in'l

- ,Mr~J"()NEs. ,Abso~utelY. I have been told that the Houdry process has not
been-perfected to the last stage. If it was my decision alone, I would decide
againatIt for that reason.

* * * ~ * * >I<

Mr. ,JONES. On followthrough of plant construction, we have, in our RFO
department, Mr. Francis, who is at the head of it. He has it broken down into
regions and he has got good men in various parts of the country to follow
through. The purpose 'of 'that branch .of our organization is to visit plants
and see what they need and Why they are not keeping up with their 'schedule and
this, that, and the other.

That- Is all being done' as perfectly as we know how to do it. Francis is a
competent fellow and he knows howto g;etwork done. ,The men he has employed,
they, are all, volunteers, -all capa~le men and promtnentTn their communities,
and they can go aroundand they knowhow to getin a plant without offending
the contractor and things of that nature. I think it, is ,going, along' very' well.

It-aflrdepends, in the last anarrsts.-on everv item of material 'that we have
got to have. There is nothtng more important to our whole war program than
rubber. His the boys allocatingthe materials;' and WPB don't give, them the
stuff, 'or can't give them 'the-stuff and naturallytt uauses a delay: I mentioned
the procedures so as to let you know what I am relying on. * '" *

>I< .e * * * '" •
;Mr. HANCOCK. _, On"this program -being worked out, on the quick butadiene by

the Coordinator's group, we have had a good many impressions that that group
went ahead on their, own without consultation with you in advance, or the Co
ordinator. That is one of the conflicts that I thoughtwas in the situation, from
what we have heard.

:Mr.JoNEs. Well, I don't think wehave.allowed It to bea confldct. Th,ey:did
start .and grab the ball, like ing~tting,thescraprubber; they grabbed that one
out right from under the WPB, and that is where they,w~nt to do that. They
are doing their share; 'I'hese boys, over there, they have got .a 'big organization,
and I think they started out on thisquick business, on their own, but we haven't
allowed it to CAuse abyfriction.*: **
,Mr. HANCOCK. But they don't plan to utilize the same procesacn the quick

butadiene as l\Iadiga~ has in his schedule? .. That ts the way I understood it.
Mr. JONES. T don't know' enougti about it.. I am trying to find out why we

can't make the quick butadiene on the whole program rthat fa what I am trying
to find out now. That.is, what Lam trying to find out from the ~perts.

Mr. LUBELL. How far along on that areyou?How; far along 'on this quick
butadiene are you? .Are you finding out whether Yo-u can get ,~t intothe program '}

l\Ir.JoNEs. I don't know how far along I am, but Lwill have the answer pretty
soon. Ldon't think there is any ~nswerexcept one. If you cando f.t for 6 months,
youcan.do it for 6 years. Maybe a technical man mightknow better.. * >I< *

>I< .* * '" * >10 *
Mr. HANCOCK. 'On the presentvplan; regarding the pooling ..arrangement of

patents, involving the four companies, I think I understood correctly, 'but! want
to be sure. 'I'heplan is not to have any new Tubber companies do the polymeriza
tion :processes, as far .as ~know'?Your·plan' is to have; the .. products through
those plants .uttllzed by small companies? Have I made my question clear?
They were discussing here about bringing in the small peopleand-I was wonder
ing if you plan to bring them in as new contractors in the polymerization, and
bring them into the manufacture of rubber goods after that?



Mr; JONES. You mean bring a new manufacturer in?
Mr. HANCOCK. Yes.
Mr. JONES. A fellow who is not our manufacturer?
Mr. HANCOCK. Yes.
Mr. JONES. I wouldn't see the purpose of that. We will take a fellow who

is in business and knows how.
Mr. HANCOOK. Yes. But you spoke of bringing in some small companies. You

don't intend: to bring them into the manufacture; of goods after the four com
paniesgetthroughwith the compounding of .the rubber, theBuna 8? Is that
clear? At what point are they, going to come in? I got it from your last
remarks that you don't plan to: bring them in at all until it gets .to the. manu
facturing of Buna S into rubber.goods.

Mr. JONES. I can't answer that because it hasn't come to me for a decision, but
my, thought about that is that we try to bring them in at .the point where they
should come in, where commonsense would tellus to do it. There is no sense
of bringing themInto the picture earlier, and certainly, not too late; that would
be my.Idea about it. *:,*:-*

* * *, * * * •
'Dr. CONANT. *, * *, I'd like to ask this question, to bring out again theorgani

zatlon rather than the technical points-cone of the companies, that is now making
the largest amount of butadiene from oil is: the Dow' Chemical' Oo., but they
are not in your program for making any exparislon; And as -far as I know their
processes and their know-how are not being utilized in your program. I' am
not criticizing that decision. I am just wondering who would; make such: a
decision? '

Mi' ._- JONES; "Vell, they are in the program somewhere.
Dr. CON~NT. Th0Y, are in the styrene but p:otmaking butadiene. I just

wondered who would make that decision; Somebody must make 'the decision
n,otto'a~kthem'tomakebutadiene. . . :. ..-

Mr. J,oNEs.",ell, I assume that the technicians did.
Dr. CONANT. Dr.Weidlein?
Mr. JONES. Yes. It has never come up to me, I haven't heard of the question

of ruling dowuon it,because I thinkthis is a- Yer~" competent organization:
Dr.CoNAN'r. But ~'OU would hold Drvweldlein responsible? Or Mr. Crossland

responsible, who in turn would hold Dr: Weldletn responsible for such a declslon?
Mr . JONES. Yes.
Dr.. COMPTON. I think the same sort ofquestlon eomes in regard to utilizing

the knew-howof the DuPontpeople,forexample; in.the matter of polymeriza
tionv.because L; beueve tbev were not.brought into the practical discussions of
polymerization. '

Mr. JONES. DuPont? , .~. ,
Dr. COMPTON. Yes. Although: ;they" have,had the: larger .baclsground for the

neoprene, but they were not brought in to help ill handltng.the.problem of BunaB,
which isa somewhat analogous problem.

Mr. JONES. I don't think they have been ever ruled out, but probablyctfley
have never been asked to get.In.

Dr. CONANT. 'I'here is another similar question.... we haverun into-a.gooddeal
of discussion among two groups ofoiLGomp::j.nies,asto: whether or .not your
program of butadiene from oil is .in danger of:upsettingthe.programforhigll
aviation octane gas.

Mr . JONES. I don't think so. .!

Dr. CONANT. May I ask on whose technical~pinion,;~;ou rely, on~Weidleill':
,.Mr. JONES. The OPCboys and Weidlein.

Dr. CONANT. The OPC group?
Mr. JONES. Yes, and Weidlein. wehave talked over these things.
Dr. CONANT, I am just getting your-views.
Mr .,Jo.NE_S. -Lwtll be nlght. back.

The committeetried to discover who had made thecomplex technical
decisions which determined the essentialetructureof the synthetic
rnbber program." .

Dr: CONANT. I; wonder .if' I could ask you "u ,.q~estion:or .two, The way in
which these complicated, technical decisions which are Involved are made. . ~or;

5& Id., pp. 8, 4, 6, 11, 12, 18, 14.
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example, when you decide about a process, what-people do vou consult, and how
does it flow up in the organization to you r

Mr. JONES. Weidlein, Crossland, and then me.
Dr. CONANT. That is your chain.
Mr. JONES. Yes.
Dr. CONANT, So the decision on technical matters, Weidle.in, Crossland, and

then you?
Mr. JONES. I adopt their recommendation and back them up, and if they make

mistakes, I am publicly responsible. I mean by that I try to support the boys
and do the best we can to do the job. I know nothing about the technical
phases. I have confidence in Weidlein and Crossland.

Dr. CONANT. Where would Mr. Newhall's recommendation come into that
chain?

Mr. JONES. We work just as close to Newhall as one section to another. We
are in constant contact with him. •

Dr. CONANT. Supposing on a matter of policy, for example, of expanding your
program or decreasing it, would Newhall, Crossland, 'weldletn-c-would they all
be in a committee together?

Mr. JONES. That would be decided by Newhall and me. I mean we would
naturally get our recommendations from the boys, from the technicians, but we
would make. the decisions.

Dr. CONANT. And, on technical things, both Newhall and yourself would rely
on- Weidlein?

Mr. JONES. Yes.
Dr. CONANT. There is no other technical group except under Weidlein'1
Mr. JONES. That is all I know of. I understood that he was head of a group

of some 20, 30, or 100 fechntcfans, I don't know how many, but I was asked
by a Senate committee to give them the names of these technicians, and I asked
for a list of the names, and they gave me a list of about 100, and I didn't submit
the whole list. I got reprimanded by the chairman and when I did send it, I
only sent about 30 names. It looked foolish to me. I didn't understand how he
could have 100 fellows conferring.

Dr. CONANT. Where would Mr. Nelson's authority come in?
Mr. JONES. He would rely on Newhall and me. No conflicts there at all.
Dr. CONANT. But you and he would agree.
Mr. JONES. Always have.

* * * '* * * *
Dr. COMPTON. Well, I had 1 or 2 questions that came out of the discnssion.

One is this: Is there any definite veto power any place along the line in regard to
any new process or program? Who would have the final veto power that, per
haps, 2 or 3 people get enthusiastic about it, and some are not so sure, and who
has the final veto power on that, on that situation?

Mr. JONES. On :the process?
Dr. COMPTON. Yes. A process for producing some new type of synthetic

rubber.
Mr. JONES. I don't know that anybody has it. We always agree to get along.

We don't have, any difficulty about it.
Dr. COMPTON. The question hasn't arisen yet?
Mr. JONES. We don't have any disagreement about it.
Mr. BARUCH. As I understand it, the process might come from you and go to

the WPB, or from the WPB to you.
Mr. JONES. And we operate together.
Mr. BARUCH. Yes. I'm glad to know that you don't have a different opinion

from the Secretary of the Interior.
(Discussion 'Off the record.)
Mr. JONES. We get along well, and our dealings are with Davis, and Brown,

and Gary. And the boys seem to know their business; at least they impress me
that way. Maybe it is because of my ignorance, but we get along all right.

Dr. CONANT. Supposing there was a disagreement between that group that you
named and Dr. Weidlein? Who would resolve the disagreement? You' Would,
I take it If the group tha't you spoke of, working under the Petroleum Ooordi

.nator, should disagree-s-shall I say-c-wtth your group, Madigan and Crossland,
who would settle the difference?

Mr. JONES. Well, it just hasn't arisen.
Dr. CONANT. You don't cross the bridge until you come to it?
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Mr. JONES. We don'thave much trouble in getting along. We don't have any
trouble.

Dr. .aONA"NT. Well, I just wondered who would settle it if you did have .a
difference.

Mr; JONES. The boys would-settle it themselves. They are in agreement be~

cause I haven't seen any indication of anything else.
Mr. BARUCH, You must have arrived at this, that you have got 60 percent or

65 percent of the petroleum; and 35 percent alcohol, "and that was arrived at
by the discussions; is that right?

Mr. JONES. No; that wasn't-the way it was arrived at, at all. It was arrived
at by theumette oonumttee.

(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. JONES. We were told how much alcohol was available. There was none

except a little synthetic. I believe by' Oarbon-Oarbtde.
Mr. BARUOH. What do you-mean?
Mr. JONES. Well, the Gillette Committee got started, and the boys found

some more alcohol, and we were told, along about the 1st of May, or-the 2d or
3d of May, that we could have a certain amount of alcohol, so we .immedlately
tied that into the program instead of the other; And, on the. 25th we were told
that we would have enough to make it up to 200. And, we immediately tied
that in, and so, the Gillette Committee is entirely responsible and due whatever
credit there is for having rubber made from alcohol.

Mr. BARUCH. As I understand it; then, when you started to make your syn
thetic rubber you were advised that there was no alcohol from which you could
make it? So, any alcohol-process would have to be ruled out because of that.
And, therefore, -we don't want to go to the petroleum; is that it?

Mr. JONES. I didn't know you could make it out of alcohol. I thought that
all you could do with alcohol was to drink it. I really didn't know that you
could make it out of alcohol.

Mr. BARUCH. But, asIunderstood it--
Mr. JONES. I always understood that you makeit out of petroleum.
Mr. BARUCH. But you were moved to your decisions by the statement that

alcohol at that time was not available?
Mr. JONES. I :didn't know it, but the boys found it out. T found it out later.

The decision was made before it ever came to me on that.
Mr: BARUCH. In other words.. your program makers were, advised that there

was not sufficient alcohol, even if the alcohol process was available. And after
ward you found, or that committee found, that there was available alcohol, 80
they went for this 220,000 tons which came from alcohol?

Mr.' JONES. When the fire got hot, the boys found alcohol und we-put it into
the, program.

• • • • • •
Dr. COMPTON. Then, I have just one more question, Mr. Baruch. In regard

to the plan to go into production of butyl rubber, do you happen to know on
what scientific basis or on the basis of what scientific recommendation that
decision was made, and whether WPB technical staff was consulted in connection
with. that?

Mr. JONES. Well, of course, we look entirely to Newhall for theWPB, and he
was in on it, 89, I think it is like this-the technical parts, I haven't had much
to.~hink about or say about, because I don't know anything about it.

The Survey Committee in its report condemned the administering
agency roundly and bitterly. It found such "overlapping and'con
fusing authority" that it was "unable to determine, in spite of many
inquiries * * * where the responsibility has lain for many of the de.
cisions which have been made in the past 8 months." It saw "bad
administration" behind many of the "adjustments and readjustments
a 'stop and go' policy." It deplored the fact that "because of the
shortsightedness and failure to act on technically sound advice, we
must now proceed with insufficient experience."

The Committee put its finger specifically on the lack of techno
logical competence, on the failure to develop facilities for objectively
evaluating processes, methods, technical suggestions; and failure
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to work out procsdures-for resolvingcontroversies,controlEng pri
vate pressures, searching out Information prerequisite to the form;:tla
tion of sound policy, and undertaking the overall planning that "l;'a,s
an absolute essential toa successful program. It summarized its
views as follows:

~he:p~odll~tio:n.0'£' sy~theHe"rUbb'~r,rep'resents': ah'lilyeshi1ell~ ,-~~hee(J,i4g',$;6,o.O
million and is one of the most complicated tec'hn~cal py,ojects,e':l;l:f,ulldertaken
Jn.rthts country. ,;·ret, ill, none of the Goverlllnentagei:lci(;l~ has there .been a
clearly recognized group of independent experts' to 'make:the:,te,chni,c~l,'d~~isipns.
Reliance has been placed on one part-time technical":lldvis(;lr,aided,bY -commtt-
.teesdrawn from Industry..~o . ,,' . -, ,-

• • :,,:. • • •
The failure of the Government to provlde.va :elearly crecognlzed ogroup of

.Independetit 'experts who would. make technical .dectetons has," added' greatly
to the public confusion and 'uncertainty.' "I'he reliance. on one part-tdme technical
adviser,:aided,bycominittees drawn -rrom Industry.Jhas.. in the •opinion ,of:; the
Committee; 'been' .insufflctent .ror-fhe :development 'of an entirely-new industry
involving: an: .Investment exceeding":.$600:-million. 'The· technical, .advtser vhae
testified that on-more.fhan one; occaalonrheirequested rtlre appointment-of-an
adequate technical staff.

It would .have been wise '. administration for 'the' .offlclals' In-charge of pcltcy
to .have .delegated .to a competent, technical' staffr the .functton voft.collecting
information •about vartous .processes. Such -a . staff «should ",hav,e-been: r~l.i~,d

upon for supplyingthrdugh regular channels the"dataion,;whic1),'allimpo~tallt

declslonswere made."" Instead-of such orderly .methods.jof-iprocedurewe found
many evidences .oru chaotic sltuatlondn whtch :nontechnicalmen:have made
decisions without consultation with subordinates nominally .In .·positions",of
responslbiltty."

The Committee asked ">yh:eth:er tho presentadministrative organi
zation is such as to insure the effeetiv~carryi)1gthrough of. the pro~
gram,,,,and,answereditself, "It is not.", .The Committee therefore
r~~o.mlIlenged;"a,,?omp~~t,e'T~?rgal1ization,and;eonsol~dation~of ~he
gOVl?rhrnehtal,ag~~c~e~,'cpn,cern~d w:it:ll: ~~e:,ru"bb,~r p~6gr.am.",· ," "

TheCommitteeasked that thew-FB assume toitselflDl thepower
and responsibility, for the rubber program,and that itdelegatejts
full powers toa :Rubber Administrator, the-so-calledRubben Czar.
Under him there was to be established a Technical Divisionvwhioh
,would concern itself with "various phases of research and devel~p-
ment." "" .... "', " '

00 'Rubber Report"p.:,18., '.,
In his book, op. cit. supra, note 20, p, 413, Mr. Jesse .ronee wrttee : "'. ... '
"One unpardonable error in the Baruch committee's report, and one undoubtedly prompted

by a disposition to be' critiCnL,(a diS,Position Wh,','ch Dr;, cona, nt and, Dr." comPto,n. did not
share) , .wae the statementthnLw:ehad the service of 'only, one part-time rubber-expert
scientist-chemist,in doiIlg this big job. As a matter of fact we bad the 'help enn.servtces
of most of the experts,' chemists,and scientists' of the rubbertndustrv, the 'oil industry,
and the chemical industries. True, they, were not on our narrou : but tbe Ieeders of these
Induatrfns. had put . theil'experts at our disposal in a patrioticwaY,and .wlthout cost to
the ~FC." , " .;,' .... , ".' "., . ,:,,': ,,,,',,"

The picture which Mr. Jones' here im'plies of "moat-or-the" many thousands of '~exp'erts.
chemists .and scientists of, the r-ubber industr:.l-o-;· the. oil '!industry, 'and the. chemical tn
dustries,1 hurrying down to Washington (without cOffil?ensation). inor(ier. to assist the
trio, 'vwetdletn, then Crossland, and then me" in its delIberations, 'is somewhat fantastic.
What:, is, perhaps worth commenting on .is the apparently. complete; mtsnnrferatandtng of
Mr. Jones of the nature of the criticism' which was' leveled at his administration. ' The
Committee 'did not deny .tnar Dr. wetdtetn had been assisted: by the emrnovees.or tbe nrms
concerned. It stated specifically that reliance had been placed in "one par-t-time technical
adviser. aided by committees drawn from industry.'" : WhatH called for was "u clearly
recognized gronp of independent experts." [Our empnaete.j . .. "

One wonders whether Mr. Jones was' ever willing. to rely on the opinions -and advlce of
committees of business experts on the loans, .interests, ..fees, and payments made to" those
same concerns by the RFC. .

ea ld.,p. 50.
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Since "good administration dictates that the Rubber Administra
tion use the available facilities of other governmental agencies in the
execution of its program," it was recommended (1). that the Pet~o
leum Coordinator be charged by the Rubber Administrator (a) with
research into problems connected. with the production of butadiene
from petroleum, and perhaps (b) with. supervising the operations of
the petroleum-butadiene plants once they are constructed; and (2)
that the Rubber Reserve Company through its Construction Division
be charged with the "construction of all plants under the rubber pro
gram" including "the construction of all plants and equipment con
corned with the production and purification of butadiene from
petroleum."

Except to suggest certain additions, however, the Committee asked
for no changes in the actual program as it was then scheduled. On
the contrary, for reasons already noted, it froze the program and its
processes. The new Rubber Czar, whoever he might be, was directed
to "bull the present program through."

The Committee report, published a month after the Committee had
started its work, had a tough drastic tone. It tongue-lashed the ad
ministering agency in a way that must have been gratifying to a num
ber of people and which, no doubt, cleared the air. But the COm"
mittee's recommendations had only a mild impact on the program
itself or on the source and nature of its administration.

The program was frozen in the form and ma/l""itude already con
tracted out, with certain additions asked for. Further evaluation,
choice, technological. revamping or replanning were all to be put
aside-a. recommendation that would inevitably limit greatly the pos,
sible value or significance of the new Technical Division.. Such a
divisionrnight be useful in the ad hoc search for information or in
the. organization of a researchprogram, butit could play no decisive
~ole ill policy formulation. .... .. ': .. ..

Paradoxically the Baruch committee, ill spite of its condemnation
of the administering agency, permitted and/orrecomniended that
operative control of all the remaining vital phases of the rubber pro
gram, namely plant construction and finance, be left in the hands of
that same administering agency. Eventually the Rubber Reserve
Company would be in charge also of plant operations. . .

There remained for the Rubber Director only the function of
superexpediter, whose main job was to get the critical equipment and
materials for the rubber project in the face of the competing lleeds of
other phases ofthe war program.



OHAPTER VII

SECOND LESSONS

National policy for the development of the new industry had now
been fixed. Investment costs and operating costs were to be borne by
the Government. The plants were to be owned by the Government.
But the planning of the industry was not Government planning. The
very conception of the new industry was a private-company concep
tion. Policy was the projection of private-company policy, planned
from the point of view of a few great companies with a commercial
interest in the development of a synthetic rubber of a particular
character and kind.

No discredit is due those private companies because they formulated
this program and pushed it through the political mill. Theirs was the
basic research, the painstakingly acquired technological concel?ts and
the operating know-how. In the formative period, the question did
not arise as to a choice between their program or some other. They
-pressed for action in the face of official passivity and even antagon
ism.They offered a program. The alternative was not their pro
gram or some other, but theirs or none at all.

The role assumed by the Government was not to plan but to finance.
Insofar as there was a distinctive voice of Government, it was the voice
of the Government banker. The Government did not plan; it bar
gained. It negotiated with the intention of striking a deal favorable
to the Treasury. It saw its task as that of buying what was offered as
cheaply as possible. It looked for "reliable" companies. It did not
look beyond the particular bargain to that total framework, created by
the cumulation of bargains, within which the operations and subse
quent development of the industry must take place.

The Government arranged for its plants to be operated by private
concerns at cost plus a fixed fee, and for its research to be done by these
firms for a fixed fee. The drives to efficiencyand progress supplied by
the pressure of competition, the promise of profits and the fear of loss
were absent. No consideration appears to have been given to the need
for substituting an alternative to the traditional incentive. It was
thought to be enough to put fabrication and research into the hands of
reputable private concerns. In that way the Government supposed
that it was relying on "private enterprise." It was not relying on
private enterprise for, here, there was no enterprise. It was relying
rather on a peculiar breed of officialdom. The difference between
corporate and public officialdom is not a difference in kind; but a
difference in the nature of the pressures under which they operate.
Remove the pressures of market competition and the force of the profit
lure from the corporate executive, put him under the Government
umbrella, and he becomes a kind of public official except that his
responsibilities are less clear, he is less accountable for his acts, his
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loyalties are more likely to be divided and the satisfaction of his ambi
tion is less likely to be related to the successful accomplishment of the
public tasks. The problem is to introduce into Government enterprise,
whether run by public or private officials the drives to efficiency and
the incentive to progress that will take the place of the kick of compe
tition and the promise of profits. This is a point to which the Atomic
Energy Commission and the weapon builders might well now give
heed.

Nowhere was the failure to foresee the effects of the immediate bar
gain on the long-run structure of industry operations more clear than
in the patent agreements. These agreements virtually eliminated all
incentive on the part of. those who entered into them to seek further
to develop the technology of synthetic rubber in the areas which they
covered. Indeed, they created a strong and positive disincentive to the
pooling of knowledge by operators of Government plants, to the ob
jective evaluation of alternative processes by such operators, and to the
standardization of processes. The system for financing research was
through the straight cash handout wherein no attempt whatsoever
was made to link payoff to accomplishment. And, finally, the freedom
of operators to change the processes used in the Govermnent plants,
incorporating into these processes modifications on which they held
new patents, created barriers to the sale of those plants after the war
to any firm other than those which operated for the Government.

Failure to take account ·of the need for incentive to progress and
efficiencycould be expected to result in technical stagnation. Failure
to seek a cumulative release in patent claims could be expected to nar
now the potential market for the postwar sale of the plants, and hence
reduce the possibility of creating a competitive basis for the future,
privately owned synthetic-rubber industry,

Most serious of all, in a war emergency the Government failed to
plan in terms appropriate to war strategy. In the war economy, price
provided no index of relative real costs or of the priority of objectives.
An alternative table of values was required to guide planning and to
enable technically complex choice to be made on a proper basis. Such
a table of strategic values and relative scarcities was never available
for the critical development of a synthetic-rubber program.

The administering agency did not develop the teclmological compe
tence needed to evaluate the plans or processes offered by the companies
and outsiders, or to shape the program to the needs of war mobilization.
The Govermnent had technical experts, laboratories, and experimental
facilities, but they were not incorporated into the processes of social
choice and evaluation, i. e., into the essential process of governing.

The e-overning agencies had no alternative but to leave technical
evaluation to private officials who at least could evaluate operational
feasibility. But this meant that the conflicts which central planning
should have foreseen, were not foreseen; that the strategic criteria
and the relative availabilities of resources which should have been
taken into account, were not taken into account.

The results were as might be expected. The program was adjudged
technically feasible by the private companies, and it was technically
feasible. It worked, eventually. The program was adjudged com
mercially sound by the private compames, and it was commercially
sound. Eventually it was proven to be a good moneymaker. These
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two evaluations-technical feasibility and commercial soundness-s
were within the orbit of private-company judgment. But the indi
vidual firm could not and did not take into account the priorities of
strategic objectives, the shortages, the noncommercial values. The
firm planned with these things left out of account, The result was
to be failure to produce what was needed according to the timetable
of scheduled requirements, and the useless and dangerous dissipation
of resources greatly needed for the war effort. .

Congress was not designed for technical planning and choice. A
congressional investigating committee is not the place to work out the
complex organization of anew industry.Yet it was Congress,through
its investigating committees, inexpert and ill adapted to such: a task,
that rightly challenged the program and forced through the changes
that were to save it.

Against the solidarity of officialdom and the clique of insiders, Con
gress provided a court of appeal for those who would challenge the
organization, direction, and inequities 0'£ the program.

Those who fought from the outside were often as self-interested
as were the insiders. Few were nonpartisan. ·But under the circum
stances, rather than minimize partisan pressures, it was best to encour
age and bring partisan pressure groups into play around the whole
circle. In this way considerations which might otherwise have been
neglected were at least brought into view.



CHAPTER VIII

PROGRAM AND PERFORMANCE

The Rubber Survey Committee consisted of knowledgeable men
assisted by a small staff of experts, but the Committee was not a Board
for the technological evaluation of the program. The competence re
quired for such an evaluation is slowly evolved and hard to come by.
Moreover the Committee did not. have the time for any considered
evaluation, and did not attempt to judge between processes or between
rubbers. Its technical investigation was a quick look-see with a three
fold purpose:

(1) To check the claims of those outside the program in order to
find out whether there were any technological miracles on the horizon;
It concluded that there were not-that all alternative processes re
quired development and testing and involved chance and uncertainty.

(2) To determine whether the processes scheduled to be brought
into operation were technically sound. It concluded that they were,
in the sense of being "ultimately workable."

(3) To determine whether the production time schedule was likely
to be met. It concluded that it was, provided the necessary equipment
and materials were promptly forthcoming and no unforeseen difficul
ties should develop. Here, the Committee relied on the qualified con
fidence (and reflected the anxieties) of the industrialists with "the
plans in hand."

Having made these determinations and working under the. general
assumption that any drastic changeover "at this late date" would be
undesirable and disruptive, it concluded that the program should
not be changed by reason of the technical characteristics of the proc
esses contracted for, or by reason of the qualities of the synthetic
rubbers scheduled for production.

We have seen that certain critics predicted an insoluble conflict be
tween the aviation fuel and synthetic rubber programs to the extent
that the latter depended upon hydrocarbons derived from petroleum.
The Committee minimized the danger of a real resource shortage, sug
gesting that the problem was chiefly one of improving the allocations
system."

ca Rubber Report, p. 48.
"Much has been said of shortages of crtttcal matertala. There are two kinds of shortage:

The first where there is not enough to g.o-uround for essential purposes ; the second type
of shortage is where, though sufficient exists, it is short in the. sense ornot being available
when and where it is urgently required. There are a few materials short In-the first sense,
but many have been short in the sense of failing to be where needed when needed.

"This has been due to permitting materials to be used for purposes not essential to the
conduct of the war; to the lack of a vigorous policy of conservation, inventory control, and
the finding of substitutes; and, most of all, to the changing, complicated, and ineffective
efforts at material distribution and priority control."
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The danger of a conflict between the demands of the synthetic
rubber program and those of the high-octane fuel program, is lightly
dismissed:

It is our conclusion that, while the possibility of a. conflict between the two
programs does exist, it need not become serious if the possibility is recognized
and if the administration of. these two closely related enterprises is properly
integrated. '" * *

If and when the armed services should decide that the larger quantities of
high-octane aviation gasoline are needed, there are ways by which this demand
can be met by the industry without diminishing the flow of butylene to butadiene
plants."

The Survey Committee satisfied itself that the Rubber Reserve pro
gram would enable America "to survive the rubber crisis without
serious impairment" to its military program or domestic economy.
Nevertheless, there appearedto be cause for alarm. Out of the 224,000
tons of rubber scheduled to be held in stock at the end of 1943, the
Committee regarded 120,000 tons as a necessary working inventory,
and considered the remaining 100,000tons as an insufficient margin of
safety.

The Committee did not take into account the limit of substitutability
of synthetic for natural rubber; i. e., it did not indicate the natural
rubber required as a proportion of total rubber consumption. This
failure, perhaps due to the lack of reliable technical information,
greatly changed the significance of the Committee's prognosis. Thus,
postwar strategic planning, even in 1951, assumed a natural rubber
requirement in the neighborhood of 20 to 25 percent of total (syn
thetic plus natural) rubber consumed. At the time of the Baruch
report, a similar estimate of the natural rubber requirement might
have run to 50 percent or more.64

The effect of taking this factor into account would havebeen (1) to
scale down sharply the prospective real value of the marginal synthetic
rubber output called for in the completed program and to raise the
question whether, in the light of competing demands for all resources,
the planned level was not higher than it should have been, (2) to
underline the need fora vigorous quest for natural rubber or substitute
polymers, and more research directed toward minimizing adjustment
lags or otherwise reducing the strain on stocks of natural, and (3) to
require that plans and requirements be adjusted in the light of the
reappraisal of probable supplies.

A recalculation of the Survey Committee's balance sheet, taking this
factor into account, would have indicated the prospect of a growing
crisis in the need for natural rubber, likely to deepen as the war con
tinued. It also would have indicated the probability of a large over
flow of synthetic. rubber into nonessential civilian uses from 1944
onward. It could have been anticipated that under the Survey Com
mittee's plan a surplus of synthetic would exist side by side with a
shortage of those high-priority products requiring a large proportion

lIS Id., pp- 40, 41. .
64 The Committee's mistake reflects the lack of essential technical knowledge required for

sound planning. The "expert" opinion of the Rubber Reserve had vouchsafed before the
Committee that "no more and probably less" than 10 percent of natural rubber was (in
1942) required in combination with synetbetic and that "we could get along without crude
after 1944." At the end of World War II about 30 percent of overall rubber requirements
were for natural rubber, and: items of the highest military prio-rity such as large truck
and aircraft tires had to be made entirely out of natural. Subsequently. during the post
war period, the industry has shown itself reluctant to use less than 40 percent natural.
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of the natural. Thus, the Rubber .·Reserve program, with or without
the incorporation of the Survey Committee's recommendations, called
for the production of synthetic rubber in excess of all essential require
ments. Under the circumstances of full economic mobilization, an
ultimate goal that is too high is as much against the public interest as
one that is too low, for it can be achieved only by sacrificing other
war mobilization goals."

Granted that a certain quantity was absolutely necessary for the
prosecution of the war, this could not justify building capacity to
produce any quantity of synthetic rubber. An annual output of 200,_
000 tons of synthetic rubber might be of incalculable value for the war
economy. But the 300,000th ton would be a lesser importance. When
500,000 tons were produced, rubber might be available for uses that
had no strategic consequences. And the 800,000th ton might have no
value at all in a war economy' Clearly one could not logically estab
lish the need for the 800,000-ton program on the grounds that 200,000
tons were prerequisite to victory. Yet this is what the Survey Com
mittee did. It "sold" the program on an all-or-nothing basis. It made
no attempt to evaluate the various possible levels of synthetic rubber
output against alternative uses of the resources required to produce
those increments to output. And even if the Committee had sought
to make this evaluation,.it probably would not have been possible-to
do so, for the data and organization required for such a determination
were lacking. This was a shortcoming not limited to the Survey Com'
mittee, but one which pervaded the whole spectrum of war planning.
The generality of the failure made it no lesstelling, however.. The
initial absence of planning based on such an evaluation was .bound
inevitably to. result in delay, wastes, and conflicts. .

Summarizing the approachof the Committee: It accepted the Rub,
ber Reserve processes as ultimately workable, and refused.to attempt
a reevaluation of processes or.rubbers on any other ground. It declined
to .take upon itself the task of modifying the technological structure
of the program in order to minimize the possibility of conflicts with
other war programs.. It did not consider the modifications.of program
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6lSIt is soberms to realize that Germany conducted a mechanized war of great range arid
indubitable enecttvenesa with the followIng consumption of naturarand syntheticru~ber
during the war years. '

Conmmption of Tubber in- Germany

[In metric tons, equivalent to long tons]

a Production.
Figures are from the Rubber Reserve Company, op , cit. supra note, p. 47.
Any comparison of German war consumption of rubber with American consumption mustbs

qualified, of course, by recalling (a) the German prewar military buildup, (b) the size of the American
economy and the extent to which it is geared to automotive transportation, (c) the long communica
tions required by the American assaults as compared to the central position from which Germany
waged her offensive.
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gO"'ls in termsof a possible confliccwithmore essential end-use require
ments for the sameresources, Placing major emphasis on the dangers
and pos~ible'disruptions of cha;,ge; the Committee froze the program
qualitatively, Quantitatively It only suggested certain additions to
the program as a margin of safety.

It recommended that the ceiling on BunaS rubber be raised from
705,000 tons to a level of 845,000 tons. This 140,000cton increase
was to be based, first on a 100,000-ton increase in butadiene capacity
along the "refinery conversion" .route, .with corresponding increases
in styrene and copolymerization capacity. This expansion was pointed
aboveall toward 1943 a year "so. critical for the rubber situation that
the production of '100,000 tons more or less of Buna S might be the
determiningfactor intho success of our military program." 66 Sec
ondly" there was suggested a "later construction of a 27,000"ton (alco
hol-based) butadiene plant and", 30,000,ton polymerization plant to
be located near the centerof grain production" if the Rubber Director
should SP decide during thespring of 194301' thereafter. The Rubber
Director was never to-request this expansion.

The' Committee also recommended that planned capacity of neo
prenebe increased by 20,000 tons to a 60,OOO-ton total. This recom
mendation, made in spite of the "relative.high, costs of neoprene in
terms of critical materials and electric power," was based solely on the
proposition that "Neoprene is the one synthetic rubber which has
beenshown to 'be the full squivalentin quality of natural rubber for
combat and heavy-duty tires." The incident of neoprene stands as
a monument to the paucity of the reliable technical information pre
requisite to overall planning.

Further it was recommended that another rubberlike substance,
thiokol, supposedly' useful for the recapping of tires, be increased
from a privately 'planned' capacity of 24,000 tons to a new level .of
60,000 tons. 'Becausebf, theavailability'of reclaimed rubber the
thiokol program was suspended in March 1943 and later .was can-
celed altogether, .. .'. . , .

The Committee attached an overridiIig importance to the produc
tion of the full quota of synthetic rubber in 1943." This emphasis on
theilllportaIice of 1943 Was fully ill accord with the military time
schedule. The Germans had cleared the Crimea and had pushed to
the foothills of the Caucasus. In the north, the Russian and German
Armies were joined in the ultimate test of Stalingrad. During that
August in 1942, G2 reports which reached President Roosevelt already
conceded a complete German victory at Stalingrad, and wrote off
the Russian armies there as lost. Since February 1942 the British
and American Combined Chiefs of Staff had been basing their prepa
rations on two alternatives, a limited invasion of the European Conti
nent during 1942,should it be necessary, even at great cost, to relieve
the German pressure on the Russian front, or a full scale, cross-

86 Rubber Report. p. 41.
.61All· the efforts of the Committee were pointed toward meeting the crisis of 1943.

Again and again the point is made that it would be in 1943: that the margin between supply
and requirements would be dangerously. close; that in 1943 a supply failure might wreck
the military machine and bring disaster in the field of battle; that because 1943 was so
important, the program dare not be tampered with. The test was to be 1943. Statements
to~bis,effectcanbe seen on pp. 7, 8, 16, 17, 34, and 41 of the Committee's report.
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channel invasion of the continent in the spring of ,1943. 'I'he north
African operation was later added as a means of coming.togrips with
the Germansduring 1942. "," ,,' ,,' , '
, Thus everything indicated an enormous demand ~or rubber-bearing
equipment in this last half of 1942 and during 19.43 to support .the
operations of our' allies, to make possible our own, military, buildup
and with the probability in mind of a massive European campaign
during 1943. In such a campaign our forces would have use for ,
limitless supplies of planes, trucks, tanks, and aviation fuel. A short
age of anyone of these items-c-all of which required rubber or com
peted for the basic raw material components of synthetic rubber
might spell the difference between victory and disaster.
'On September 17, 1942, the President created the, Office of Rubber
Director, as suggested in the Survey Committee report. William M.
Jeffers, president of the Union Pacific Railroad, wasappointed Rub
ber Director. He was later succeeded by his deputy, Col. Bradley
Dewey, president ofthefirm of Dewey & Almy. "

The building of the new industry is frequently lauded asa magnifi
cent technological achievement. This it may, well have been. But
measured against the promises of Rubber Reserve, or against the di
rectives of the Baruch Committee, the realized program was a failure,
Especially was this true for the year which was expected to be the
critical one~1943.

Thus, for 1943, Rubber Reserve promised an output of 400,000 tons
of Buna S; the Survey Committee directed a production of 450,000
tons; actual production was 181,470 tons. Of butyl, 60,000tons was
directed; a mere 1,373 tons was forthcoming. As against the Com
mittee's call for 596,000 tons production of all synthetic in 1943, only
217,235 tons, or about 37 percent, were, produced. Overall, this in
ability to meet output schedules in 1943 led to a drasticseuling down
of military. allocations and exports; and to a reduction in the planned
crude natural rubber stocks. ,

Ironically, after intense shortages during the 'early period, only
partial use could be made of the synthetic rubber which was produced
later. During the latter part of 1944 and in 1945, excess stocks of
synthetic rubber were heaped up."

The Survey Committee had greatly underestimated the proper
tional need for natural rubber. Consequently, in 1944, while SyII
thetic stocks were accumulating, the stocks of natural, rubber were
being dangerously depleted.

Measured by its own objectives, the, synthetic, rubber program
failed. For the fact thitthis failure did not have tragIc conse
quences, we can thank the fortunate turn of world events, not the en.
gineers and administrators of the rubber program. i

The great test did not come in 1943 as anticipated. " After Stalin
grad: there was no longer, any doubt about the staying power of the
RUSSIan Army. The cross-channel invasion was put off until May
1944. The rubber program was thus afforded more than a full year
of grace; and the contemplated scale of warfare never did develop.

68 "* * • the inventory of synthetics 1'000 during the f1.rst half of 1944 from 43,806 tons
'to 104,495 tons * * .. this increase in inventory wasentlrely due to the inability of-the
rubber goods, manufacturing industry to consume as much as had been estimated should'
be consumed >I< .. '"," Rubber Dtreetor; Progress Report No. 6 (J,uly, 25;,1944).
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It might have been otherwise. Had the crisis come when contem
platedjit is doubtful that any petroleum-based synthetic rubber would
ever have been produced.

Why did the synthetic rubber program fail to meet its goals and
expectations! It may be assumed that the Office of the Rubber Di
rector and other agencies did a workmanlike job of administration.
The failure Was rather one of plannin0' and timing:

(a) Plans were laid with insufficient regard to the conflicting
demands of other war proO'rams. . .,

(b) The time delays inherent in bringing complex innovative
processes into full-scale operation were underestimated, as were
the difficulties of converting equipment to the fabrication of
synthetic rubber and of converting products to the greater use of
synthetic.

(a) The administrators failed to foresee, through anticipatory
product and processes research and testing or otherwise, the de
velopment of limiting bottlenecks; and, when the bottlenecks

. occurred, were unable to evade or break them.
Above all, what blocked and limited the program were the shortages

of equipment, raw materials, and manpower. The crucial conflict
was precisely the one the critics had forecast : the conflict with the
demand for high-octane aviation fuel in the production of petroleum
derivatives. This conflict arose, not only in the demand for butylenes,
but also, as Wiezmanu had predicted, in the demand for the whole
research apparatus and the man and machine power of the petroleum
industry.

The Office of the Rubber Director explained the cutdown in the
program for producing butadiene from petroleum, thusly:

Th,e expansion-of the high-octane gasoline program makes it essential that
everything possfble rbe done to avoid unnecessary vdralns upon components,
factltties and feedstocka and labor usable by both programs * $: * (February 18,
1943) .

* ~ * the need for isobutylene inthe high-octane program is more urgent than
its use in butyl rubber (February 18, 1948).

A major raw material for. butadiene from petroleum sources is butylene made
from the cracking of oil, largely by the use of the modern catalytic cracklng proc
esses now being built for the high-octane gasoline. program. The oil industry
has undergone 'a huge expansion program to supply this material as well as other
materials for the productions of butadiene and high-octane gasoline. Manpower
as well as 'shortages -cf crttlcal' component parts,has delayed the construction
of-both butadiene plants and the raw, material 'feedstock plants (November 10,
1943) .

Other new war programs rated as more vital and immediate have caused
de~.ays in the final completion of some of the large butadiene-from-petroleum
plants. Consequently, production will not be at full capacity until the second
half Of1944 (Match 17,1944).

At the same time that the demands for high-octane fuel delayed and
limited the expansion and hampered the effectiveness of the syl:thetic
rubber program, the demand for rubber strained, delayed and limited
the aviation fuel progmm. Alcohol, on the other hand, was never a
limiting factor.69

611 See the Progress Report of the Rubber Director, on, cit. supra, note 68 :
"This diversion .[ofblltvlenetothe, aviation gasoline programs during July and August]

made possible. by the. demonstrated overcapacity of the butadiene from alcohol plants
was agreed. to in .order to help fill the .emergency requirements of Army and Navy aviation
resulting from the flying of more than-orfgfnall y forecasted mission>! over Europc."
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Because of the conflict hetween petroleum-butadiene and the aviation
fuel program for equipment, labor, and basic raw materials, and be
cause of the lesser complexity of the alcohol processes, it was alcohol
butadiene that carried the Buna S program (83 percent) during the
year of the expected crisis, 1943, and which continued to shoulder the
great share of the burden in 1944.

Butadiene production during 1943 and 1944 (in short tons)

1943 1944

Butadiene from alcohol,___ n _____ n _____ n_u ______________________ n __ n ___ 129,685 361, 731
Butadiene by thermal cracking of naphtha r____n_~n __un~_______ " ____nn 27,350 } 195,874Butadiene from butylene or butene.c.., ___ n_n_n __ n_n__ n ____________ n __ 220,400

TotaL____ u __ n __n_n_n__ n_n __ n_n___nn~_~_~_.~__._n___ n_n __ 157,435 557,605

I Approximately 48,056 tons were produced by this method in 1944.
2An adjustment was required to reallocate tonnages which were produced by thermal cracking but purl

fied elsewhere.

When, because of a tapering off of military activity and a decline in
the demand for high-octane fuel, more of the cheaper butylene were
available, the production of butadiene from alcohol was cut back. Dur
ing August 1944, however, before the cutback, the alcohol butadiene
plants produced at the rate of 412,544 tons per annum, or at nearly
twice their rated capacity. From this we may deduce that in order
to have attained the highest output of butadiene attained during the
war period (575,482 short tons in 1945 equivalent to 724,859 long tons
Buna S rubber) we need only have built 163,000 tons of capacity in
addition to the contracted-for alcohol-based capacity, instead of the
rated 415,500 tons of petroleum-butadiene capacity which was in fact
constructed. From the point of view of war planning, nearly all of
the vast expenditure of vital resources in the building of petroleum
butadiene capacity was waste.

Viewing other aspects of.ths program, it would appear that planning
greatly overestimated (a) the ease, value and economy of makeshift
arrangements and underestimated (b) the difficulties and delays in
herent in bringing into scale production innovative processes, proven
at the laboratory or even at pilot plant level.

With regard to (a) and referring presumably to the "quick buta
diene" program, the Office of the Rubber Director reported:

Experience to date has shown that the use of a large measure of secondhand
equipment in some plants, although seemingly advisable at the start, was false
economy. The processes for making butadiene are difficult to make work even
under the most favorable conditions. In several plants it has been found neces
sary to replace much of the secondhand equipment with new and specially
designed equipment. In t'he same way it hasbeen found that the attempts to
overscreen some of the original designs in order to save bypass valves, spare
pumps, compressors, etc., and to use substitute materials 'vas false economy. The
shutdowns necessary to install the missing units and replace the broken pipe
lines have been costly in both equipment and manpower,not to speak of the loss
of vital production (March 17,1944) .

It would be unfair to explain the failure of the "quick butadiene"
program wholly in terms of the technical limitations of makeshift
arrangements, or to impute from this failure a condemnation of the
"quickie program" as it had originally been conceived by ope. Th"
original program had been asked for in February 1942 in order to
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produce butadiene in1943. Oonstruction on the actual program was
not begun until nearly a year later-still in order to produce buta
diene in 1943. The original prpgram presumed a period of business
crisis with gasoline gluts and widespread underutilization of plant
capacity and manpower; the actual program was inaugurated at l\

time of industry overload with most companies straining to fulfill ex
isting commitments, so that by now the large companies and the me
dium-sized independents were disinclined to participate. The original.
conception had been of an industrywide reorganization and reintegra
tion of existing equipment; the actual program amounted to segregated
negotiations with the small number of firms who had old or unused
equipment which they thought might be turned to the cracking of
naphtha. Indeed, 4 of the authorized projects (3 of which were
canceled) were in no sense conversions but called for. construction from
the ground up of new plants using the Houdry process.

The second lesson which might be inferred from an examination of
experience in the technical sphere would be the high degree to which
the forecasts of the most competent experts must be discounted when
they have to do with complex innovative processes; and consequently,
the premium which ought to be placed, in times of urgency, on proc
esses which are simple, developed and to some degree proven.
. Thus the arguments of those critics of the program who contended
that a greater shift should be made to alcohol-based butadiene on the
grounds that the alcohol-based processes were simpler and proven by
experience abroad, were substantiated by the events. Under the first
"directive," 184,000 tons of petroleum-based capacity and 220,000
tons of alcohol-based capacity were given the very highest priority;
but from the petroleum plants only 2'7,'750 tons of butadiene was forth
coming in 1943, whereas the alcohol plants produced 15'7,435 tons.
About the alcohol-butadiene plants, Rubber Reserve could in 1945
report:

Operations • * * has been excellent. Initial operations were characterized
by a minimum of operational difficulties.

The plants were operated up to 213 percent of their rated capacity.
Nothing like this could be said about the reliability or expansibility
of the processes on the petroleum side during the war period.

With the petroleum-based processes, less serious difficulties and fewer
delays were encountered where the time previously devoted to its
development was greater. The least difficulties were experienced with
Standard's butyIene dehydrogenation process. Phillips Petroleum
Oo.'s plant, producing butadiene from natural butane, was held down
to .a maximum of 60 percent of rated capacity during 1944 and
'71 percent during 1945 on account of "process and operational diffi
culties." .It is also notable that a limit was placed on the produc
tion of butadiene from butane (as well as from butylene) by the
need "to divert substantial quantities of intermediate materials to
increase the production of aviation gasoline." After repeated delays
and breakdowns, the Houdry type plant at Toledo went into pro
duction during June 1944; operations during the last quarter of that
year were at 50percent and during 1945 at 60 percent of rated capacity.

The greatest disappointments were experienced in the attempt to
get the complicated process for producing the new butyl rubber into
scale operation.. Substantial production, as we have seen, was not
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achieved until late in 1944. Soon after the Survey Committee report,
the current engineering plans for the production of butyl were found
to be "impractical," and earlier less efficient methodswere reverted
to, with a corresponding decrease in planned capacity from 132,000
tons to 6&,000 tons. The first unit at Baton Rouge was completed in
early 1943, and operations were undertaken. Very serious difficulties
were at once encountered and extensive redesigning and plant altern

.tions were deemed necessary. To make their process work, Standard
undertook an intensive new research and development program which
was not completed, with a satisfactory construction plan and operat-
ing procedure finally set, until June 1944. .

The Survey Committee had recommended the construction of an
additional 20,000 tons of neoPl'ene capacitY' in spite of the high cost
of such an expansion in terms of critical materials and equipment
because "neoprene is the one synthetic rubber which has been.shown
to be the full equivalent of natural rubber for combat and heavy-duty
tires." In its second progress report on February 18, 1943, the Office
of the Rubber Director reported:

Further te~ting. and .expertence have .Indtcated .to the. military "authorities '
that, except,as a last .recourse; neoprene and, butyl. .Will .not .beused for military
Urea. . '. '

Technical and program difficulties were also encountered in. con
verting products to the use of synthetic rubber and in converting
manufacturing capacity to the fabrica.tio.n of synthetic rubber... Con
version difficulties and lags augmented the drain on natural-rubber
stocks. In some instances the working out of the means of converting
products to the use of synthetic led to the discovery that the materials
required for such conversions were not available in sufficient quan
tities. For example, it was determined, after much experimentation
and testing, that large truck tires could be made with a larger proper
tion: of synthetic rubber if the synthetic were blended with special
carbon blacks and the tires. were made with rayon cord," . But the
carbon blacksand especially the rayon cord were in short supply. In
spite of a $75 million expansion program, the shortage of rayon cord
remained throughout the war one of the limiting factors in the use
of synthetic rubber. When such a bottleneckwas foreseen, the remedy
was not only to shout a warning but also to look for substitutes which
were in more plentiful supply. Nylon cord was such a substitute. for
rayon cord but, as of March 17, 1944, the "technological problems
incident to the use of nylon fibers" were not yet solved.

The difficulties and consequent resistances to the conversion of fabri
cating facilities are indicated by another instance. . Weare told by
a high technical authority in the Office of the Rubber Director that
the now famous "cold rubber" was known during the war, but that tire
fabricators objected to being obliged touse:a new polymer, even one
of such superior qualities, 011 the grounds ofdelays and difficulties
inherent in the adjustment of equipment, in work flows and in process
development. For this reason "cold rubber" was not used for scale
operations,

Toqf(RUbber Director,Progres~ReportNo.3(May17. 1943j"p.,4.
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CHAPTER IX

PATENTS, RESEARCH AND TE(;IU"OLOGICAL
'DEVELOPMENT

A. PRELIMINARY COMMENT AND BACKGROUND

," .The pal;dcul",r interest of' this study is ill the Telati~nshipbetween
Government policy through the patent system, and through the di
rection or support of research, to the development of an Industrial
technology. . '., , . ..' ,, . , " " ". .
. It will be recalled that during the war a series of patent agree,

ments was concluded between Rubber Reserve and companies partic
ipating in the synthetic rubber program. These agreements, cover
ing}he production of. GRS (copolymerization) ,butyl,butadiene, and
styrene and other components and providing for the pooling of pat
ents alld,the interchange of technical illformation, were born of crisis
and expediency. As such,tlleyhad.twoinrportantvirtues. They
enabled operations to be put in motion with a,minimllm of pt~liminary
negotiations between private claimants to patent rights, and they
limited the liability of the Government.
•,. ,The elaborate mechanism set up for tile settlementof disputes ,con
cerning the division of the fixed Government royalty payment, con
temJ'lating mediation by the technicahdviserand referral to an
arbitrator selected by the courts; was not resorted to: GRS was royal"
ty.free, through the patent contributionscf Standard and through
the seizure of I. G. Farben's patent rights. Butyl remained strictly
a Standard product, with licenses to Rubber Reserve. The bulk of
the butadiene royalties were split four ways between Standard, Uni
versal Oil Products, Phillips Petroleum, and Shell. As for styrene,
Standard resorted to litigation in order to force Dow and Monsanto
into a settlement on rights and fees.

Especially significant was the form of the patentragreements
coupled with the organization of operations. , A fixed royalty fee was
paid by the Government to all operators, which was, in turn, repaid
and divided among those whose processes were in use. Operators also
received a fixed operating fee per pound of feedstock or of rubber pro
duced. Thus, for the operator using his ownprocesses, there was no
profit incentive to .developnewprocess.es orto improve hi, old ones, .
for he would recerve the same operating fee and the same royalty
payment whetlier he developed much and added Pfeatly to the p:-oduc"
mg technology, or whether he developed nothmg and-contributed
nothing. In relying on him for technological development (and,as
will be seen, the Government relied on him exclusively in important
areas), the Government depended not even on private altruism but on
?ompany c!larity, for ~he private operat?r~ ,WOUld have ~ost~toillcur
m supporting dsvelopmentandno possibility-of realizing profits as
the fruit of such development.
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Faced with the futility of expecting the needed spur to progress
under the existing system, the Committee could suggest no solution
in terms of the reorganization of the system orin the direct organi
zation of research. It could suggest only that the industry be sold
quickly to private enterprise, and then that the patent and techno-
logical interchange systembe scrapped c~mpletely. Thus i .

Active. and' Vigorous. .research _is',most _necessary', if -syn~heticrubbers -able- to
compete wlth naturalrubber in a .free market are to be developed. In order
to .add. the competitive forces-of private industry to the attainment of this
objective, the Committee believes that the synthette-rubber industry should be
transferred to private hands as rapidly as possible. 1

4.

The Committee's solution was irrelevant. There would be no sale
of the plants at that time, for there was no market for them. For
the time being, a solution would have to be found within the context
of Government ownership.. . .

In spite of the continued operation of the industry under Govern
ment ownership, the general patent agreements were eventually tel',
minated; the GRS patent and technical interchange agreement was
ended by.congressional action in IB46; the styrene agreement wascut
off in 1948; the butadiene agreement was terminated in 1952; and the
butyl agreement was also ended in 1952. The pressure to terminate the
agreements came from private industry, over the resistance of Rubber
Reserve. The purpose of the private operators in seekingthetermina
tion of the _agreemel1:ts, Inspite of continued Governmentownership,
was, presumably, to free the hand of the firm in its jockeying for a
stronger position with regard to acquired know-how and patent rights
after the anticipated sale of the plants to private ownership. Rubb~r

Reserve resisted the change, presumably because of the equivocal POSI
tion in which the administering agency would find itself when it could
no longer claim the research results of the private operators on whom
it wholly depended for technological development.

Tngenera,l, the patent and technicalexchange agreements had pro
vided for the subsidization by the Government of the research carried
on by private firms and institutions, and for pooling the results under
the ownership of. Rubber Reserve. After the termination of these·
agreements, operatillgfirms ;vere no longerbound to pool all theirre
search results, but could now undertake private projects, and keep
their results secret or patent and withhold results pending their take
over of Government plants. Rubber Reserve proceeded to negotiate
contracts with the operators ofGovernment plants covering future re
search on Government account. In these contracts, the private opera
tor was offered a subsidy to support its research within a defined field,
under the proviso that theresults of any research it carried on within
that field would become the property of Rubber Reserve to be shared
by allthe operators of Government plants. The fields were broadly
defined, and it seems to have been .the hope of Rubber Reserve to re
create throu~l1these contractsthe situation that prevailed prior to
the termin~tlOnofthe pa.tent- and information-interchangeaj!;ree
ments. ThIS was not possible.. Not all avenues of research could be
covered by such agreements; not all operators entered into these
agreements, andthe. agreerneuts themselves. were sUbject to various
interpretations as to what research projects did and did not fall within

14 Id., p. 55.
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their scope. Tn any case, after the termination of theexchange agree
ments, an undisclosed amount of private research was carried on by
private companies, with a consequent accumulation of research results
awaiting the day when the plants would be transferred to private
ownership. The existence of such an undisclosed quantum of re
search results was bound to be a deterrent to .the entry of newcomers
into the industry when the Government ultimately disposed, of the
plants;
. With regard to the patent and technical interchange agreements,

then, thefollowing can be concluded: , ',,'
1. The agreements were designed to minimize the immedi~te

problem of negotiation under the stress of wartime urgency.
2; The agreements did fix the level of Govermnent liability.
3. They eliminated the Profit incentive that companies might

otherwise have had to develop lower cost processes and better
products for the Government-owned industry.

4. They created a positive deterrent to the incorporation of new
and moreeBicient methods into the Government operation.

5. The elimination of the agreements permitted a hidden
sphere of private research to develop, but no new inducement was
offered for the development of improved processes or products in,

. the plants operated,by these. companies for the Government, or
for the incorporation of more efficient known methods into Gpv-
ernment operation.., .

, 6. Some provision was made in the patent agreements to facili
tate turning over patent rights and technological information to
the prospective purchasers of plants. Often, however, these pro
visions were vaguely worded and their value as safeguards was
uncertain, Their value was to be indicated in subsequent events."

111Synthetic Rubber, Recommendations of the President, transmitted to Congress with a
Report to the President on the Maintenance of the Synthetic Rubber Industry in the United
States and Diapoaal of the Government-Owned Synthetic Rubber Facilities (January 1950j .
This report, prepared by John R. Steelman, assistant to the President, and hereinafter
referred to as the "Steelman report," described the status of patents and technical inter
change agreements, as they stooc.as of 1950, as follows (pp. 107-111)1:

Oopolymer plant8.~As a result of the cross-license agreement (buna rubber), the Govern
ment may give to any purchaser royalty-free licenses for the use of patents and technical
Information conceived by the signatories prior to March 2, 1946. These licenses are fOl:
the life of the patents. A purchaser who is not a party to these agreements, in order to
obtain this information and these rights, must give his patents and technical information
developed up to the date of his license, to Rubber Reserve for use by the signatories royalty:
free.

With respect to patents based on inventions reduced to practice between March 2, 1946.
and March 31, 1949, by tne.etsnatortea to the Agreement on Exchange and Use of Technical
Information of December 19, 1941, as a result of expenditure of their own funds, nonsigna
tortes.wtll. be granted licenses (any time up to the expiration of the 10th year after the
end of the national emergency proclaimed by the President on May 27, 1941) upon pay
ment-or a.ceasonebte.covaitr. After March 31, 1949, there is no provision under the
agreement for the, further exchange of technical information and granting of new patent
rights by the signatories.

Since March 31, 1949, all eompautee operating copolymer plants have carried on research
under research agreements with Rubber Reserve which provide that any and all technical
developments arising from any research done by these companies on general-purpose syn
thetic. rubber, regardless .or the source of funds with which the research is financed, are
available to the Government and its nominees without payment of royalty.

Research financed by the Government and conducted by these companies or by other
private institutions from ·1942 to the present has' been .conducced under agreements which
provide that all resultingtecbnical information and patent rights are available without
payment of royalty to nominees of the Government.

In summary, it would appear- that all, technological and patent rights involved in the
present operation of the Government-owned copolymer plants may. be transferred royalty
free to any purchaser of a Government plant. '

Butadiene plants._Under the General Agreement on Exchange and Use of Technical
Information Relating to Butadiene .or February 5, 1942, amended November 1, 1943, and
the Substitute Agreement Regarding Exchange and Use or-r'ecunrcat Information and Pat
ent Rights Under on Industry. Processes for Production. of Butadiene,. of February 5,
1942,. amended October 12, 1942, purchasers or lessees of Government-owned butadiene
plants are entitled to licenses under all applicable patents and Ito .tecnnteat information
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'l.No provision was made to assure that patent rights-and
technical know-how would be generally. available tonewcomers in
the industry, other than potentialvpurchasers of Government
plants--an assurance that would have encouraged the" creation
of competitive conditions in the future.

One cannot say that the private operator of a Government plant;
bound by a patentpooling and interchange agreement or. by specific
research con~racts,was wholly: without incentive to seek new de"yelop'
ments or to incorporate them intothe processes ofthe plant which he
operated... Nonfinancial incentives do •exist. Moreover,' an operator
who expected to takeover the plant which he operated might be inter
estedin introducing 'efficient methods into that plant. On the other
hand, the private operator who was able to control the design ()f the
pl~nthe operated would tend strongly to see to it that the processes
to which the equipment of th~ plant was adapted wereprocessesul?on
which he had a strong patent claim, even though this meant forgoing
the processes which, afterobjectiveevah~ation,he was convinced were
the.m()st efficient ones. . This ability to shape the Government plant in
terms of the company's own patent claims would give theparticular
operator great leverage in bidding-for the plant when finallyitshould
be offered for sale, or, should anotherpu~chaseit,would-tend to
strengthen the patent claims of the forme~ operator against whosoever
bought the plant; .". '"

.Sillee it could not be expected th~t those whcoperatedtheplants
and were bound by the patent exchange "agreements 'would .spontane
ouslyprovide a source of research anddevelopment for the Govern
lllent-owned industry, the Government was itself obliged to organize
aresearch program.. This it did. By 1952it had spent $40;895;839 on

"synthetic-rubber research directed toward 2 objectives. .First,. there
was the strategic need to develop a synthetic rubber with a resistance
to.thegeneratJon Ofinter1ll11heatunderpressure; i; e., ofa Iowhys
teresis, which could be substituted for natural rubber in the production

developed ,by the sigtiatoiiespriol'" to, 'the: esotratton ,of-the' genera'[ agreement, These
licenses' are ror tne nre or the' patents. 'The general' agreement. tercnnates.wttnme.exptm
tton of the last operating agreement between a 'signatory and .Rubber Reserve; or with' the
end of the national emergency, whichever is sooner. Under the general agreement, licenses
are granted to signatories and non signatories on reasonable terms and conditions approved
by Rubber Reserve, which terms shall not be less favorable than those offered others.
Under the oil-industry agreement,licenses are granted to stenatortes and uonstgnatortes
subject to payment of specified royalties (within a range of 0.1.25 to 0.375 cent per pound
of butadiene) and to the condition that the licensee shall grant back to the licensor royalty
free licenses which are identical in scope to those which he receives and which later ncenses
are extendible to others on a reciprocal basis. .' ., ' .. '

A limited amount of research' on butadiene has been conducted by private companies and
institutions with Government funds.. The Government has complete royalty-free licensing
rights to the results of such research done by industrial corporations and 'outright. owner.
ship of results of such research done bv untverstties and research institutions,·,: '. _

Styrene plants.-The "Agrpement on Exchange and Use of 'I'eehntcal. Information Bejat
tug to Styrene" of March 4, 1942" entitles any purchaser of the one. remaining Government
owned styrene plant to a' license for the Ufeof applicable patents 'and to' the technical
information theretofore used in the plant, subject to reasonable terms and conditions ..upon
approval by Rubber Reserve and payment of a roYalty not to exceed 5 percent of the actual
sales .prtce of the styrene produced in -the plant. , '..., . ..,,; ,

B1ttyl plants.-Patent· rights cover-ing the manufacture of, butyl were obtained by' 'the
Government under an agreement dated May. 15; 1942, negottated between Rubber Reserve
and Standard Oil Development Co. and jusco, Inc.,which'had developed this particular
product. By that agreement, the purchaser of a Government-built butylJ?lantcan be
ucensed (under patents based upon discoveries made Prior to June 6, 1950) to 'produce
butyl upon payment to Standard Oil Development Co. and aasco, Jnc., the licensors, of
royalties of 3 percent of the net sales price of aU butyl sold.. The purchaser, is also
required to give to Standard and Jasco an irrevocable; nonexcjusfve, royalty-free license
under any comparable butyl patents which he may have.. Such grant-back licenses are
extendable by Standard and Jusco to other ncenseeavttechntcaj information with respect
to operattcns under each. licensed patent flows from licensor, to .ncensee so long as. the
ucenee is in effe~t. ;' -,
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ofheav,y truck ,,:ndaircraft tires. Until such a synthetic rubber was
'developed the United States and its allies would .remain to a consider
able extent dependent on vulnerable foreign imports of natural rubber.
Second, it was 'important to accelerate the pace of .technologicaldis
'c~v~ry in order to strengthen the competitive position, of synthetic
yis:,a-vis natural rubber, ,thus to benefit consumers and hasten the day
when the industry would, be commercially secureand salable. .. It-will
beop'r purpose to examine and to evaluate the Government program
in,thejight of these two objectives. , " , "'. ....., •• ,
'• .Ifshould be made clear at the outset that this wa~not,aGovernrn,ent

research program.' It was neither operated, nor run by Government.
, There was virtually no synthetic rubber, research hi Government

employed scientists in centralized Government -Iaboratories." • There
wilsOnly Government subsidy of research done outside the Govern
ment; Therefore, the synthetic-rubberexperience sheds,no •light on
the value of Government research by .Government scientists under, cen
trl1l~~~d.governmental direction. The lessons it has to teach relate to
'!prOgram of quite a different sort-one in which Govammentsub
sidjze~ research by private companies. In this, instancsfhe RFC,
through committees consisting of the representativss.cofvpri
vate firms and private institutions, farmed out from '$4 million to
$8 111illi on a year in support of research projects carried on by private
companies, private research institutions, and universities. By 1952
private industrial companies had received $24,378/791, universitieshad
r~qeiyed$12,882,311, and "others" had received $3,643,737.. The alloca
tion. of Government funds to industrial companies, universities, and
others is shown in the following table: ' ,

General ,research and development .ealpense,. synthetic,·ru1Jber .pr()yra~,- tceoon
structionFinanqe Oorporation, from beginning of operations through June 30.
1952 '

:U~i~.~:r~ities :
, A~r~m, the University of---~----~~--~""'---~""'7--""'--;7:"----""'~-""'~"'

Akron, the University. of 1--------------,._;---~7,...~..,.,.:..-,.-...,;c;:...,..."..,.--
Case Institute of Te~hnol,ogy~-~-_-------.:.-----'-'"T,...,..:.;~;--------,;

, Catholic University, of America ' _'_.:. _
.. C~i~~go,J,h~Univ_~:rsity. 9f,_:_:_~::-,_:_,:_~:::_---------------------,7;;;-:-;;~-'

Otnclnnatl, the Untverstty of ..,. .,. ..:
Cornell Uniyersity -'-~.,.---:--:-.,.~---:::-------- - --- - ----- ---""::-7 "''''''--

Delaware, University of--------.:.------_:_;-:--~7-:---,.--_;:-:-,...~-..:.__ ..:.----:
Illinois, the untverstts of_~:--__-,;-...,, __--~ __~-,- __-:..---~~-----:-,-----
J'ohna Hopkins University...:...,'..:..,....,.,:..'...,-...,.,...,._,-'--....,.-·-,.._:_-...-------_:_.,.:.,~.-"--_:':

:Louisville, University 'of."__...,.,. -:-,._ _,._-- _'_.,.__- ___'_ _..., _-:':_ .:.. __""__
Massa,.chusetts.InsUtute'of ..~echnolog:y __:_----:----;~---~,.-----_--;-
'Minnesota, the Up,iversity of- ---, ,._-----.,.-,-"-----,._--------'-

'New ':Yol'k'Uriiversity.:.;.;;.J:.._'-.:._"-' .:.. ..;.__ J-'_"..:.:....:i.. __.:...:.;"".:._;2_..i-.:.._~_,__ :
Notre Dame, Unlverstty of :_"·;.c_",;.,...,-",--,,;.:--'-_:_,._--_:_-'-:..-:-"-'-...,,""'7,;.--'--

Pulneeton.. Universtty,_:_",;,.,- -_:_~.-;_:_:-,~ -:..--'.~:::- -c;:-:- -rr-r-: ,- ..., _""'_:_-,---'_"_"'"
Roch~,ste,~" 1]niyersits~.!of- -;.;;.--:-:--:-~~---;-:. ----;-"-::-:'--7-:~-...,,"':'...,,-.;,.---
"Stanf?~d, :rr.,~elana~ ·UI;li~ers~~:y---- ...-,.,:... ~--;----:-...,----"----:-;---. Texas, Dnlverstty- of -'...,._-'.,.~ _"_" :..._'_·,

Wisconsin, the University, of-- -' ,..__'7;,.,_'_::-:.,. __~.;,._------ ...:---

$328,470
7,613,613

747,208
8,853

762,669
27,477

597,777
,272,467

1,097,232
71,732
21,584
408,080
631,214
29,706
25,074
44,616

35,243
12,778

116,918
29,5QO

National Bureau of. Btandarda,18 ~J:te ~i~~p#on. iSC~t:u:#8.ssigniellts 'made to

,1;otat ,universlties·_.,....,. ..,....".,.,..:--.,.--:---,---------_____ 12,882,'311

: 1 'For :the operat~on'()f't~e:~rub·be~:evaiua~loti ..Jab~r~~:~;y.
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$7,479
1,253,461
6,083,324
2,985;,624
u 422,313
2,491,135
3,031,369

136,659
87',-978

331,448
9,457

487
19S,582
152,'502
45,698

.', 54,038
1,340,688

714,105
9,292

181,875
40,664
,2;090
1,0'08

167,972
5,-013

'4,456,982
10,000

154;158
3,390

243,091
691;166

1'447,542
1,230,321

22,617

Genera7,researon .,' i'Ln:d ',dev,elopment 6oJpense; '8ynthetio: ru'bberprourarn,. Icecon
8trucUon,B'inance Oorporation, f1'om beginning of operations throU{Jh J'Uln6. 30,
,195~Continued -

Industrtal companies:
Cities: Service 'Refinlng COrp~""- ,:," ~_,""_-:-..., ::",_...,:"'..,7'"_

Cqpolyrner Corp__~--7'"c""--c~""---""--""~----c:~-------""""::""""--"":
Copol~Dler :COrpl:...,__ ...,_..., ...,_..., : ~_~-~---~:...,~-;-:-...,~~
Firestone'Tire &' Rubber 00'- .... "-_..:.__"'- .... ...; _
Genera.lTire& Rubber'Oo_:::_;,;_...i...,_....: :.._-'_-'_...,'-i;...:..:....,_..~ __ ,;.'-_.:..:..:,_..:.

Goodrich Chemical Co., the B. F -----...,,...---:...7"-~:-7:...,-,,:-:'-'5_:"',..:':'-~:
Goodyear:, Synthetic .RubbenCcrp.,__..., "-_"7.,-''-_:-::..., __,;_,.:.-:..:,:-.:.

IIl.lI1lb1e Oil ,~-R.efiningCO~-_-~~-..,.-----------n--~-:----~n~---
'Kelltucky Syn~het~cRUb,~er,Corp_, - '_-: ... -'-~-.,.--'-:
Koppers- Co." Incc;, ""'.:._~ .:.. '_ ,e.,,.. __:..'_ .,.-",,:.,.-

~ir~~;k,~~~gc~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;~~~~~~~~~~;~~~
Monsanto Oheinleal Oo_.,.---:---~-.,.-,;;:..~~,-'--";".,.-:----...,..------;---
National Synthetic Rubber, Corp -'- .,._'_,_'_ ...: .-:__

"Neches ButaneProducts Co__...;....;.:.. ~_·_::.:.....;.-'-.:.._"...;._::.....;._'_....'.::..'_..'..:...'...'._'_..::_

Petroleum, Oonversion: 00rp-7- :.: _;--.,.;~'-,- ........:;-_'.,..-',--,..---_;.,.,..
Pll~llips Petroleum .00----:..------.,.-.,. _:~-~,~::-;~~ -" -,-'~- .,.-,..,- -rr-: -r-:

·ShellChelllical" Corp; -:--- _"":"- .,..,.------...""."--"'-,-,-""- ~--,-; --- -.,.---
Slnclafr Rubber, Inc,__~- -r _'_ __.:.,...:-...- _ ", ___",--'" _,-__
'Southern California Gas 00 :.._" '-__'-__"_'__'-_'_ _
Standard Oil Company. of' Oalifornia.,..,..--".,.,..'-.:...,.-'----.;.-,-'-,---::~-'----
',Es$o Standard Oil Co., Loulaiana division_c .,. :-__;..:,.,.,..,._.,-_
Standard Oil DeveloIlmellt Co.,.-----.,..----~--...:-.,.~-_---_:_:--'.,.---Sun Oil 00 ""' _" _'_ _"..:. ,__..:. _
Taylor'Refiliillg' 00.:.:-:..__.,.-'----'-__'- '-_.,.- '-~..'. _-,-_..'....;...;._ ..'.' i~ .:..~;..
United States Rubber Co ;.;. _'_ __~___'_ _"_-'- __'_ _'_;.;.
VUlcanCopp~r, & Supply, 90--.:..c---'---.:.:.:_:-:-.:..--:-.,.-.,-.,-_:--"--.,..,.---'-:,..-
Western Electric CO----;..--------:-7;-..,. ...... ~-,:-:..,c---,:,.,-.,.'.,.-, ... i---,--;c,.,.-
Westvaco Chlorine Products Corp i --'- _

-,,''rota1;- "Itidustrlaf 'companiesc.,',....;..:..;.;..:...:.;---'-.:..:..:.::.:'-....;.''-:::.','-'-.:....:..:.'.:.:..:..-:.-..:..'.:.::.; 24,378, 791

Others:
Burke, Dr. Oljver W., J1' ,.. _" _
Vr~nklin Institute of the State, of Pennsylvania__";";-.,.:--,..c---'_-,-_,.,.,
Mellon Institute of Industrial Research .:._.:. _
National Bureau of Standards ..::__:..:..:..·_'.~ -.:...:
Smith, R. A. H;, Reesor., ,..,....::~_>'-.-.:.... .::-.,.~..:.--_-:.:.,..

Total; others ..;.:.. .; ...;.:....:...Lr.'..~'.::..::..:,:.:.._L_:... 3,634,737
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costs. It achieved rio important improvement in, the quality. of
product. . .

There were, during the period of Government postwar o'fnership
and control of the industry, a few important technological develop
ments. Consider the source of these technological developments:
A 1953 RFC report on the plan for disposal of the plants attempts
to justify the "comprehensiverresearch program"on the, ground
that it "led to contributions of major importance to, the consuming
public as well as to military planners.tliOnly two-such .eontribu
tions are mentioned; namely, "thede"ICelopmllntofcoldGR-S and oil
extended GR-S."" A 1955 National Science Foundationreport like
wise mentions only these as other than "minor improvements," 18

These two, then, cold rubber and oil-extended rubber, are touted as the
major technological developments in synthetic rubber.. It is also im
plied that they are the "product," the "contribution," of the Govern
ment-subsidized research program; This implication is misleading,
Precisely these two developments, major if'one- chooses to .so regard
them, had their. origins and development outside the Government-
subsidized program. .'. '.

From our studies it appears that not only these>"major1' develop
ments, but all or nearly all of the other technological developments
having a significant impact on the industry.. had their origin in the
peripheral private research conducted by,a few companies. outside the
Governmentprogram~companieswhich,. through the period of their
critical research contributions, had no research contracts with ,the
Government, received no Government moneys, and were (or thought
themselves to be) relatively free to profit from their own discoveries:

Up to the year 1950, by which timeall of these "major" technolog-i".
cal contributions had been made, only four, of all of the substantial
industrial companies involved in the new syntheticrilbber industry
had remained (or were kept) outside of the Government-supported
research program. It may be presumed that these .four had the ex
pectation of greater-commercial. benefits to, .be derived from their
(rev~aled) research.than.would the other companies who were in the
program."
. These four outsiders were General Tire & Rubber Co., PhillipsPe

troleum (and Chemical) Co., Dow Chemical Co., and Polymer Corp.,
Ltd. The last-named IS a Canadian "crown company." Although
the Canadian Government owns its common stock, the company is
run for profit, with itssurviva! at stake if it fails to make profits.and
with all the usual incentives to self-gain and the freedom of maneuver.
associated with private corporations. It was precisely these four
companies, in the brief period before the American companies entered
intoany research contracts with the Government and. while they still
were free of Government claims on the results of their researoh, who
were responsible for the so-called major and the bulk of the significant
minor new developments. This becomes apparent from the histories

'1'1RFC, program for the disposal to pr-ivate industry of Government-owned -rubber-produe-
ing facilities (March 1.1953)/, p. 38. _ ,_ '

18 NSF, recommended future role of the Federal Government with respect to research
in sYnthetic rubber (December 5 1955)"p.3, ,', _ _ ,

19 Standard Oil Development Co. (New Jersey) only participated to ii minor extent, but'
substdtartee.and associates of Standard were important In the program.'

31939--'59---8
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of the maindevelopments of recent years, brieflysummarized below.
These developments, reconstructed insofar as possible, are as follows:

(1) Coldrubber,
(2 )Oil-exumd.,a GR.-S, .

Inaddition, brief note will be taken of developments in:
(1) The conversion of oil feedstocks into butadiene.
(2) The'black-master1:>atchtechnique.

~
3 ) Cold-resistant butyl.
4) High-abrasion carbon blacks.
5) A synthetic "natural" rubber.

:6;. 'PraMARY' RESEAROH'DEVELOPM'ENTl::I

(1) Ooldmbber.-WhenGR-S is copolymerized at lower tempera
tures the result is a more flexible rubber with greater wearing and
weather-resistance qualities. The lower the temperature of polymeri
zation, the stronger the rubber becomes. The formation of ice on
the vat surfaces, however, created operational problems.

Knowledge of the effects of lowertemperature polymerization was
not, in fact, new and the wonder is not that cold rubber has come
into use but that it did not come into use sooner. Thus, we were told
by the research chiefs attheB.F. Goodrich Tire Co. (which prob
ably, leads the field in rubber-chsmistry research power) that before
Wodd War II Goodrich held nine patents covering a complete cold
rubber polymerization process; that these patents had all been turned
into the Rubber Reserve patent pool; that Goodrich had, from before
the war,been aware of the superiority of cold rubber; that it. had
suggested the initial production of cold rather than hot GR-S and
its suggestion had been vetoed because of the critical shortage of re
frigeration machinery. We were told,also, by the wartime head of
rubber research under the Officeof the Rubber Director that the mer
itsof cold rubber had -beenknown during the war and that the idea.
of converting to cold rubber had been considered but abandoned be
cause of the resistance of the manufacturing companies to anything
that might further disturb their standard practices at that time of
stress and crisis. But the question remains: Why wasn't the cold
rubber technique taken up after the war!

To this question we could get no answer from the former director
of wartime rubber research ; he had gone back to his own business
and his teaching. We asked the research group at Goodrich:Wh:y
hadn't they pusnedcoldrubber (whose virtues were so well known
to them) after the war's end! They replied candidly that they were
not interested in the cold-rubber development or in GR-S problems
generally. They had a contract with the RFC covering research in
the field of GR-S and were not, therefore, in a position to exploit any
GR-Sdevelopments to their own advantage. Nor could they legally
reserve any GR-S developments for later eX'ploitation. So far as
GR-S was concerned, they carried out the project that was currently
assigned to them and dutifully complied, submitted, and circulated
the data related to that project (whatever itmight be). It is, it
turns out, a long and tedious matter to develop a laboratory-proven
idea and to gain the support of one's own company for that idea,
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let alone to sell it to the committees Jayered upon committees which
constituted the vague activating mechanism of the Government re
search' program.

After the close of hostilities in Europe, research teams returned
from Germanywith enthusiastic reports on low-temperature BunaS
copolymerization. The Germans had worked out the fundamental
theory and had developed the method at laboratory levels. The re
ports of the German claims were .circulated, duly filed, and almost
forgotten among the mass of scientific literature which crams, our,
library shelves. Not.iquite-forgotten, however. They, were Jater
picked up again by the Phillips Petroleum Co., which began to ex.
periment with the process on its own.

Not only did Phillips have no research contract with the Govern
ment; it was not even .an operatorin the G)1-S program; althoughit
was a producer of butadiene.: ,But prior, to 1951, Phillips hadbeen
the prrvats company which most .persistently committed itself ulti
mately to purchasing an integrated rubbermaking operation and to
O'oingintothe private production, of, both butadiene and GR-S;
]'>hilhps W,aS intent on gaining a superior know-howthat.would enable
it ultimately to outdistance in the private market those who had been
operating GR-S facilities for nearly a, decade. , Therefore, Phillips
took up the German, theory, persisted .with it developed a working
technology, carried production through the pilot state.rand arranged
for the fabrication and testing of the rubber, It was not until then,
during 1949, that the R]'C-desperate,w,e are told, for a fruitful
avenue ofresearch-c-embarked on the Phillips' line and carried de.
velopment and testing to its present state. Low-temperaturapoly
merization ,P,ut,s synthetic ,rubber in a pos,it,ion whe,re l,t, ,',can outclas,s,'
natural rubber for use, inpasseng,er, car treads ev",en when natural
rubber is offered at a substantially lower price. so ,

(2) Oil-eoitended OR,-S.-,-This is a process which, produces a
superiortreadrubberata(perhaps) 20 percent or. more lower raw
material cost than ordinary,GR-S. Its development started, with,
the speculations of a young research chemist, Dr. .Elllnlet Pfau, who
was then working for. the B.]'. Goodrich Co, '

Pfau evolved a theory which may be described somewhat as follows:
The straight copolymerization of butadiene and styrene produces a
relatively hard, tough material but a material not malleable enough
to be fabricated directly into tires. The ,relative strength ,of this
material and its lack of malleability, derives from the long, inter
mingled chains of butadiene molecules. In order to render this rub
ber plastic enough for tire fabrication, a modifier (neocaptans) is
added at the copolymerization stage. This modifier chops up the
butadiene chains and at once renders the finished material more.plastic
and weaker.' Hard rubber could also be plasticized through the use
of oil. Therefore it might be possible, by introducing oil into the
copolymerization of unmodified Gncs, to produce a sufficiently plastic
material, yet one which. would retain the, strength and elasticity
derivable from' the longer butadiene chains, and" l\t the same time,

80 The use of improved carbon blacks and polymerization at low temperatures have com
bfned to make the Government-produced Buna S rubber qualitatively superior to natural
rubber for use in tire treads. It-baa been ;variously eettmated that tires with the-new
synthetic rubber trends will give from, 10 to 30, percent greater mileage than tires witb
nuturat rubber treads. 'I'read .rubber. makes up from 50 to 60 percent of the new .rubber
used in the fabrication of ttrea,
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toproducethatrubberat a reduced cost to the extent that cheap oil
replaced the costlier styrene and butadiene.

Pfau had marked success with his laboratory experiments but the
research chiefs and the higher echelons of the B.' FvGoodrich- 111:an
agement were not interested in his findings. To develop this process,
would-involvecosts, trouble, and diversion of effort. B. F. Good
rich, with its Rubber Reserve contract covering GR-S research, was
not interested in initiating new developments in this field. Under
such, circumstances it Was not difficult to advance good reasons why
this (01' any new idea)· could not be expected to work out in practice;
e. g., the oil might migrate back through the tire to deteriorate the
fabric of the carcass.

Pfau wouldnotabani:!9n. his project. Instead,he went to the
General Tire & Rubber CdAoQffer his services and his idea; . General,
it will be recalled, had no research contract with the Governmentand
was, therefore, in apositiol} where it might possibly exploit the
approach to its own. commercial advantage. The idea also fitted
into General's experiments 'with and successful use of themasterbatch
technique. General.' hired Pfauiand snabled ihim to continusihis
work.. '. . .... ,

The actual tech1l91ogica1dev~lopmentcould not take place nor could
th~ ne", process be u~ed in the facilities whichGeneral operated for
t.he.. G.ov~rn.m.ient, fOe1', t.h.ell (}el.,er.al.would. b.e Oblig.,ed.v. to reveal the
development under its operating agreement with the RFC. There-
f"re, Gene"al turned to Polymer, Ltd., in Canada and cooperatively
wi~h that"ompany turned out in 1951theoil"extendedGR-S,tradeo
mark~duandmarketed as Polysar, Krynol or Polygen.' General also
tried ",ithout sllccess to.se.l.~1.·ts.pro,ees.s.(":itho.ut. rey.ealillg.. itI. t.o. the
RFCas a means of improving GR-S quahty,10werll1g 'COsts, mcreas-
ing 0lltput, alldconserving scarce butadiene and styrenesupplies'dur
ing t}ie"Korean ",ar:·9risis., JInder the, circu~stanc:es it 'was nOW:'IlOt
difficult to .deduce th,~ nature of General'sdevelopment and the RFC
commissioned another tire luanufa"turer to develop a rival oil-exten
sion process forGR'-S.· The re~~archgr9up of theRFC went to
considerable troubl~tQ proye that the OIl-extension process was not
origillal with or patentable by the General .Rubber Tire Co. To
this elld th,eycited the useof oil as a rubber plasticizer and-have
cited. also t1J,e published result ofllumerolls experiments withpil
extended synthetic~, all of ""h,ich mak~s it the mO"e remarkable, with
the process being f~ll'iliar and its values being known, that those
chirged with Governll'ent'sponsor~d,research did not seize upon and
develop the processml~chearlier on their 0\Yll'

The.most important "esult of th~ oihxtellsion pr"ce~sis.dra~tically
to reducetheSosts of producing a rubber-of superior qualities and,
ul1der -the _,_eircum~ta,nces~of wa,r; crisis,-to ease. the' national security
problem by reducing the styrene-butylenevand hence the butylsne-
benzene-industrial alcohol, reqllir~ment. . '. i: ... ,

Thu~,neither of the two mai"r devel0r>ments in the synthetic rubber
was conceived within the frame of the Government-supported pro
g!all1"_,In both c~s~~t~e essential, data ",ere un,del' the 110S~S,O£-:t:liose
ch",rged",itll the responsibility of research and development in the
GwetnrileI)-t-own:eq. industry. ,In both cases those data v,ere igllored
by them nntil it had 'been incorporated into operations by those few

,." '"
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private companies-who were then conducting privateresearch in the
expectation of private profit. In both .cases it was the drive of the
peripheral research outside the large Government-financed program
that-was responsible for these developments.

It.is not implied, and it is not to be, thought, that General Tire &
Rubber Co. and Phillips Petroleum Co. had a better, more effective
research organization than those companies who were tied to the Gov.
ernment through research contracts. It was simply that they Were
acting under a different set of pressures than those others who ,con;
fined themselves to the perfornianceof tasks assigned to them by the
research committees of Rubber Reserv~." As it turned out,neither
Phillips nor General was able to profit .from their original explora
tions and contributions. Any attempt in that direction was effectively
prevented by the Rubber Reserve. General and Phillips were brought
into the Government program. They were given contracts, They
performed their assigned tasks and received their subsidy, but there
is no record of, further new and significant developments contributed
by 'either company once they were within the fold.

c.. SECONDARY· RESEARCH. DEVELOPMENTS
, , '

Aside fron~ 'the development of cold-rubber ancIoil-extended GR-S;
the same preeminence of peripheral private research for profit over
cooperative private research for a Governmentfe~,reYealed .itself.in
other important areas of development. '" :' ' '

(1) The corurersion. of oil feedstocks into buiadiene. Oneobvious
area for advance in the postwar, synthetic rubber technology was in
raisingtho low conversion rate ofpetroleum'feedstocks into butadiene,
The Rubber Reserve research, group sponsored no research in this
area, apparently out of deference to, those, companies which had
originally. patented, th.ebutylene-to.butadei,?-eprocesses.'" ,Standard
011 (New Jersey), WhICh held the patents.idid develop a.new catalyst
which was moreconvenient for operators to use than the old one, but
which, evidently, didnotmakeanysignifieantchange in theconver
sion rate or in Government production costs. Clearly, under the giyen
system of patent arrangements and operating fees, there was no profit
inducement for Standard to develop a more effective conversion sys
tern, 'Royalties would not be increased. Fees would not beincreased.
An improved butadiene, recovery process, ,illdeed, would haye cut
down the market for thobutylenes produced and sold as a feedstock;
material by the oil industrygenerally,andqyStandard9il asanim
portant petroleum producer:~he Government-sponsorsd program
did not undertake research in this, important areaypresumably in
deference to the prrvate research of the petroleum refiners. But
these refine~s had no profit incentive to undertake the development of
a more efficient butadiene catalyst,nor were they under-any competi
tive pressure to do so. " , ' ",'".
.The only important claimto a significant new development in the

production of butadiene is by the, Dow Chemical Co. which, in
conjunction with Polymer Corp., has developed (and offered for sale),

8t Even though the company that had originally: developed the. process was German~',s
I. G. Farben, which was hardly interested in promoting the technology used in, the United
States production of· synthetic rubber.
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a catalyst which (it is claimed) would raise the conversion rate 'by
20 percent. This development, if its promise is fulfilled, would lower
the production costs of GR-Sand ease the potential conflict between
the demands of high-octane gasoline and synthetic rubber for petro
leum-butylenes. Both Dow and Polymer .were outside the Govern
ment-financed research program and the circle of Government-plant
operators.

The use of the Dow catalyst requires the installation of new,
complex, and expensive machinery and the reorganization of operat
ing systems. As was earlier-noted, the system of .private operations
under acost-plus-feebasis, gave no incentive whatsoever to private
operators under the Government program to investigate what Dow
had to offer, or to incorporate the Dow system into their operations.
Moreover, the royalty payments received by important private opera
tors would have been threatened by the introduction of the Dow
system, thus creating a positive disincentive to the objective evaluation
and possible use of the Dow system iu the Government's program.
Whether Dow's catalyst represents a highly' significant contribution
will be known only when, under competitive pressure, private opera
tors are obliged to develop their methods with an eye to survival and
to profits. Especially it will be seen in the choice of. method in new
plants built by independentoperators. •

(2) The development of the blaok-masterbaiot: teohnique.--'This
technique involvesmerely the mixing of carbon blacks with synthetic
rubber still in the .. latex stage rather than grinding the' carbon black
into the already molded rubber. It (a) makes for cleaner and lower
cost fabrication, (b) minimizes the need for complicatedand expen
sive mixing machinery (such as the Banbury mixers), which effect
is especiallyadvantageons to the small-processor, and (0) consider
ably lowers transportation costs.. Synthetic rubber and carbon blacks
are both produced in thepetroleum areas. A premium must be paid
to ship dirty, space-consuming, hard-to-handle carbon blacks, and
that premium is eliminated by shipping it premixed in the raw rubber.
Thatechniqus was initiated and developed' by the General Tire &
Rubber 'Co., independently of the Government program.

(3) The deoelopmento]: cold-resietomt buty1.--'As with butadiene,
theGov~ri1ment-research group ~ponsored'no'research in the are'a,of
butyl rubber,. deferring to. Standard Oil. Stalldard. was without
incentive to doany .researchforthe Government under contract, for
this would have meant turning patentable discoveries over to Rubber
Reserve, thereby relinquishing Standard's own patent monopoly.
Rubber Reserve acted, itwill be recalled, as Standard's licensee. On
the other hand, Standard had no incentive to conduct vigorous re.
search on its own account, for it could use any new butyl discoveries
that it made only intho plants that it operated for the Government,
and this would mean neither an increase in royalties (for the royalty
payment was fixed), nor an increase in profit through greater operat
ing efficiency (for 'operating-incomewason a fixed-fee basis). Hence
the butyl technology stagnated during the period of Government
controL" .

One significant development did arise out of the tendency of butyl
tOgro:w brittle and crack atJow teJUperatures.Forthis reason, ex
tensive difficulties developed in the USe of butyl inner tubes by car
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owners in the American Northwest and especially Canada. Because
of the effect on its domestic sales volume, the Polymer Corp., Ltd.,
was especially concerned with this problem. Polymer manufactured
butyl as a licensee of Standard Oil of New Jersey, and was bound by
agreement to a mutual exchange of patents and technicalinformation
with Standard, Therefore, Polymer first turned toStandardfor ~s,
sistance. Presumably because Standard was then relatively disin
terested in butyl research and had no ready answer to the problem,
or clear prospect of finding one, Polymer, whose business interests in
the Canadian sales of its butyl output were very much at stake, tackled
the problem on its own and solved it, incidentally evolving a new
theory-of the structure of butyl rubber. The problem was solved by
extending the copolymerized isobutylene and isoprene with oil. Since
oil is far cheaper than the two hydrocarbons, not only was butyl
rubber improved in quality bu.t its. cost was lowered. The net result
of this development was (a) to render butyl preeminent as an inner
tube rubber for passenger cars under all weather conditions, (b) to
render butyl usable in military inner tubes where resistance to very
cold weather might conceivably be a prior condition for use, and (0)
to lower production costs. Standard has claimed that it also solved
the problem of cold-buckling and has challengedthe'lriority of Poly
mer's claim. The disputes between companies nee not concern us,
Suffice that the development did arise out of the needs of a company
that operated under competitive pressure. Once again, discovery
and development were outside the Government-sponsored program: '

The importance of a cold-resistant butyl is diminished by thead
vent of the tubeless tire. Standard, now in full private possession of
the butyl rubber industry, in response. to the crisis created by the die
minution of the demand for butyl to produce tubes, has accelerated the
development of the butyl rubber technology with a host of minor inno
vations that have the effect of opening new markets for the material.
It had also developed the techniques for the use of butyl in the fabric
c~tlOn of tires, such as the development of a butyl latex usable in dip
pmg tire cords." These developments merely throw into sharper re
lief the, stagnation of the butyl technology during the previous decade,

(4) The development of high abrasion carbon. blaok.~Sharing im
portance with .Iow-temperaturs polymerization in the qualitative im
provement of GR-S is the use of the new high abrasion carbon blacks.

The Phillips Petroleum (Chemical) Co., searching for new outlets
for its refinery byproducts, developed these independently of the Gov-
ernment research program.. , .,. '.

The, forell'0ing summaries show that all the major developments in
the synthetic rubber technology during the postwar decade and, so
faras ,,;,e .can fin?,.t!).e minor discoveries and innovations as well, had
their origin and initial development outside the Government-financed
program, Pevouring funds to the tune of $50 million, that program

82 See Attorney General, Second Report on.Competttton tn the SYllthetic·Rubber Industry,
July 1, 1957,p. 21:

"The possibility of using butyl for automobile tires was indicated by research sponsored
by the Esse Research & Engineering Co. Butyl. tires, produced' In 1956 at a pnot plant
operated by Armstrong Rubber Co., are being made available totlre anuuutomobtte com.
panies for testing. In announcing these developments, Esso claimed that butYl tires' would
cost only slightly more than those made from GR-S and natural rubber ;.provide superior
traction; eumtnate squeal while ·turning corners; .improve '. riding qualities by .absorbing
shock and vibration ; and resist cracking. caused by atmospheric or~hemicalattackBon
rubber."
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never .transcended mere routine. It never showed vigor; vision, orig
inality. It never produced the results that count in significant inno
vation. The innovation that came, came from the peripheral private
research beyond its orbit. .

But.ithe.moststriking story is yet to be told. This has to do with
the development ofasubstitutefor natural rubber,

D.THE DEVELOPMENT OF A SYNTHETIC "NATURAL" RUBBER

We have seen that GR-S was not sufficiently a substitute for natural
rubber to free theUnited States from dependence on imports of na
tural rubber from the distant and vulnerable East Indies. To develop
a substitute which .could be .usedinstead of natural rubber in the pro
duction of heavy truck and aircraft tires, was the primary objective of
the Government research. program from the very beginning.83 This
was-the principal reason why it was contemplated that the program of
Govemment research would bemaintained even after the transfer of
privaiefacilities into private hands. . ,
'. It is not possible to determine from the data that has been 'published,
just how many, millions were devoted to the solution of this problem
and which.of the subsidies and projects were justified as being directed
toward its .solution." . But no matter how much was spent, the Gov
ernmentsubsidizedprogram did not solve that vital problem,
,.Just 6 months after the sale ofthesynthetic rubber plants to private
industry, three tire companies, Goodyear, Goodrich.aiidFirestone, an
nouncedthat.they had each "succeeded inde]?endently in synthesizing

.materialwith composition. and properties similar to natural rubber,
using isoprene.as ra'v·material."~

..83 See tl'be RubberRequtrementa and.tnesourcesortberrnited States, a report submitted
by Dr. Arthnr-Flemming, Director of Defense Mob11izaUon!April 23, 1956, pp. 8-9:.
"(0) --Demand ratio -between'natural and: 8ynthetic rubber m -the absence of controls

: "Some ,material haVing natural-rubber characteristics is required for prodnctsof ade
quate quality throughout Virtually the entire gamut of rubber articles. Thesl)ecial cuan
ties "of natural. rubber, arepartteularfy important forlargetruck. and bus tires, and for
airplane tires, the key to our transport and military mobntsatton. That is why we etock-
pilenaturalrubber;.:"· ',.,' '.. ' --. ' '. "
,.'~At the ,moment, new rubber consumption is almost exactly 40 percent natural, ,60

percentesntaettc. ' The record up 'to the present indicates reluctanee of the United States
rubber industry to usetess than ,40 percent natural rubber in rubber produeta, and willing
ness to use up to 60 percent (all that was available) at, a price revet-near that of S~type
synthetic.• ,Whether the United States rubber in9:ustry would again wllUngly use eo-percent
natural rubber, now that the synthetic. plants are privately owned, is, boweverc open to
question: > - , . '. '. """ ' ". "

-vttntn 1955, whenevee sUl)plies of -natural.rubber. became 'short, reduction of its domestic
use to the 40-per~ent ratio uS,ually sufficed to restore fairly. close balance between demand
and supply.. ' If 'due to' growing foreign demand for natural rubber, American rubber
manufacturers should be unable to maintain a use rate of40~p,ercentnatural, they would
face the necessity of reducing their- percentage use of natural-as for instance .to 35
percent. natural,65 percent srntbetrc.. The Iowest rate for natural in' the. period'1947-54
was 36 percent in 195,2,. when its consumption was liDlited· by official product specifications.
DUrlng-WorldWar II,·-however,the natural-rubber ratio was very much lower, and for
the yelJ,r1945. use permitted by Government. remnettone averaged only 13.2 percent."
,. SolAn 'example of the Subsidization of such research is the instance:of the Burke Research
Co.. :IlIr. .Oltver. W.· Burke,' Jr., 'one. of .tbe Bubber-Reaerve officials, in charge of the'Gov~
ernment-suppor-ted research. program, left the Government in 1950 and set up his own
research, institutions,. Operating' .under Government subsidy. He directed his efforts to
discovering a substitute for natural rubber, or, as he put it, "research directed toward
the improvement of synthetic rubber for the manufacture of heavy-duty tires and tires
on-passenger. .vehlcles- wttn. emphasis'.' on-tne. ,following. two approaches: (a )Imp~.ovement
of low hysteresis elastomer; and (b) improvement of the remforcing agent." . , .
:.,.,By ,-1952,':the.,BurkeResearch: -Co.ehad rec~ived'$243,091" and in 1955 was -stntbelIlg
subsidizM.at the.rate of $150,000a,year. i . .".':.' '.....' . . ':.~ ..

Sll,8ee.NS.F; .op." ctt.. supra, .note .78, .p; ·14 :B,.- F. Goodrich Co.,.'Amerpol··SN-A Synthetic
Cis-Polyisoph.rene and Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., ACis-Polyisophrene Having the Melee
ularStructural Features of Hevea .. Rubber, both papers presented at the 68th meeting' of
the division oe. rubber chemistry, .amertcen Caemteaj 'Society;' Philadelphia, Pa., November
fI, 19-5-5; Good;vear Tire & Rubber co., Synthesizing Natural Rubber, Chemical 'and Engi-.
neering News (October 24, 19'5'5). 'C' ..
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Nothing c?uld better illustrate the inadequacy of the Government
research program, and its failure to utilize the .research potential
which, supposedly, it had put in harness.

It was Goodrich which succeeded ill patenting the process for the
synthesis of "natural rubber," Other companies resisted Goodrich's
claim, and the Department .of Justice has sued Goodrich; on behalf
of Rubber Reserve, in an attempt to break Goodrich's patent:
WhethertheGovernment succeeds in this objeotivs.ornot, the onus
of failure will remain with the Government-supported research pro,
gram. The line of research which led to the development of a syn
thetic"natural rubber" was not laid down andassigned.by the Rubber
Reserve research program, nor is there any claim by the' Government
that it was. Goodrich, Goodyear, and .Eirestone, in their develop'
ment of the new process, were not performing tasks assigned to them
by those charged with the organization of Government-sponsored
research. These companies had tasks. which were assigned and on
which they reported, accounting for their results and for their expend
iture of funds in a stream of 'CR" and "CD'" reports. That the
synthesis of "natural" rubber was outside the. organization of Gov
ernmcnt-sponsored research is evidenced by the surprisewhich greeted
the revelation of this accomplishment, Indeed, If these companies
had actually succeeded in surreptitiously spending large sums of Gov
ernment moneys over an extended period of time ill the maintenance
of a particular research project without the administering agency
knowing of the existenc.e of such research, then the program failed
not only at the level of conception and organization (as .wahave
contended), but also at the level of honest and effective administra
tion. The Government's case, however, does not appear to rest 'on
any contention that the developments. in question were paid for-by
Government funds, or were planned and directed as a part of the
rubber research programorganized by Rubber Reserve. The Govern,
ment appears to argue that (1) when Goodrich signed a research con
tract-with Rubber Reserve and undertook the performance of certain
tasks assigned to it, it committed itself through a clause which was
contained.in that contract to make available to the' Government and,
its nominees "all-technical developments arising from any research
* * *. regardless of or the .source oflWnds"" (italics are by the De
partment of .Iustice) within a define field, and(2) that the develop,
ment ofasynthetic "naturaJ" rubber falls within the field thus defined
in the Goodrich contract. .Itisargued, therefore.that the rights to
use this process must be made available-to all purchasers of Govern
ment plants, royalty free, even though the development 'was outside
the Government-organized assigned research tasks, was privately
financed, 'and would not have been undertaken except in-expectation
of profits to be derived through patent ownership. The legal merits
of the Government's case need not concern us. It is enough to note
two things: (a) While the development of a natural rubber substi
tute was the prime problem of national security and, presumably,
the chief concern of those who organized the rubber research program
for the Government, nevertheless the elaborate studies organized, the
tasks assigned, and the projects financed by the Government-for a

;:S6Attorney General,Op, clt.'BuPJ:'~, note 82, p,,2.8.
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full decade under this program, did not lead to a solution of this prime
problem. By this measure, the program failed. (b) The problem
was solved presumably by the peripheral, secret research of a few
firms that were, at a different level, participants in the Government
supported research program. This indicates that the cause of failure
was not the scientific competence of the participants, but a weakness
in the nature and organization of the program which was unable to
harness that competence to primary objectives of Government-sup
ported research. If these private participants siphoned off Govern
ment funds to support 'research projects of their Own choosing, or
were able to withhold for their own benefit, information which was
the proper due of the Government, then the program 'failed doubly
in its conceptionand direction, and in its administration.

That the Goverment-financed postwar research program in syn
thetic rubber failed may be a fact of merely historical interest, for
that program no longer exists. But it is of vital importance that we
seek to understand wh~ it failed; for if there has been an end to
Government-supported research in synthetic rubber, Government
supported industrial research as a whole is not at an end but is con
stantly expanding in scale and significance. This author has given
hisinterpretation of why that program failed in an article, Research
and Development in the Synthetic Rubber Industry, which appeared
in the Quarterly Journal of Economics, February 1954. Here we
shall summarily recapitulate some of the major points made in that
article. '

Again, let it be emphasized that this was not Government research,
but private research under Government subsidy.

The program was organized and run by representatives of com
panies) research institutions,and universities who were also partici
pants ill the program and beneficiaries of Government subsidy. Under
this circumstance, the temptation existed for the participants of the
program to run the program for their own sake and in the interest of
their own profit and convenience, rather than for the sake of the public.
Nor was there any technically competent, independently powerful Gov
ernment authority able to speak for the interest of the public.

The program seemed to have left out of account the need to create a
bridge between basic research and innovation, between the new con"
cept or new knowledge and the incorporation of these into industrial
operations. , A mass of research was carried on with results published
or tucked away in doctor of philosophy theses. But, an effective
means must also be at hand to realize and put into practice the techni
cal potential of basic research,systematically seeking out the indus
trially significant idea or discovery and introducing It into the proc
esses of production.. Such a means was not at hand, as is evidenced
by what happened in the oil-extendedGfe-S and cold-rubber areas of
research.

The program seemed to' have overlooked the need for an effective
system of incentives. It relied on private enterprisers but not on the
private-enterprise system. The business firm in itself is not, as such,
a wellspring of progress. Attuned to the lure of profits and adapted
to the competitive struggle, it functions as a part of a larger scheme.
Remove this lure of profits and the pressure of competition and one
is left with a bureaucracy that is without direction or responsibility.



Reason and history makes it clear. that creative res~arch entrusted to
private companies is almost certain to fail, where the company is not
driven to obtain results by the pressure of competition and/or by the
lure of profits. These are what make the co~pany move, and give
it drive and direction. And nowhere is drive and direction more nec
essary than in wresting from the unknown new knowledge, new con
cepts,. and new techniques. .Other pressures alld .incentives might
have been devised to substitute for the competitive drive of the market
place, but none w:ere devised, ·parge,. reputable companies were taken
into the program. They were paid well. The promise of profits was
taken away. The threat ofcompetition was removed. They were told
to go discover-go develop go find. But there was nothing to tempt
or drive them. In consequence, they went through the motions; they
honored their commitments. But nothing was discovered; nothin?
was found; nothing developed. .

The program lacked a center of responsibility. It.was run through
a series of committees, Andit is suggested that whatever the valuesof
group concensus might be, successful research and innovation, involv;
ing as they do the probing of the unknown and the conception of the
new, must rely on the drive, the vision, the imagination of individuals.

At bottom, the great lack in the progfam was that. it was leaderless
and directionless.: There was no technicallycompetent. Government
authority to whom the various participantswere answerable: There
was no independent, responsible authority, self-interested in the suc
cess of the program as an .instrument for its (or his) own prestige or
promotion to devise incentives, to exert pressure's, to demand results
from the participants, to evaluate Performances and, on that basis,
eliminate from the program those 'incapable of producing results, and
to reallocate funds into channels where results were. more consistently
forthcoming... .. ... . .

The. program did not fail because it was Government run. The
Government did not runit,--,-itmerely paid for it. But, as events
showed, passingoutthecneh i~notenough.' .

E. POSSIBLE AR]1AS OF qONTINUED· GOVERNMENT-SPO'NSORED" RESEARCH

A case might be made for the continuation of some Government
research in synthetic rubber, even now that the industry has been trans
ferredinto private ownership, inasmuch as there remain certain proj
ects where. the commercial incentive to development is not proportion
ate .to their relative importance in terms of strategic needs and the
social well-being of the Natioll. A justification of Government re;
search expenditure on such projects, however, amounts toan argument
in favor of a level of State-supported research in many fields besides
that of synthetic rubber.

Those projects where the value to theNation is inadequately re
flected in the commercial incentive to the undertaking,. and which,
therefore, require a special interest on the part of the Government, are
likely to be of the following sorts: '

(L) Long-range fwnJdamental re8earch.-Heie, the expected findings
are likely to be of a general value beyond the specific, commercial
interests of the particular firm. Similarly, from the vantage point of
the particular firlll,a project might require an investmentnot com-
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ineIlsllrat~~iththepossible gains, although these findings might fully
have justified the investment if they could be made available to a
numberof firms ... III- sum, these are projects where the individual
firlll,byreasqn of the nature or narrowness of its market, or by reason
of its special and..lilllited competence, or because of the legal. circum
stances, is not able to. exploit fully the income-increasing potentialities
of the findings which might be expected from .~ certain avenue of
research. Suchprojects, slJ,unned by the firm whose interests ",re nar
r.qw.. and spec.ifiealld WhO.se.in.arket Share.is.1'e.lativ.. ely small, might well
be carried on by a widespreading cart~l, such as 1. G. Farben in Ger
many.or by alarge company with a very wide range of industrial
interests.jnioh as the Du Pont Corp. in the United States, or through
an Interindustry or .intraindustry research association, such as the Co
operative Fuel Research Committee, as well as directly by (01'£01') the
Government.. ' "'. _,_,_" "",.. __ .: '_'::: _:::,

(2) ReBearch directed. toward the development of rlJiftrYf'ials of 'stra
tegicvalue.-Theprlmel;'ro)Jlem of developing a syntheticrub)Jer
which is a completesubstitute .for natural (ora sufficient substitute
for natural. in certain essential products) has now been solved. It
lIli~ht benec~ssary,however,to.support the evolution of an industrial
technology in this area, if commercial incentives are not sufficiently
pressing, There are, no doubt, other items of military importance
for whIch a stro~ commercial incentive..to. develop better adapted
polymers is 'unlikely to exist bec~llseqfthe minute quantities which
collld be. used even ,if the superior polymer were successfully
d~Yeloped., ,. , .. '" . ,,""" ...

(3) Re8earc'f, into"arut dWjJeloyment of, a.lternalJive prOCe88eS,
alterna;fVve8uppl.ementar1/mrderials, or alternative polymers, iJ;hich
might aid in war planning or facilitate the in&u8triitl mobilization to.r
war.-The knq,:,ledge of such. alt~rll",tivesgivesaflexibilitytqw.ar
planning by enabliilg it, reshufflingof nlat~rial flows; It also ~ay
indicate the need for a struct,)r",l modification. of the industry. in
order to lessen the possibility of program conflicts in an anticipated
crisis...It.wouldbe direct;,d toward en~bling the readier adaptation
to special shortages and toward the avoidance of bottlenecks to ex-
pansion.c.". . .

There may ~e no commercial incentive '0 this search for alternative
precesses or- !Jol.l'mers-. The possibility of '" divergellce.betw~n COmj
mercialeriter-ia and the social criteria appropriate to war planning is
instanced by the case of alcohol-based butadiene in World War II.

(4) Research. directed toward the de'l!~lopment of technigue8 of plant
rwoowverBion alfUimaterwl conservation, and other Bpeeific tecliniq"e8
of.rflfJbili~ationand war oontrol..', _ .., , . ' , . . .;

Government-supported research may be either centralized or decen
tralized.. Decentralized Government-directed research-i-i.e., theprac
tice of contra.cting. outprojects to private companies, researchinstitu
tiqns, and universities-c-has a nulllber of advantages, It facilitates
the use of already existing equipmentand .tr-ain'(d research staff. It
enablestheYl)J'ions special capabilities of particular scientists 91' re
seaWh,grou.ps.sc~tte.re.d ?yer the country to be.b.",ough...t t'? b.ear on
par,t,cular phases' of a gwen problem. It encourages a WIdespread
knowledge of and interest in the problems with Which the program is
concerned. On the other hand, under such a system it is difficult to
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create a real.locus of'authority audr":,,p(jnsihility,t0900rdip,~te~he
spreadout efforts, or .to bridge the .findings ofpureresearch mto~lg;

nificant .. technological d..evelopments, M.or.eoyer, gr.ant.sm.ade to. PrI
vate companies are not likely to be effective unless there is a direct
coincidence between the objectives of the program and the .direct c(jm-
mereial.interest ofthe companies. ", ..

Centralized Government-conducted research-i. e., the' setting .1Ip
of. Government laboratories withprojects carried on by Government
employed scientists-a-has a number \lirossihle disadvantages.. Stand;
ardized recruiting methods and fixed wage scales mightmake it,<iiffi
cult tohring into or hold within the orgaujzati(jnfirst-cl"ss scientists,
engineers, or research. administrators. Bureaucratic procedure and
political control might limit or stifle the requisite freedom of action.
Nevertheless, such research has sometimesshown itself to be effective;
for example, in aeronalltical research or inthe development of atomic
weapons. ,,': , < " ",' ',<, -- ", ,,:', " :' .: ',,'

There are, moreover, certain advantages in centralizingsuch Gov
ernment-financed research as does take place. Under a system.of
centralized research, it would be relatively easy to establish a resp(jnsi
ble, authoritative, and accountable direction forthpesea,rch carri~d

on. A system of centralized research would serve.to recruit and train
a',1 independent technical staff that is competent to assist in theformu
lation of the criteria and the resolution of the problems that are basic
to effective planning and war c.ontroL In. other words, sucha system
can help provide the.special, technical competencein.Government which
has been argued for throughout this study;

But whetherresearch and development by Government is centralized
or decentralized, one lesson, pointedup bythe experience in synthetic
rubber, is that any researclIan.ddeYelopment program must be directed
and run by a technically competent and responsible authority which
st~nds.accountahlefor the resUlts, and whose positionand reputation
and/or monetary reward. willbedetermined by the f'ailure Qrsuccess
Of that program. '. .", . ., .... .: ..,,' ". ,<"i'

After the sale of the Government synthetic-rubberplants,the,op'
erating research contracts with private companies were not renewed,
However, research contracts with.universities, indjviq.uals,,,nd insti
tutions, including theNational Bureau of Eitanda:rds,contmued,with
administrative responsibilities shifted to the National Science Founda
tion. The. sa,me group that was nominally in charge under RFC .and
Rubber Reserve continued in charge. under the NationaLScience
Foundation." '

.The Government evaluation laboratories at Akron werealsobi-oughf
under the control of this rubber group in the National Science Founda-tibn.'88 ",,,: , ' ":,,: " :,C", ,'" -,;" ',', "'" -,.- ''':-',,,,- "",'"--,, ,,','

87 NSF"op. ott,' supra, note vs, sec. C.
88 Id., pp. 10-11:, "In accordance, .wttu decisions by the Office of .uubber-mrector; the

fncilityknown, as the Government"laboratorieswas constructed in 194a, by~the"RFC;",lrhe
oveutuaf construction: costs 'amounted to 'somewhat over' $2 mtllton.. During the period
1!J44:"':55, the laboratories comprised one of the principal research-and pilot-plant compo
nents of the synthetic rubber mduetrr ae operated ronthe Government during thoseoeare.

"The present net book value or tne laboratories is: approximately $545,000 * *- ,*,
"The laboratories are presently operated by tneuntversttr of Akron under a management

contract with the National Science Foundation." Infact-the unIversity has operated
the facility for the 'Government since January 1, 1944. Underthe,present'contract,'the
untverettv-Ia retmbursed for. all costs incurred and,' is yaid:a:yearly .management .. fee, of
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A commission that. includeduniversityseisntists and l~aders in pri
vate industrial research Wasformed to review and f?rmulate a policy
for the Governmellt in re~ard to a postdisposal research program in
synthetic rubber under Government aegis. This Commission exam
ined the need for continuing G6vermnent-supporte~research.. With
regard to research in the interests of national defense, it concluded
that-'-- .

, ..... :, .:_ ,:.c.,: ,' ....... -..;
research directed towardspecifled end products needed by the military agencies,
",llether, called ~asic.research or applied research, •. is most appropriately carried
onthrough-eontracts'placed by ,the Department of Defense,"

'I1heOomll'issioIla:tsotook note thlllt~heTesearch problem ofdiscov
ering 'a ''synthetic rubber' or .rubberlike materia! to replace natural
mbber completely" had now b.een solved, and the problem had booome
one of industrial development., The Department of Defense 'and the
Office of 'War Mobilization must consider whether Government sup
port will be required to accelerate this phase ofindustrialdevelop
ment. '1.1hus:

. 'rhe Oommtssion fs.advtaed cbea subsequent. to ahe preparation of the l\f:.A.B
report; the .. Goodrich, .. Firestone; ..'~dGoodyear companlea have each .. succeeded
Independently in synth~izingmaterial with compo~itionand properties similar
to natural rubber, using isoprene as raw material.: Isoprene, like the butadiene
needed ·for GR-S.rubber and the dsobutylene-ueeded ror 'GR-l rubber, can he
made from petroleum in, Jl:IlY necessary, quantities, although much time will be
required to complete thedetatls of the. mdustctai produetton methods, to inte
grate most economically any ,large.new production of isoprene with .other phases
of the oil and petro-chemical industries; and '00 btrlld the new equipment needed.
The initial estimates of production' cost are within the-range of 'recent prices of
natural rubber;

The: Defense Department and the Officeof Defense Mobilization will doubtless
exemlne the, prospects ~t?,r supplies 'of natural-rubbereubetjtute made by ithe new
units, and, will reach their own .conclusions in due time ; but prima facie, the
natural-rubber substitute 'problem is now ~n. economic and Industrial. problem
rather than, one requiring Government-sponsored scientific research. Economic
~()IldithJns:,may provtde un environment .under '. which .commercial development
of 'the new processes for nialrlng-natural-rubber substitute will move forward
without any governmental action. If not, such an envtronment can be created
by approprtate governmental action which may-be-either legislative or executive
andmay. take anyone of amnnber of different forms..*.* *'

The Commlsston ··.feels -Irnpelled oto"'reC{)IDDlend that the Government" at. its
highest levels, give immediate consideration to jthe following, question: Does the
national eecurttr -requtre governmentaf action to foster the' industrial develop
ment of, the new processes-or eyntheststng "natural rubber"? 00

'1.1heCominission.","'s "unanimouslyand firmly ?f theopinivn" thM
the Government should expand 'ifu'support of fundamental or basic

$50;OOO~" . The: laboratories' are managed' as all' operattoIl"se~arat~::i:rom.the university's
educational program; : .. :' '.. . " .;'.1':'.. ...... ;. ,;, ,.' . ,.'.' .' "

"The operating costa for the laboratories will approximate $950,000 for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1956.

"* *' * The laboratories function as a member of the 'research team' which carries
out the present rubber research program supported by the Government throlighthe Na
tional Science Foundation. The activities of the laboratories are largely of an applied
and developmental character: someon rts work is 'directed toward the servicing of the
untversttscontractore.rbut this is a .reranvetz small po'rtion of. its, total effort. Following
cessation" of governmental manufacturing, operations as the synthetic plants were trans
ferred. to. J:lrivate .hands, the .laboratortes .have .been concerned .primarily .wlth work ··on
special projects suggested by the Department of Defense and recently with the solicitation
of contract work to be undertaken for.private industry!'

,:The;Jaboratories ;were sold -tn august 1957, to ;the,FirestoneTtre '& 'Rubber 'Co.; for
approximately $760,000. -saiewae bY,sealed bid to the .highest bidder and was approved
by the Bureau of the Budget. .

eaId., pp. 12-13,Ch;,I!I: Responsibility of the Federal Government for Future Supports
of Basic Research in Rubber and Related Elastomers.

110Jd., p. 13.
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research, but felt there was no reason for 'a special appropriacion for
rubber research in this sphere of fundamental studies. Rather, ~h"
central 'agency charged with allocaeing Government· research funds
should be allowed to choose between alternative avenues of funda
mental research in the 'area of high polymers and elsewhere, so 'as to
maximize the value of such research expenditure. The Commission,
therefore, recommended:

1. The present program _of Government-sponsored rubber research projects,
costing about _$1 million per annum and now temporarily administered by the
National Science Foundatdonc.should be regarded as terminated aJtthe end of
June 1956.

2. In place of ,this .program, the National Science Foundation should support
a new and more basic program made up of 'research projects In the general area
of molecular structure and arrangement, compositlonv and-propertfes of high
polymers, partfeularly elastomers, and methods of preparing such materirals.To
inaugurate .this new program in the most effective way and to conserve the
human _and scjentmcasseta.developed under che former rubber research pro
gram, the Commission recommends that special funds be made available to the
National Science -Foundation for the 1957 fiscal year, dur-ing which the Founda
tion would wind up the -old program, absorbing such parte or it into the new
program as appropriate."

Given the choice between geneval allocations by a cffilItralagency,
and funds earmarked for research on rubber under IL separate pro
gram, this reeommendaoions seems sound. There 'remains however,
the need for some research and development activities at a high level
by Government (as 'against 'bhe mereallocaeionof funds through Gov
ernment.) if for no ottJher 'reason than to develop a competence for
evaluaoion within theronrtexrt of social and strategic choice over the
whole 'I'anll"e of science 'and technology, This. competence, as was
shown earlier, may be vital to stvaitegic planning ILUd social choice,

The Commission also recommended the sale of the Government
laboratories to private industry. The Commission rejected the idea
of transferring the facilities to the National Bureau of Standards in
spite of the "advantages which might accrue to industry, the Govern
ment and the general public" because the Commission was "not con
vinced that the acquisition of the facility is essential to the program
of the Bureau of Standards."" This last recommendation depends
on the donbtful underlying premise that direct research and develop
ment as a Government function should be minimized. Even aside
from the need to develop a vastly greater technological competence
within and as part of the frame of Government, that which is "essen
tial" in the program of the Bureau of Standards or of any other
Government research agency is never an absolute, but has meaning
only insofar as thereby "advantages might accrue to industry, the
Government ILUd the general public."

91 ra., p. 15.
92 The Commission's comment was summarized by the National Science Foundation report

as follows (ld., p. 19) :
"The Commission noted certain advantages which might accrue to industry, the Gov

ernment, and the general public were the laboratories to be placed permanently under the
Bureau of Standards. Any occasional Deed of the facility by Government agencies could
be met easily, worlc which was not in any way competitive with private laboratories could
be performed for industrial concerns on a fee or contractural basis, and the facility could
integrate partially into the regular activities of the Bureau. However, the Commission
is not convinced that acquisition of the facility is essential to the program of the Bureau
of Standards, although that part of the facility concerned with physical testing and evalu
ation might be used by the Bureau in its programs of materials testing and standardiza
tion."

As noted above (note 18), the laboratories have now been sold to the Firestone Tire &
Rubber Co.
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F. CONCLUSION

This chapter warrants a brief word in summary and conclnsion.
A critical chapter in American industrial development, and especially
an important chapter in the development of therelationship between
Government and industry in the snpport of research, has now been
surveyed. The survey indicates that Government subsidy of research
standing alone will not suffice, It is not enough to rely on reputable
companies and well-known scientists. The mechanism of. action and
self-interested motivation must not be lost sight of, as ,it frequently
was in this prol\ralll. A Government research program, to be effective,
inusthaveleadership; a .leadershipthat is-clearly motivated, power
fill, knowledgeable and responsible; one that is prepared to stand or
fall on the basis ofresults. We would generalize to suggest that
whether or not the Government is now spendingenough forresearch,
clearly too much is being spent without attempting to evaluate the
results of such expenditure. Direction evaluation, choice and incen
tive areas necessary in this as in any other activity. Patents are part
of the mechanism of action and motivation; and .iftbeir use is mis
placed, patentarrangements may be a positive disincentiveto progress
and a barrierto development; as they were in synthetic rubber research
while.the-industry was Government-owned and privately operated.
Fmally, irisponsoringororganizing research, the Government cannot
overlook tile need to develop (possibly as an aspect of. its research
programs) a teclmical and scientific competence permanently inte
grated withinits own-decision-making apparatus.



CHAPTER X

THE TRANSFER TO PRIVATE OWNERSHIP

The first of several plans for the sale of.the synthetic rubber plants
was formulated by the Interagency Policy Committee on Rubber (the
so-called "Batt Committee") in 1946. The facilities were divided
into 'the efficient "basic" plants and the "fringe" plants. Itwas.pro
posed that the latter be sold without conditions, for whatever ,they
would bring ; and that negotiations be entered into to sell the "basic"
facilities under conditions desizned to insure (1Vthat the plants
would continue to be used to pro'auce synthetic rubber, land (2) that a
sufficient capacity would be purchasedto "constitute the nucleus of a
strong 'and diversified private industry." Then the Government
would cease the production of synthetic rubber once and for all. The
possibility ofa piecemeal.disposal of the "basic" plants was rejected
by the Committee, for this would put Government mcompetition with
private industry in meeting the demands for synthetic rubber.

Subsequently, the fringe facilities were sold to be dismantled and
junked or to be used to produce specialty synthetics, such as rubber,
based paints. For the basic facilities, there was then an insufficient
market to permit of a general disposal." Du: Pont bought the neo
prene plant. Four. of the five styrene plants were sold to private
chemical companies (styI'.ene having many commercial uses aside from
the production of synthetic rubber), with the Government retaining
the right to purchase 'a fixed proportion of their output..:

In the years that followed, plans for the sale ofthe facilities were
prepared by the Rubber Industry Advisory Committee, by the Petro
leum Industry Advisory Committee, and by the R:FC. Most signifi
cantly, an interagency committee under the chairmanship of John
Steelman, assistant to the President, formulated a comprehensive re
port on the industry, including a proposal for its disposition. This
report, endorsed by President Truman, was forwarded to the Con,
gress in January 1950.. The Steelman report blueprinted. 'a procedure
designed to increase ,the number of potential bidders for the plants,
and to create industrial conditions which would maximize competi
tion under. private ownership. It was recognized in the Steelman
report that both these objectives would be difficult of attainment.
Negotiations must perforce be limited to those few business entities
which .were.both technically competent land financially powerful, since
operations involved new 'and complex techniques and since large sums
of money would be required to purchase and to operate physical units
of this magnitude. It .would require, the report estimated, annual
working capital of more than $2,500,000 to operate 'U single GR~S

ea Cf.. the author's '('he Sale of the Synthetic Rubber Plants, in Journal of Industrial
Economics, December 1953. With the single exception of Phillips Petroleum .Oo., no firm
appeared aegreeetvelv-fntent -on "buying butadiene - and copolymerization capacity and
going into the synthetic rubber business during the early phases of the program.
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plant. Moreover, the large ,tire and petroleum companies which had
built and which had, for a decade, been operating these plants pos
sessed specialadvantages in 'any bidding for them. These firms alone
had the organizational know-how, the special technical competencies,
the experienced operating staffs, and research personnel trained in
terms of the technology and science 'of synthetic rubber. Since these
companies had been conducting private synthetic rubber research
PDOJOOts ",t least since 1948, it could be supposed that they had an
accumulated backlog of unapplied and unexploited invention-whioh .
supposition might, be sufficient to frighten away an outsider from
bidding. Moreover the companies operaring GR-S plants controlled
a major part of the market for GR-S, while the companies opemting
feedstock plants owned the refineries upon which these plants must
depend for basic raw material. And al'lbutadiene plant and butyl
plant capacity was physically integrated into the private operations
of petroleum refiners.
. To meet the difficulties of dispersing ownership widely, financing
schemes were designed to shift the risks of initial operation to the
Government, with the recommendation that special terms be extended
to ,"nondominant firms and especially small business." It was -pro
posed that limits be set on the amount of capacity that could be acquired
by a single firm, and that "three step" vertical integration be forbidden
except bya special Presidential determination. It further recom
mended that Government "urrdertalre to reach understandings with
the signatories ofthe agreements as to what constituted the maximum
limits of a 'reasonable' royalty'"'' as written into the patent agree
ments, and that a statement of the precise meaning of the phrase be
widely advertised to prospective purchasers along with other clarifica
tions of the terms of sale. The various antitrust objectives and pro
cedural protections suggested by the Steelman report were destined to
be ignored. The onset ofthe Korean war prevented carrying-out the
plans under the Truman'administration, .and in the admimstration
which followed, there was a change in the guiding values of Govern-
ment;' .

It has been universally recognized 'that-the operation of Govern
merit-owned synthetic rubber plants by private companies tended to
give these companies a ~ll\mulatively more favored position with regard
to the ultimate takeover of the plants they operated-i-hence minimizing
the likelihood of a vi~orous bidding for the plants and a wide disper
sian of their ownership. Alternative systems for the operation of the
plants under Government ownership might have avoided this bias.

One such alternative is sUggested by the organization of the Cana
dian synthetic rubber. industry, .During the war, an integrated syn
thetic rubber unit capable of-producing 101,368,000 pounds of rubber
in 1946,-",as built for the Canadian Government in the newly indus
trialized area ofSarnia, Ontario: Finding no 'private buyers after
the war, the Canadians organized the property into a so-called Crown
Company, Polymer Corporation, Ltd. An individual was chosen by
the Government to act as President and Chairman of the Board of the
new company. He in turn selected a group of prominent Canadians
as Board of Directors. The board, serving without remuneration, was
approved by the Government. Thereafter the Board of Directors

{14 Steelman report, op. cit. supra, note 75, p. 81.
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perpetuated itself by selecting its own succession, and maintained the
same relationship to the senior company officials as they would in a
private company. A staff was hired; operations were carried on;
Given virtual freedom ofaction as a competitive agent on a free market,
the Crown Company was set loose tosink or swim, During the war,
operations in Canada had been carried onby private operators on a
fee basis as jn the United States. These contracts were gradually
terminated and by 1951 Polymer was working all of its own f~cilities.
The subsequent succes~ of the Canadian Company,linaided and with
out a sufficient domestic market for Its product,wa,S no mean-achieve
ment. Emphasizing research, it developed profitable specialty marc
kets and sold electric power, steam, styrene, ethylene, butane, and
isobutylene, all as byproducts of the synthetic rubber operation. It
reinvested a part of its profits to .expand its Operations, and in part
has channeled its profits,i. e., paid dividends, to the Canadian Treas
ury. The Canadian approach would not havebeen appropriate to the
whole of the AlUerican 'Government-owned industry, because of the
monopoly power which such a single firm, so organized, might have
possessed. But this type of operation would have been appropriate
for the organization of a part of the American synthetic rubber in
dustry, say, that part which could not have been disposed of by sale
to private industry in 1946 or thereafter under conditions which would
have safeguarded the public interest. This sort of organization not
only avoids favoring particular' operators in the ultimate disposal
to private ownership, and make's' use of-market incentives as.a spur'
to efficiency and progress; it also has the advantage of making possible
a gradual shift of ownership through the sale of shares ina going
concern, using organized security exchanges as the medium for, market-..
ing the stock. Clearly, the market for shares is much wider than the
market for facilities. Individuals andconcerns.can thus be enabled to
participate in ownershi.p without. the ini,tia.lpossession of t.echnological
know-how and vast financial resources. Under such a system the Gov
ernment could, where strategic interests require, continue to hold a pOl;,
tion of nondividend common stock so as to retain a voice in.the formula
tion of industrial policy where strategic interests were affected.

The stage was, finally set for the disposition of the plants during
the first Eisenhower administration. On August/l,1953"the Presi
dent signed the Rubber Producing Facilities Disposal Act of 1953
(Public Law 205, 83d Cong., Ist sess.),

A three-man Commission was set up to sell the Government plants.
The Commission advertised in November 1953 for proposals to pure
chase the facilities. In May 1954 at the conclusion of the 6-nionth
period for the receipt of proposais, 56 proposals and 19 alternative
proposals had been received from 35 prospective purchasers. Nego
tiations were commenced and continued for 7 months. On January
24, 1955, a disposal program was recommended providing for the
sale of 689,600 tons of GR-S capacity, and 90,000 tons of butyl
capacity. The statutory minimums required by Congress as a pre
requisite for sale had been 500,000 tons of GR---S and 43,000 tons of
butyl.

The Commission had been charged by Congress with, several ob
jectives: to obtain the "full fair value" for the plants, to insure that
disposals would be in a form "consistent with national securit:y;,''.and
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toconstruct a'ifree competitive'tsynthetic .rubber. market andone.in
which smallbusiness.woiild be able to obtain a "fair share'? of the end
product ofthe industry. . '. . . '.
. .Ttwould appear, however, that. the criterion which primarily. shaped
t]:le, negotiations and subsequent .form of sale was that. of obtaining
as .high .a.sales price as possible.for the' Government plants.. In
essence, if there had been no other criterion than this, the form of the
plant disposal would .have been,' precisely as it was.. Thus, in re
spouse to the,iJtjlJ.nctioll"by Cpngressthat "in the event that. there
may have been a.Jinancially more 'advantageous proposal for the
r.u.b.. ber-p.r..educing.. f.ac.ili.ty than. th.e sale rec.ommended, [the Commis-.
sion submit] a statement. of the reasons why such a sale is never
thelessproposed,,,,tljeCominissioncould reply in its report that
"without ,exception, tile Commission sold .to.thehighest bidder." 95

,~tis beyondour.competencetc judge whether a. "full fair value"
was received for the. plants. TIwConimissionasserted that the sell
ing price of the. facilities covered 99,ll percent of the "estimated-re
placement cost less depreciation and obsolescence" of those facilities 95

In one instance, the Commission refused to sell a plant on which only
one bid had been received because it could not negotiate a "fair value"
price.": ':. . .'...,:
. With regard to national security, the. Commission. chose to assume
(probab.ly q.uit~. r.ightly) tha.tth.e growingcommerc.ialoutlet.sfor Syn-.
thetic rubber. would guarantee the contmuing availability of indus
trial capacity better than any paper assurances could. .Nevertheless,
theCommission.inserted.anationalsecurity clause in each contractof
sa,]e,as it was required by statute to do, supposedly insuring-c
the-prompt.tavaflabtlrty nf the<fadlity,or,' facilities' of: equlvalenticapaclty for
the productton.orsrntbettc.rubberl and its components-e- .

fora period of H) years from the date of the transfer of the facilities:
The national security clause is essentially a weakone. •It provides for
thereactivatioll of equivalent capacity within 180 days (approxi
mately 6 ffi.0nths) .after a .formal request had been received for reacti
vation from the Government, with indefinite extension allowed where
the-e-
pl.Irchaser,A~U1W,bl'e-tocolllPlYth~~ewith. by re~~()nofits ,inaJiilit~' 'to procure
eaeentjal ni:~t~rialluna~~ila?ili~~:o~ lil bor,_ ** T ''. , __. _ __,,'
But it is at preeiselyth« times when. theGovernment would require
quick .reactivation that labor ,and essential equipment and materials
would not beavailable.. TheOnly type of-security reservation that
would be meaningful would be one.thatassured that a critical.plant
wo.ul.d be avaI.'.lable in.. time of.,crisI.·,SWithou.t.,. imposing. an.... additional
drain,on special labor and on scarce equipment and materials. ,
. There was verylittlecomp~titive bidding on the.plants. This
change as indicated liinitedthe possibilityof,nlaximizing the competi
tive structure. of the, new market. It also creates doubtswhether the
plants were sold at their ,"full fair va.lue,", ," "
, For tIle butyl plants there. was no competitive bidding. Bids were

received only from Standard Oil or its affiliates.

~ R~bb:~f_p'~oduci~gFachitfes-,ti\~po~ai 'd~~rll:nission,Ii~port -'to Co-~gr~ss Recommending
Ddsposal iof,Government-Owned 'Rubber Produclng'Facilitie:s (January 24,1955), p~ 31.
. ,00: Id., pp. ,16,.17.,' . , .
"0'1- Id.,p. ;21.' J.



Bidders t01", butadiene plants

Bidders- .',c, _ .'
Goodrich-Gulf Ohemicals, IIic~1
Texas-United States Chemicals 00. 1

Allied .Oheenical & Dye Gorp.
'V.:R.Grace&.Co.
PoodMachlnery & 'Chemical Corp}
Allted'Ohemfcal & Dye Corp.' .
Goodrtch-Gulf Chemicals,-IIic.
Goodyear Synthetic Rubber Corp.
SiilclairRefining CO~

W.'R; oreceeoo.
:EIumble'Oii&it~fining00/ _,'
B'ood Machinery & (Jhel)).ical Corp.
Peteoleum .Chemicals, Inc,1"
lVIerck& .oQ.; and .,cUmax MolybdenumOQ.
Shell Chemical Ocep,'
Dow -Chemical Co.
Edwin W.Pauley .
Standard Otl Ocof.Oalifornla
PQP_o~Y1l1er,qorp.1
Phillips Onemtcat ()O.l
Standard Oil Co. of Oalifornia

Houston;' 'I'ex., plant.:.._..c;...;.

Location
Port Neches, 'I'ex., plant.,.,

Baytown', Tex"planL_..,_

Lake' CharIes..La., planL_

Torrance, Calif., plantc.,c,

As for the copolymer plants, except for the Los An~eles plant, onJy
one bid was received .for..eachof thepla,ntsofl'ered for sale.. In eVery
case it was from the tire or rubber-products company (or companies)
which had operated that plant for the Government.. The oxtrafand
successful) bid on the Los Angelescopolymer plant was that of a sub
sidiary of Shell Oil, which sought to pres~rve the. technical unity of
the. integrated sFyreile_b~tadiene-copolymerizationoperation iilLos
Angeles,for which Shell ",a~ bidding, .. ..., " .,.

In butadiene there was some competitive bidding, ~ as isshown in.
the following table.

Baton .Rouge.. La., .,planL_
Borger, 'r'ex., plant; ..,_
El Segundo, Calif., plant.,

1,Successrut bidder.

There were thus 15 bidders for 8 plants. Ineverycase but one, the
successful: bidder is to be identified with previous operatiorrof. the
Government facility bid upon. This confirms the significance of the
entrenched position of those who operated facilities for the Govern'
ment.It is to be noted, also, that the number of bids received was
very small considering the momentous opportunity represented by the
disposition of the Government plants. Furthermore, the petroleurri
producers did not hid against each other; Most of the stimulus to bid
came from outside the circle of Government operators, chiefly from
chemical companies presumably interested in the use of butadeine for
purposes other than the production .of synthetic rubber. As the re,
port described it: .

In every instance, the 'present operator ftled' a:proP9sal for the ,plant adjacent
to his -reflnery.vand, conversely, with the exception of the butadiene plant rat
Torrance, Calif.-" (which, has been run, in tandem with, the plant operated by
Standard Oil (California) and on which that company did file a proposal), no
petroleum company either witl1in or outside the program filed a proposal for
a plantadjacent to another 'oil company's refinery,

A petroleum refiner would 'be:'dlalncljned to place himself ,in.:a; position, of
extreme dependence for feedstock on a direct competitor in the petroleum fleld,
Thus, the outside, interest evidenced in the, butadiene plants came; .rrom major
chemical uompantea; -whtch historically have been ,purchilsers of "various, feed
stocks from oil companies,' Further 'explanatfou' for- the interest evidenced by
chemical companies is the rather widespread belief in the industry, a belief which
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tne.Ooromtsaion shares,that,.~utadiene,while presently in .major use only as a
feedstock for GR-S, has a promising future as a major Induetrlal chemical Quite
apart from its use in the manufacture'of synthetic rubber."

It is somewhat surprising that tile Attorney General. accepted this
pattern of bidding without protest. .It is not enough to pass this off,
as theCommission did, with the suggestion that-
the size or tneraenttee and the .technlcal and flnanclalj-equtrementa f9r -their
operation' was such as to preclude thelripurchase -by ,small business. It was
further pointed out that the most likely purchasers, particularly of the.coplvmer
plants, were the present operators.

It is not enough to pass it off, as Judge Barnes did in testifying for
the Department of Justice before a Senate committee, by referring to
the following passage from the Reconstruction Finance report of
March 1, 1953, which stated:

The most likely purchasers of the-aynthetde-rubber facilities are the rubber,
petroleum, and chemical companies now operating them for the Government's
account. Obviously, .the .destre-ofrthe-rubber..companies to control the source
of their raw materials supply, and of the petroleum companies to maintain an
outlet for their refinery ,;products, .provlded initial business incentive to this
result. -,", -, ,,',"',', ",,' ,

Additionally, the present operators of these faciliti,es have acquired a famtliar
ity with management and operating problema .thatplaces them at an advantage
over newcomers to the field, ,Tlle",likelihoodthe',disposal will, in,.large"part
follow this pattern is enhanc,~~;bytheclrcumatances that many of the facilities
are dependent for their 'efficient operation upon adjacent ~ac~lities owned by the
present operators which were -never part 'of the Government program. Such
dependence rests' upon feedstock supply asInthecaee of the butyl facilities and
several of the butadiene plants, and' in some ins~arices: upon' the supply of essential
utilities, such as steam, electrlcltyr'or water. 'This'dependence is not absolute
from an engineering viewpoint, butIn-moat Instances severance can be achieved
only at the cost of subatanttalecoriomtes.'"

Even if it is true that Government operators acquired know-how,
etc., which favored themintlie bidding, there are many questions left
unanswered. ' .

Why did no outsiders, i. e., others than those operating on Govern
mentaccount.bid for GR-S plants!

Was the rubber market shut off for them !
'If the reason was, as alleged, that only operators had the 'special

know-how of the particular plant, then why did 10 outsiders without
the know-how of the particular plant bid on the styrene plant! Why
did a number of outsiders bid on the butadiene plants though they
had no plant and industry know-how.i Butadiene operations were
much more interlocked with the Tefineryoper~tionsof adj acent facil
ities of oil refineries than GR~S facilities ever could be with those of
the tire fabricators. Indeed, GR-S facilities were often located half
a continent away from the tire plants, yet outsiders came in to bid on
butadiene plants but not on GR-S facilities.

And even if, because of "know-how," etc., outsiders could not bid to
advantage, then why did not those who had operated the Government
GR-Salld butadiene plants and had all the know-how; bid against
eachotherf. . .,.... , .

Each GR-S plant operator, for example, submitted one bid for the
plant (s ) it operated. That was all. No rubber company challenged

118 rd., pp. 2&-:-27; ,', ,,' " ' ,',,' .' , ' .
WHearings before the Subcommittee on Production and Stabtltsutron of the Senate Com

nnttee on, Banking an'd'Currency; 84tb Cong.;:2cdsess.(l\:{arcb 9,,1956), p. 21.
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the bid, nor did this company bid to take the plant of other GR-S
operators. When General Tire & Rubber's bid was rejected because
the company did not meet the Commission's criteria of "fair value," no
other operator-then ventured to bid.

Inasmuch as the system of Government operation, through private
contractors, did give private companies special advantages in the
takeover of Government plants, would it not be appropriate to re
appraise that system of operation so as to devise a future approach
that will not so restrict the area of potential disposal t Has this
experience, for example, any relevance to the present policy of .the
Atomic Energy Commission in the area of industrial development?

No doubt, the factors pointed to by the Commission and by Judge
Barnes-i. e., the large-scale nature of the operations, the inter
mingling and interdependence of plant facilities, the possession of
know-how peculiar to a given plant, the numerous tangible and in,
tangible advantages that inhered in the market position of the pre_
vious operator-s-serve to explain the apathy which prevailed. How
ever, .the possibility cannot be overlooked of some sort of under
standing, agreement, or conspiracy on the part of the interested con
cerns to eliminate any effective competition as between themselves in
the bidding for Government facilities. .

There is also another factor, more directly. within the scope of ad- I*
ministrative discretion, .. which minimized th.e possibility of effective .
competition in the purchase of Government .facilities. This was the
policy of the Government in its dealing with patents and industrial
know-how.

To what extent did Government. patent policy preclude an active
interest by outsiders in l>idding for Government plants? It was
clear that, during the long years of Government operations, there had
been no clearing of the decks of the patent barriers to disposal. Thus,
when the Disposal Commission inquired of those involved in the syn
thetic program as to the patent rights to which private companies laid
claim with regard to processes and products "presently in use inGov
ernment-owned facilities,': the companies involved in the Government
program listed a large number of patent rights, and indicated their
firm intention of asserting these rights againsts future owners and
operators of the Government plants.

Dow listed six patents covering the production, preservation, and
utilization of styrene and related compounds.

Standard Oil (New Jersey) listed very extensive claims to control
over the production of butyl rubber, isobutyleno recovery, isoprene
recovery, styrene production, and butadiene production and recovery.
This included 163 butyl-rubber patents, 56 patents relating to butane
dehydrogenation and to the extraction of butadiene, 13 styrene pat-
ents, 19 isoprenepatents,and 21 isobutylene patents. .

General Tire & Rubber Co. asserted claims covering the so-caned
black-mastsrbatch process in the production of GR~S, and the process
for producmg OIl-extended rubber. •

Goodrich asserted patent rights in certain processes of butadiene
purification.

Gulf asserted five patents covering the production of butadiene.
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Hercules Powder Co. (DuPont) asserted rights.under 19 patents
relating to the. production, compounding or vulcanization. of buns
rubber.

Phillips Petroleum Co. asserted rights under 21 patents covering
(unspecified) aspects of Government operations in particular plant
complexes. '

Shell Chemical Corp. asserted miscellaneous patent claims relating
to.the production .ofothylene (~.patent)"theproductionof ethylene
benzene (7 patents), the production of ethyl benzene dehydrogenation
catalyst (TO patents) , the process for ethylene benzene dehydrogena
tion (14 patents), copolymerization (6 patents), copolymer softeners
(5 patents), copolymer plasticizers (2 patents), copolymer compo
sitions (2 patents), cold-acid polymerization in production of buta;
diene '(5 patents), butylene extraction (7 .patents) ,butylene dehydro
genation F patents); butadiene extraction (2 patents) , butadiene
stabilization (3 patents). .

Can it be doubted that this phalanx of patent claims provided a
forinidablebarrier and discouragement to all those outsiders who
might be inclined, to enter into the industry through .the purchase of
Government plantsl '

An idea as to the worth of the supposed protection extended bythe
Government to 'prospective plant purchasers with regard to patents is
indicated. by the procedure by which the Disposal Commission.dealt
with theseti$hts. First, the .Commissiondi~tributedan, enormous
Brochure of Agreements Relatmg to Patent ·R,ghts,Techmcal Infor
mation, etc., in Connection With Sale of Government-Owned Rubber
Producing Facilities, This brochure covered only certain illustrative
agreements, and it was stated flatly that the "following commentary is
designed to .facilitate location of 'pertinent .agreements, but does not

, interpretanyagreements.".., '. .' ,. . ,

j' The Government did not_hel~ the !£rospectivepurchaser find out
where he st.ood withregaru toealms 0 pat,eift"rtghts andtechnical

_ mformation in the plant on which he was supposed tobid-e-for the sim
,- pIe Ieasful, as far as one can tell.thatitdid notitself know where. he

. _. ~_,,, "'" ,,,",••=,1=., "".....",.,.d told him
tufjgurethem out for himself and make up his own mind as to what
his chances were. Could it be doubted that such a situation of uncer-
taintywould discourage the newcomer from venturing into the field 1

The Government also publicized and circulated the claims made by
various companies as to their tights against private purchaser-oper
ators of Government facilities.withthe statement that-

The attached collation of 'statements on zlghts madeby vnriousprospective
purchasers is solely-to aid bidders in their check of jierttnentattuatrons. -, In no
way does this constitute any representation whatsoever by the Commtaslon.,

In retrospect, the Commission's.circumspection appears to have been
well.advised, whatever its dampening effect upon prospective' bidders.
Sale of the plants plunged the new industry into a period of struggle,
controversy and negotiation, as the respective parties, underthe threat
of litigation, sought-to settletheir conflicting claims and bringorder
out of the confusion that existed, The course that events have 'fol
lowed bears little resemblance to the claims of guaranties and protec
tions to prospective purchasers, so often vaunted by the administrators
of the rubber program.
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, In sum, the existence of a mass of patent claims on processes built
into Government-owned plants, and the uncertainty of prospective
purchasers as to the claims which might be made against them, and as
to their consequent relative position in a competitive struggle, may in
large part account for the failure of the Government to create a broad
demand for the propertywhich it was offering.

The Government had allowed private companies to incorporate
their' patented processes into the Government-owned operations with
which they were charged. The machines, equipment, and factory
design as offered for sale, were likely to be useful only in the operations
of these processes patented by the private operators who had run them,
so that any others who might buy the plant would be obliged to pay an
extensive (and uncertain) fee to that former private operator. Not
only did this occur in the initial organization of the plants, but it
occurred constantly in the expansion, restructuring, and reequipment
of plants, so that new patent claims could constantly he introduced.
Thus, Phillips Petroleum in the Memorandum Re Claims of "Rights"
couldstate:

* >II * Plancor _484 * *' * was designed by Phillips Petroleum 00. based on
technical information and trade secrets originating with -Phillips Petroleum Oo.,
its operation involves the use of said technical information and trade secrets
and Phillips Petroleum Co. intends to claim a royalty or license fee in connection'
with the use of such technical information and trade secrets for private (as
distinguished from Government) benefit. In additional, Phllltps Petroleum Co.
is the owner of the following United States patents which contain claims cover
ing the operations of said plant, and Phillips Petroleum Co. intends to claim a
royalty or license fee for a license for the continuance of the present operations
of said plant for private (as distinguished from Government) benefit: * * *

As to other butadiene plants of the Rubber Producing Facilities, Phillips Pe
troleum Co. furnished technical information for the design of the butylene and
butadiene-recovery facilities employed in the butadiene plants at Port Neches,
Tex., operated by the Neches Butane Products Oo., and at Houston, Tex., oper
ated by Sinclair Rubber 00., Inc. In addition, all of the above patents contain
claims which are pertinent to the said recovery facilities except Patents Nos.
2,586,408, 2,606,159, and 2,666,692. Phillips Petroleum Co. intends to claim .n
royalty or license fee for a license for the continuance of the present operations
of said plants for private (as distinguished from Government) benent.v"

It seems inevitable that such circumstances as these would create a
formidable barrier to the entrance of newcomers into the industry,
and thereby reduce the force of competition both in bidding for the
plants and, potentially, in the operation of the new industry itself,
Moreover, these circumstances were not amatter of technical necessity.
They arose as a consequence of choice. by the administering agency of
the Government. The industry was sufficiently long in Government
hands that operations could have been standardized and/or cleared
of private patent claims. This would have cleared the decks for free
bidding, and would have facilitated new entry into the industry. It
might be argued that to have standardized operations and/orler
mitted modifications only when such developments were owne by
Government (or the claims regarding them settled), would have
caused the synthetic rubber technology to stagnate. But the tech
nology stagnated in any case. The organization of the Government

100 Rubber Producing Facilities Disposal Commission, Memorandum Re Claims of:
"Rights"-Synthetic Rubber Facilities (memorandum mimeographed for distribution to
prospective bidders), Nove-mber 1954.
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synthetic-rubber operation failed to clear the decks for free disposal
and permitted the creation of patent impediments in an industry
fulancedby the public and supposedly run by the Government-and
for this price did not even receive a progressive technology in return.

The patterns of the new industry which did emerge reflected the
oligopolistic form of the petrochemical and tire industries where a
large proportion of total output is concentrated in the hands ofa few
"dominant" firms. Butyl, of. course, is a monoply in the hands of
Standard (New Jersey) and its licensees.

This is the form of thenew American synthetic rubber industry.
It is an industry which, regardless of past programs and performances,
happens now to be in the hands of vigorous firms in two highly
vigorous industries, albeit industries capable of backsliding into the
stagnant byways of monopoly..Here, as elsewhere, it will be the probe
lem of public policy to clear the way. for the full force of competition
to drive the new industry to. the fulhealization of its potential cone
tribution to consnmer welfare and strategic strength. The task that
confronts us is much more difficult than it would have been if the
synthetic-rubber pr(}gram been administered with greater competency,
firmness, foresight and understanding of the public responsibilities
involved.



CHAPTER XI

PROBLEMS AND POLICY

The preceding chapters were written a year before Sputnick. Their
essential conclusions were formulated in 1951. Thus this critical
analysis of the organization of research and the means of providing
incentive for technological advance through Government policy, is no
mere rationalization of recent events. Rather, events confirmjts
hypotheses and arguments. . . .:

In good part this study has been concernedwith the patent system,
It was shown how, in extending the powers of monopoly, this system
can sometimes work against the economic progress and consumer
welfare which it is intended to sustain and promote. It was shown
that,through patents, important developments may be shelved.idelib
erately or inadvertently, thereby blocking the technological progress
which the system was intended to. accelerate. These dangers are fa
miliar and remedies of sorts have been proposed. Less familiar is
the conflict between the needs of national security and the objectives
of business action, illustrated by the international patent deals. Many
aspects of business choice, following normal commercial criteria, may
lead to actions which conflict withtheinterests of national security.
It then becomes the responsibility of Govermnent to protect the stra
tegic interests. The trouble .is that, with rare exceptions, where the
issues are cloaked in technological complexity, the Government has
not developed the competence that is required to discharge this respon
sibility. ThurmanArnold and the Department of Justice did a real
service in. investigating the relations between American and foreign
corporations when the latter were presumed to have become agents of
hostile governments. 'I'heywould have performed a greater service
if, rather than attempting to fix personal guilt, they had pointed up
the. incapacity of Government agencies that failed. to recognize the
dangers of suchdealings when they occurred,..and.that wer.e unable.
to deal with those dangers even had they been recognized. It is not
known how often such divergences between business action and the
security interest arise, or how important these might be-for no more
today than yesterday is there available in Government an agency re
sponsible for, and. able to take cognizance of, such conflicts and to
deal with them effectively. The possibility of conflict arises every
time a factory is built in one location rather than in some other, every
time a road is laid, every time an investment is made.

In the case of synthetic rubber, those who raised the issue of na
tional securit:y were those who had a commercial stake in public
action. But there is unlikely to be more thana partial coincidence
between commercial stakes and strategic interests. The synthetic
rubber experience shows that .a government is ill advised to relyon
a competence shaped to the criteria of commerce in formulating its
policy for national security. Yet, today as yesterday, measures pur-
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porting to insure the national security continue to be based upon the
demands of those who have commercial stakes in public action. And,
today as yesterday, the Government continues to rely on a techno
logical competence for the formulation of national security policy,
that is shaped to the purposes of private profit. Thus, air transport
and the merchant marine are given aid and subsidy for the supposed
purpose of insuring natio)'al secur-ity. It i~folly to assume that, in
asmuch as such aids and subsidies are freely used by the recipients
accordingtothe criteria of good:;b~sin~~~, ,a Il1.aximulll "r~t~~~ in na
ti())'al security will ever be derived,ortha~ any national security re;
turn. will necessarily be derived per dollar of public expenditure;
The oil eonipallies demaildedandreceived protection for their oil
?wli~r~hip overseas-this on the ground. that our Iimitedrand de
pleted domestic reserves must be preserved in the .interests ofn~"
tional secul:ity.Yet, at the v~ry sallle time,domesti~oil producers
wereclemandi)'g and. gettirlil"protecti?n ag~inst the import offor~ign
oi1i11\0 the United States-,-ag~in, on the ground that it is necessary
f?tpati0llal security t? ~c"eleI;ate th"rat". a.t .which ~,,~. use up our
kti?~n reserves asa~tm1Ulustoth~exploratlOnal~ddevelop)'wntof
n~1V' d9l1)l¥3~iq re:;;er,r_~s;: we~l1s~~]{pa~~ _ollr.fbr,~igri:c9_111mitmeirts,a~(~,
spend. billiOnS. for overseas bases to protect Arabian oil so ~hat oui'
domesticoil will be less rapidly 'depleted; at thesametim.e th~twe
imposequotas against foreign· 'imports and.p~rmit·higher prices to
consumers in orderto stin~ul"tetheuse?four.domestic ~llPply.
• Onelleed be noexp~rttosen~etheseco)'tradictions... They ar~~p
parent on their face. :rnother~reas, llO;ve"er,th"y lllay.be m?re
sllbtle: In such cases, where theissues "re cloakedm techmc"l com
ple.xitY,llpollwholll shall\verely, in the fapeof conflicting demands;
to det~rlIlille_tl,l~ course appropriate ~o lla,ti?ualneeds? ".,'

TI,e synthetic rubber story bears witnessthnt where the objective
is ,to ,~1~~9ur,~ge,-t~chnolog~cal ,:tdVallce, -it, is neyer' enough to 'c<?~~ract

()~t. r~.s.,~a:rch t q.pT:lY.a.~~.eo~pa.''.les,..,.,10 l:.l~tt..ter h:o~(s.. ucce.ss.,tul..and p..ow.e.r."
Iul Wey are. .Company research IS geared to the spur of loss and the
lure of profits. R~lllo"e that lure ~)'d spur, and it. isunlikely that
research effortsOraccomplish0ent willtra)'sce)'d the .level of the
routi)'e.Other .illcentive~ mllst be. built. int?the system.. Ill. some
instances, the Governme)'thasallowed its. contractors topa-tent and
cotnll1ercially exp1oitits!esel1rch results, requiring only that roJ'altJ'-.
fr.eelicensesbeext~lldea:' to theGoVe!llm~nt and its agentsJevel\
though that resear"h waswh?lly paid for by the Government, This

, meth_9d'.:IlUiy havE3,:,n~~ritoin ,some situations; for .instance.vin weapons
develoPlY,ent;Vhere commercial exploitation is .a minor byproduct and
pafuIitS offera)rind ofboml~fo! successful efforts: B~ltwhereth~
objective isto provide a !geileralstilllulustoeconomicgro;vthanda
widening of scientifichoriz?ns, .then the method is not appropriate:
There is inequity, for tliecornpany receives first claim on the benefits
of research for. which the .publi~, not the company, laid; Further,
there is distortion of the purpose of public support 0 research. The
i'ang-e of possible applications of research results!i~ narrowed, and
the pr?mise of. a.pat~nt payoff pushes such research. efforti)' theverJ'
direetio~s,w"hereordinary.-cohlinercial incentives suffice and public
subsidy or support are not needed.
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Other methods are surely available to build incentive into the sys
tern: of Government-subsidized research. Why not offer substantial
prizes for the solution ofoutstanding research problems! This would
open the field to individualinvention as well a~ to corporation research
and wonld remove a perennial suspicion of favoritism and manipula
tion in the obtaining of research contracts. ,It was in the· successful
effort to win a prize offered by the Czarist Government that the buta
diene base for general-purpose synthetic rubber was developed. It is
not entirely unreasonable to suppose that the "natuI'al rubber" prob
lem, theobjective of such a long period of futile Govemment-subsi
dized research, might have been solved under the stimulus ?f a money
prize, just as it was solved under the stimulus ,0£ a patent prize when
the end of Government ownership made the lure of profits through
patents available. And, giving prizes,even lavish ones.Tor solutions
might ill many cases cost the public less thangiv:ing patents for solu
tionslfor then the advance would be made freely available to all,
Nor IS it unthinkable that the Government might offer research con
tracts that provide for substantial gains if the project succeeds in its
creative 'objective, and a minimal' payment, 'Or none.atall.uf :the proj
ect fails. This, after all, is precisely the condition under whichpri
vntecornmercially oriented research is undertaken.

Nor should it be assumed that contracting out or otherwise dealing
with private firms and institutions is the only approach, or isneces
sarily the most effective method for solving research problems and
otherwisefurthering the ends of scientific.and technological advance;
In many areas the most effective results maybe achievable through
direct Government research and development, using' Government
hired scientists in Government-owned 'laboratories, with such research
having the advantage of a single center for organization, direction;
and responsibility. But will the question ofthe possible effectiveness
of direct Government research be decided on its merits, or will our
paths be dictated by slogans and taboos! "..

The public is rightfully uneasy over the performance of American
science and technology. Taking advantage of this moment of uneasi
ness, the official and self-appointed spokesmen of science clamor for
greater subsidies to carryon basic, research. ,Financial support for
research is, indeed, needed; But a warning is in. order. Subsidy is
never enough, whether to university researchers, Government research
ersvor private-companrresearchers.The history. of'synthetic rub
berdevelopment gives ample evidence that the world of science; like
other sectors of the world of men, has, its waste. and futility, its
manipnlators and its parasites, its massed echelons of good, competent
workers who nevertheless have not that special capacity to proceed
beyond the refinement of the already known. Only a few are blessed
with the creative spark. If aidis to be effective, it must be selective
in discriminating between those who can contribute and. those who
cannot. , Simply to raise thelevel of public subsidy will not suffice. as
a stimulus to progress. Nor is monopoly only a problemof business.
It is a problem of all human institutions, and the institutions' which
set themselves up as the creators and purveyors of concept-and knowl
edge (the universities, the faculties, the academies, the societies, the
foundations) are .'111 too human. Here also is manifested a vested
interestin status and position, in. fixed procedures andin established
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ideas. Here also may bea fierce.maneuvering to monopolize the seats
of power ; here also will be found rigidity and. bias.. Yet nowhere is
flexibility and real competition more necessary.. Unfortunately, we
take for granted without troubling to analyze them, the form, mecha
nism, and adequacy of those institutions on which Our society depends
for that intellectual dynamic which is the ultimate key to survival and
growth.

'Vhetherthe,concern isto organize research in goverulnent,evalu
ate private: research for .government, so direct the use of funds as to
maximize the returnonresearchsubsidized by government, or simply
to formulate policy in the light of technological and scientific com
plexitiescforull.or any of these tasks there must be a technological
(and scientific) competence in the Government. This competence is
the first requirement. The schemes and the devices come after. .The
need for technologicalcompetence in government has been the con'
stant theme throughout this study. This is. not a competence that
can be bought or borrowed. It must be created. It must be in
corporated into the processes of governing' aud the processes of gov_
erning mustbe remade thereby. This final chapter will take as clear
and established what the whole weight of this study has sought to
clarify and to establish, namely, that the technological competence
shaped to the market choice that normally characterizes our commer
cial .and industrial. institutions and Serves these institutions well, is
of quite, another genera than the technological competence that is
directed to social choice and is essential if wise social decisions are to
bemade.TIiis special competence is needed in. government, in the
functioning of Congress and ofthe executive branch.

The.paceofRussian technical, scientific, and economic advance is
not the standard -by which to measure .the sufficiency of. our own.
Though we surpass them many times over, we may still have failed
to make use of 'our full potential, Yet the race between the two
nations is so critical that points of comparison are dmportant, With
respect to the development of a technological competence appropriate
to the processes of government, the form of their organization would
seem tohave a certain '·advantage',over ours; In OUT society there
are two distinct and important spheres of decision making-that of
business, where action yields to market pressure and follows the quest
for profit; and. that ,of government, whichintervenes in the name of
the community in those instances where competition fails to bring
about,anaccord'betweenbusiness action and the social weal, and
where other than commercial criteria must be· introduced as a basis
for' choice and action. Our available technological competence has
been shaped by trailling, by the conditioning of a career and by
the pressures ofsuccess and survival, to the ne~ds and values of busi
ness choice', and .not to the requirements of socialchoice. An addi
tional kind 'of technological competence is needed, namely, an exe

pertises~apedtothe needs of social choice. In a socialist corn
munity there is' not this dichotomy, , There all decisionmakingpre
sumablybears the aspect of social choice; expertise is shaped to gov
ernmentalplanning, since no other sphere for the exercise of tech-
nologicalcompetence 'exists, "

Atechnological competenceshaped to the values, and wedded to the
purposesof society, working through its government, is needed. How
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to develop it! In our view, this competence will develop and the
educational mechanism serving to train men for this task will be
developed if two conditions are satisfied .. First, there must be a clear
recognition of the need for such competence, a need in every branch
of government and at the top levels of authority; and a recognition
that the technological competence shaped to serve-the business func
tion is often incompatible with the processes of government. Second,
attractive careers must be open to those who would dedicate them"
selves to the creation of this special competence, careers that lead
to the. top rung of authority and toparticipation in the formulation
of pnblic policy. The corps of Government scientists and tech'
nologists must come to stand as the peers of their bnsiness counter
parts,with their views carrying a primary anthority in the sphere of
social choice.

But if top grade young scientific talent is recruited and brought into
Government, how is it to be used, how incorporated into the task and
trained to the processes of Government! There are, of course, ways
to use it profitably right now. Such men might undertake and/or
direct Government research. They might be made the technical at
taches to our Embassies abroad. They might organize and carry
through international technical and scientific interchange. They
might organize and carry.out foreil;(n aid and foreign technical educa
tion pro.grams:''' Th::eY;'JIl!glI,t lj,I;!-.In, the study and the ultimate re
structuring of the,,Amf'PcaIi $ystelii§' (}f:sClentIfie:;and technological
education. They m-ighti\ssistGoUgl-ess:in,:arang'l!oof investigations,
studies, and :4!'N~r'\ct!qllS.5[Theymightpart~lj:e;in military pro
grammg and planmng; , And sdon;; I111taIHl).l$ ~ould be of no avail
unless there is also a sense of the loug:ruu'purpiiile of this corps to
develop a distinct and necessary competence shaped to the task of so
cial choice; which means that they will be turned to for advice and
decisions involving social choice, and that leadership will be drawn
from their ranks. It will not work if, in the crux, Government turns
to the officials of General Motors or General Foods for decisions as to
weapons research, or to a vVall Street admiral or a vVest Point general
for the organization of atomic research, and so on down the line.

The hard fact is that we do not have, today, the kind of competence
that we need for effective government in this age of science and tech
nology. Yet, this competence will evolve, fitted to the needs of social
choice, just as competence fitted to the dictates of market choice has
evolved, provided intelligent men will turn themselves to this task as
their career. This, of course, is not the entire solution; it is only the
beginning: for once the competence is acquired, it still must be used
systematically, But the importance and significance, and the diffi
culty of this beginning, should not be underrated. The hardened pat
terns of institutional organization, the deep-grooved habits of thought,
the slogan-fed complacency, the widespread and instinctive resistance
to effective government, the great power of the interests in whom the
decision-making function now resides-all these present a formidable
barrier. To achieve that beginning is a major task and a sufficient
present goa1. We shall not speculate beyond it.

Actually, this need for creating a competence in Government to
deal with relatively new and vital tasks, is part of a larger problem,
namely, deliberately and as a matter of public policy of accelerating
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the rate of scientific advance, teclmological development andproduc
tivity inc1"ease. .At bottom .we are concerned with the creative proc
esa..which is both an individual and social function. The patent
system plays a part in that process., Our school system plays another.
Ouruniversities, existing on a fare of business charity, alumni senti
ment andpublic handouts, dwelling in a "nether land'~,between com
merce and politics, aresupposeclly at the core of it. Every industry,
every firm, every farm, every sector.of.government, all play their part.
The strata of social values, the flux of socialattitudes, the stimulus of
competition, the barriers of monopoly, the ballast or the anchor of _
tradition, the effectIveness of communication and association.ithe op~ 5
portunity for experinlentations~allthese are variable determinants of
creative advance. We know little of these variables and how they are
fitted together, much less of how to go about reshaping the processes
which carry our society .forward. But there is some hope, at least,
that at longlast.we are begillning to try to understand.
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